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Shawl Dancer on the Bay

Outfits that look this good
start with quality craft supplies
P.O. Box 295 • 1133 Washington Ave. • Escanaba, MI 49829 • 1-800-652-7192

Hello, this is...
800-652-7192 for Orders
906-789-0505 for Information
906-789-5619 FAX 24 hrs.
E-Mail: sales@nocbay.com

How may we help you?

P.O. Box 295
Escanaba, Michigan 49829

Open: Weekdays 9 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time
Saturdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Visit us at www.nocbay.com
NOTES ABOUT OUR CATALOG
2020 marks the 42th year we have been in
business selling craft supplies here on the shores
of Little Bay de Noc. We want to thank all of
those loyal customers throughout the USA as well
as those from other countries who have found that
we can help in their cultural arts. You continue to
be the link we have to people in your communities
that can use our help as well.
Our cover this year is an acrylic painting by
Lauren Hovland, recently a theater and arts collage graduate, and our niece and granddaughter.
As she describes her art, “My style is close to
realism but I exaggerate the colors and lines to
show contrast and achieve a look I’m happy with.”

Left to right: Top; Judie, Donna and Loren, Bottom; Karen, Tracia, Jeff.

Lauren’s drawing celebrates the energy of the
modern women’s dance style, the Shawl Dancer.
For us, Lauren’s painting is filled with history.
It’s a memory of Lauren’s mom Shawl Dancing in
the 1990’s. Of the grandkids growing up learning
to dance at the powwow gatherings. Only three
blocks away from this shoreline scene, Noc Bay
Trading Company began 42 years ago. Going way
back, here on the shores of Little Bay de Noc at
the encampments of the Native people, song and
dancing began.
www.nocbay.com is a full service web-store
that we continue to work on to enhance it’s ability

to be a good shopping place. Besides having
video lessons, we now have a special gift idea
page. Through the year, we will add more features, offer more specials and closeout sales, and
provide more lessons in crafting. If you ever have
a problem using the site, let us know and we will
do what needs to be done to correct the problem.
Besides visiting us at www.nocbay.com, if you
are ever in the Escanaba vicinity, stop in at 1133
Washington Avenue and see our store display, one
block east of U.S. 2 and 41, and in sight of the
entrance to the U.P. State Fair grounds.

Jeff, Donna, and Loren Woerpel

TO ORDER
ORDERING INFORMATION
■ Terms: Send full payment, check or money order, with your order
unless other arrangements have been made with us. We accept VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, and DISCOVER on all mail
or phone orders. There is no surcharge for using these cards. Include
card number, expiration date, your name as it appears on your card. On
mail orders, sign the order underneath the card number and add the
CVV code. Michigan residents add 6% for state sales tax. Tax exempt
organizations please send your number with your order.
■ Shipping: We ship all orders valued over $25 to anywhere in the continental United States area by UPS Ground or USPS Priority Mail. Please
give us a street address even if you get mail at a box number so we can
ship the best way for your location and package size.
■ Shipping and handling costs: All costs are as noted except for special
requests such as 2nd day and overnight delivery. For continental U.S.A.
retail orders when pre-paid:
✔ Up to $25.00 add $5.95 for USPS Mail shipping.
✔ Orders of $25.00 to $150.00 add $9.95 for UPS ground shipping
or USPS Priority mail. Alaska, and Hawaii shipped best way at cost. Call
or e-mail for estimate. All Purchase Orders, on-account orders, and foreign orders are charged actual shipping costs for the package(s) sent.
✔Pre-paid retail orders over $150.00 shipped free by UPS Ground or USPS.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED: We guarantee no hassle when you
need to return items within 15 days. If it’s not right for your project, contact us and we will make it right or refund your money. Your return shipping will also be refunded if it was our error.

payable in U.S. DOLLARS. Your country may charge you duty for the
items being received.
RESTRICTIONS ON ITEMS SHIPPED OUTSIDE OF THE USA: Any
product that requires Fish and Wildlife inspection to leave the country or
enter another country is not available at this time. They include but are not
limited to: Deer hides and other deer parts, Elk hides, quills, pheasant
feathers, turtle shells, any other wild animal fur parts. Restricted also are
shells which include; shell heishi, conch, abalone, cowrie, and clam.
DEALERS: If you have a place of business, and are selling supplies, send
a copy of your sales license with your request on business letterhead for
information about our Dealer program.
PURCHASE ORDERS FROM PUBLIC AGENCIES: We will accept
purchase orders if you agree to pay within 30 days of shipping invoice
date. Please clearly indicate that agreement on the purchase order.
Shipping is at-cost. Please have your purchasing agent contact us by
phone if there are any special procedures required by your institution, or
to arrange for on-account handling of your institution’s or school’s order.
Purchase orders need to be signed by the authorized purchasing agent.
INSTITUTIONAL ORDERS: All orders to be shipped to institutions,
including an individual’s direct order, should include an address where the
delivery is to be made. A Post Office Box number or a street address can be
used for USPS Mail, but a street address is required for United Parcel
Service. You may specify the prefered address. We send catalogs free to
institutions, inmates, and schools upon request.

BACK ORDERS: We only back order when we expect your item to be
in stock within 4 weeks. Otherwise we refund or give a credit memo for
the amount if you do not tell us to substitute. This business is subject to
the world markets, and long delays in receiving certain products are common.

WE DO OUR BEST: Prices are subject to change without notice. We
will ship at the current price. We have used the best product information
available to us in representing the materials in this catalog. We are not
responsible for misrepresentation by manufacturer or supplier or product
changes made by them. Availability may be limited by ability of
manufacturer to supply their products.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: Orders sent outside the USA are shipped
at cost. Shipments can be made immediately if you can use DISCOVER,
VISA, MASTERCARD, or AMERICAN EXPRESS. Otherwise FAX or
e-mail your order and request a quotation including shipping. Please
remember to send your payment by bank check or money order

GIFT CERTIFICATES: Gift certificates can be purchased on our OnLine Store on the web at nocbay.com. At the home page, click on “OnLine Store” then go to the bottom of the category list on the left to find
“Gift Certificates”. You can also make the order by phone at 800-6527192. No service fee is charged.

© 2019 Photos and design by Noc Bay Publishing, Inc. and Nookaa Media; Cover painting by Lauren Hovland, all rights reserved.
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Noc Bay Trading Company

NEW SUPPLIES

BANDING & FOCALS

PRECIOSAR CZECH REPUBLIC - CRYSTAL RHINESTONE
BANDING
Cut Crystal Banding has started to be used in a variety of ways to put highlight edges and markings in applique bead working designs. Another good
use is as a boarder or stripe in a variety modern dance clothing fabric or
leather pieces. The reflective light in the crystal centers gives the application
a flashing light and color response. The
flexible plastic banding is the base for
sewing the crystals in place.
Preciosa crystals are one of the highest
quality crystals produced in the world and
made in Czech Republic. Their crystals
we are introducing here are of three different reflective kinds, Colored crystals,
clear crystals, and AB crystals (Aurora
Borealis), also known as rainbow colors.
The crystals are precisely machine cut in a
faceted Rhinestone shape, all the same
size for the banding, with edgings that
(Beaded rosette with Amethyst
Banding around the outside row and give a reflection like a diamond. The bandusing the Delica beads for the bead- ing is what holds the crystals in place and
work. The center starts with a Flat makes up the basis for sewing it down.
Back Faceted sew-on Round Focal.)

Banding on Wool

CRYSTAL CLEAR BANDING
1056.***
These are size SS13 Rinestone Crystals measuring 3.2 to 3.3mm wide. The
color name refers to the color of the plastic banding and all crysyals are clear.
Color Number
001 Black
026 White
036 Grey
060 Pink
260 Royal Blue
280 Purple
CRYSTAL AB (Aurora Borealis) BANDING
1054.***
These are size SS13 Rhinestone Crystals measuring 3.2 to 3.3mm wide. The
color name refers to the color of the plastic banding and all crystals are AB.
Color Number
001 Black
026 White

Sold by the meter (which is about 31⁄4 inches longer than a yard). If you are ordering
more than 1 meter of the same color item,
we will try to supply as a continuous
length up to 10 meters from spool supply
in stock.
All Banding Costs $5.95/per meter

CRYSTAL COLORED BANDING
1052.***
These are size SS13 Rhinestone Crystals measuring 3.2 to 3.3mm wide. The
color name and code refer to the matching crystal colors and plastic banding.
Color Number
001 Black
006 Gold
066 Fuchsia
081 Red

060 Pink
208 Green
FLAT BACK FACETED, SEW-ON FOCALS
These acrylic sew-on jewel stones have a faceted top
with two holes and a silver foiled reflective back.
The holes are used to stitch these Focals into the
backing based on your beadwork design.
These shapes are often refered to as “Focals”, as the
gemstone appearance of these pieces make them the
central focus of your design. Included here are two
sizes of the round Crystal AB (Rainbow) These
nicely fit the floral beadwork designs and colors
used for the modern Native American dance clothing or jewelry.
ROUND CRYSTAL AB FOCAL 12mm 1058.12802
About 1/2 inch diameter.
$.25/each 10 or more $.20/each

146 Yellow
153 Smoked Topaz

ROUND CRYSTAL AB FOCAL 18mm 1058.18802
About 3/4 inch diameter.
$.30/each 10 or more $.25/each

218 Green

12 mm

18 mm

Flat Back

260 Sapphire
284 Amethyst
999 Lt Multi Color
SMALL CRYSTAL COLORED BANDING

1080.***

These Small Bandings are 1mm
Color Number
smaller
than our regular sized
081 Red
Banding. The color name and
146 Yellow
code mean that both the crystal
153 Smoked Topaz color and the plastic banding are
the same color.
260 Sapphire
SMALL CRYSTAL AB BANDING
1082.***
Crystal AB Banding refers to Aurora Borealis or rainbow flashing colors
coming from the cut crystals. Remember these Small Bandings are 1mm
smaller than our regular Banding.
066 Fuchia
The color name refers to the color
116 Orange
of the plastic banding and all of
218 Green
the crystals are clear with the
280 Purple
Aurora Borealis color reflections.

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

SMALL CRYSTAL RHINESTONE BANDING
We have found that some smaller sized banding can add to the experiences
of combining banding with beadwork.These are size SS8 Rhinestone
Crystals measuring 2.2 to 2.3mm wide. They are 1mm smaller than the regular Banding shown above. The photos on this page are very close to the
actual size of the crystals, which should help you with your planning
All Banding costs $5.95/per meter (which is about 39 1⁄4 inches).
SMALL CRYSTAL CLEAR BANDING
Color Number
001 Black
002 Clear
026 White
036 Grey
060 Pink
218 Green
219 Grass
254 Med. Blue

1081.***

The color name and code refer to
the color of the plastic banding and
all of the crystals are clear colored.
Size SS8 Rhinestone Crystals
measuring 2.2 to 2.3mm wide,
they are 1mm smaller than our regular Banding. The banding is made
of small plastic cups that are strung
together with two fabric cords
along each side of the base. The
cord makes it flexible.
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MUSIC
Music to Learn By...
Learn to Hear PowWow Songs is a way of sharing in the experience of the dance circle and the
musical gift provided by the singers. Our effort in this LEARNING CIRCLE lesson is to help you hear the
verse format, drumbeat patterns, and styles of powwow songs made today and heard all over North
America in recordings or at dance gatherings. 24 minute CD.
CD 9210
$8.95

Our Noc Bay releases of Smokeytown Singers, Songs for the People, and of the Badger
Singers, Songs of King Eagle, include narrations from the lead singers of these groups that
help you understand the language, the sounds, the purpose and origin of the songs being presented.

ON LITTLE WINGS; Mark Woerpel
The lullabies of on little wings are about family.
About when each generation welcomes in the
next, soothing the children and wrapping them in
the memory of the music we heard when we were
little ones, and someday, they too will give them
to the next generations. Songs include 7 old
favorites and 4 new compositions.

FLUTES OF MOO-WA-SAH; Mark Woerpel
While flute and guitar of many styles are used in
cultural music around the world, the inspiration
for these songs come from the flutes of Moo-WaSah, made by Wally Blanc here on the shores of
the Great Lakes, and from the forests, streams,
lakes, and the relationships of family.
CD 9215

$15.95

CD 9216

Best of Powwow Songs up NORTH!

BADGER SINGERS;
Songs of King Eagle

and more available on our website
SMOKEYTOWN SINGERS;
40th Anniversary
This 2-Disc special released by Smokeytown
Singers of the Menominee Reserve in Wisconsin,
known nationally for
their songs and style
representing the Great
Lakes region. Now in
their 40th year, these
two discs present
favorite songs they
composed and used
during those years,
along with old style
woodland traditional songs passed down from
many past generations in the Great Lakes region.
All of these songs include women backup
singers, which has been a tradition at this Drum.
Disc I includes 7 contemporary intertribal songs
and 5 contest songs. Disc II presents 14 traditional songs learned from their elders.
CD 9219

SMOKEYTOWN SINGERS;
Songs for the People
A special song for POW/MIA's leads off this
presentation by Smokeytown. A favorite,
“Canary Song,” features their excellent
women
back
up
singers. Included is a
“Love Song,” composed for wedding celebrations. Lead singer
narrations
are
employed to clearly
provide the lyrics for
the Native language in the songs.
CD 9211

CD 9220 $15.95

Play List: Veterans Song-POW/MIA, Intertribal, Tie Breaker,
Childern’s Song, Men’s Traditional, Canary Song, Warrior’s
Song, Jingle Dress, Love Song, Sneak Up, Intertribal,
Intertribal. Includes narrations.

The Badger Singers present songs and memories
given to them in the 70's
and 80's by Ed Bearheart,
known to all as King
Eagle, and dedicate this
recording to remembering
that his interest in singing
influenced many young
people in the Great Lakes
area. Includes King Eagle's Flag song with
introduction by Ed heard in an original recording
made in the late 70's.
CD 9212

BLACK LODGE SINGERS;
More Kids’ Pow-Wow Songs

It’s great! With 11 new
recordings including
Sponge Bob Square
Pants, Scooby Doo, Old
MacDonald Had A
Farm, Barbie’s Round
Dance, Elmo’s World,
When We Were Little
Bitty Boys, Kid’s Pow-Wow Songs Medley,
and more.
CD 9221 $15.95

$15.95 each

RED EARTH SINGERS - Live at Bismark
A collector’s dream, this is
a CD re-release of a recording made in 1977 of this
Northern Minnesota group,
several of whom became
lead singers of other drums
in the region. Ten intertribal songs that hundreds of
Great Lakes singers learned from this recording.
And we still hear them.
CD 9218

Kids Korner
2

$15.95 each

$15.95 each

BLACK LODGE SINGERS;
Kid's Pow-Wow Songs
Twelve fun filled
pow-wow
songs
made especially for
kids, includes titles
like Looney Toons,
Bunny Hop, Mighty
Mouse, Flintstones,
Monster Mash, and
more.

$15.95

$15.95

BLACK LODGE SINGERS Veterans’ Honor Song
Originally released in 1993
as a cassette, this compilation of ten veterans’ songs
composed by members of
the Scabby Robe family
includes the very popular
“Soldier Boy” song. Other
songs include their Flag
Song, World War I & II,
Vietnam Song, Vietnam - Desert Storm, and others.
CD 9230

$15.95

Noc Bay Trading Company

BEADS

Beads come in different
appearances and sizes
Most of our beads are made in
Czech Republic, so we use their sizing standards. The larger beads, as
in the Crow beads, are sized by
metric measure (mm is short for
millimeter).
BEAD FINISHES
The following are common terms
referring to the surface appearance
and color appearance of our beads:
Opaque: Light does not pass
through the bead when you hold it
up to a light.
Transparent: Light passes through
the bead and you can see through it
like stained glass.
Pearl: A pearlized finish is opaque
with a surface sheen that looks like
pearls.
Lined: Lined beads have a transparent outer surface, often crystal or
light shades of other colors, and a
darker transparent or opaque lining
around the center hole.
Luster: This finish has a glassy look
with a rich color showing through
that gives a hint of metallic silver
sheen.
Matte: Looks like non-glare frosted
glass. The colors are very soft looking.
Iris: A surface finish that looks like
a variegated sheen of red, purple,
blues, greens, and yellows, all laid
over the base color. Other terms used
are “rainbow” and “Aurora Borealis.”
Metallic: A very shiny finish that
looks like a metal plating, but in
seed beads it is usually a coating
used to simulate metal.
Rocaille: These are a very sparkling
bead. Transparent on the surface, the
sparkle silver lining gives a faceted
look. The shape is more irregular,
limiting it’s use to earrings and
applique beading.
3 Cut Beads: Carried mostly in
transparent finish, but with some of
opaque finish, in both size 12/0 and
9/0. The sparkle is provided by the
cut, or flat surfaces at different
angles on the surface of the bead.
Charlotte Cuts: A very uniform
size #13 seed bead that also are a 3
cut bead. They are available in both
opaque and transparent colors.
These beads are prized for use in
Peyote stitch work.
Delica: Japanese made beads that
are about the diameter of the #12’s.

Size 11

Delica Beads

Size 13

Charlotte Beads

Size 13

Opaque Beads

Size 12

3-Cut Beads

Size 11

Opaque Beads

Size 10

Opaque Beads

Size 9

3-Cut Beads

Size 8

Opaque Beads

Size 6

Pony Beads

They are very uniform, more tube
shaped than Czech. This type of
bead is popular for making Brick
Stitch earrings.
Bugle: Most are glassy transparent
tubes. Some opaque colors are available.
Pony Beads: These are of the standard opaque finish and are the
largest of the seed beads. Size 6/0’s
measure about 3⁄16 inch in diameter,
and 1⁄8 inch in width.
Crow Beads: Crow beads have a
large center hole and are used as
decorations like other trade beads of
early times. The glass opaque and
the plastic crow are about 5⁄16 inch in
diameter and 1⁄4 inch in width.
ESTIMATING BEAD AMOUNTS
For information on estimating the
amount of beads for a project, see
our book, BEADWORKING WITH
TODAY’S MATERIALS. You can
also see a description of the estimating process on Page 1 of the center
insert in this catalog.

ABOUT OUR BEADS

All of the glass beads we supply
come from outside the US. We seek
the most uniform sizing we can get,
though all will vary somewhat.
Being a foreign import, price
changes and supply problems can be
expected.
We do our best to maintain our
inventory. Colors we list are those
we try to maintain. Colors vary
according to dye lots so try to order
enough beads for each complete
project.

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

BEAD PACKAGING

Strung Hank

⁄2 Kilo

1

Seed beads usually are
packaged in strung hanks or
packaged loose in tubes or
plastic bags. The number of
beads in a hank will vary by
size of bead. See our chart
for number of hanks in a kilo.

Loose
in Tube

OPAQUE SEED BEADS
1001.++***
To complete the item number replace the ++ with the size numbers and the
*** with the color number. Kilo and 1⁄2 Kilo prices are for all same colors.

Size
10
11
12
13
Size
8

PRICES FOR OPAQUE SEED BEADS
1
Hanks/Kilo
Hank
⁄2 Kilo
20
$3.25
$30.80
24
$2.95
$33.60
28
$2.95
$39.25
34
$2.95
$47.60
1
Bag
Per Ounce
⁄2 Kilo
Loose Approx. 1,160 beads/oz. $1.95
$32.00
No.

Color

001
026
036
075
081
082
098
116
121
146
158
178
201
208
218
219
239
240
242
243
247
254
260
265
280
282
999

Black
White
Gray
Red/Orange
Red
Dark Red
Wine Red
Orange
Maize
Yellow
Brown
Dark Brown
Yellow Green
Light Green
Medium Green
Dark Green
Turquoise Green
Light Blue
Turquoise Blue
Powder Blue
Federal Blue
Medium Blue
Royal Blue
Navy Blue
Lt. Purple
Dk. Purple
Multi-color

Size

08

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kilo
$58.50
$63.70
$74.35
$90.25

Kilo
$59.00
12

13

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Note: Availability of seed bead colors may vary throughout the year, based
on importer and factory schedules. We will attempt to contact you if we are
currently out of stock and uncertain of delivery within a reasonable time.
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SEED BEADS
1002.++***
TRANSPARENT SEED BEADS - SIZE 10, 11
Transparent beads are available in size 10 and size 11. Replace ++ with size
number. Other sizes may be special ordered by 1⁄2 kilo minimums.
Size 10
Size 11

$3.25/hank
$2.95/hank

$30.80/1⁄2 kilo
$33.60/1⁄2 kilo

$58.50/kilo
$63.70/kilo

002 Crystal
036 Gray
081 Red
116 Orange
146 Yellow
153 Lt. Topaz
158 Brown
201 Yellow Green
218 Med. Green

SILVER LINED ROCAILLE - SIZE 10

$4.20/hank

219 Dk. Green
220 Teal
242 Lt. Aqua
260 Sapphire
266 Cobalt
280 Lt. Purple
284 Amethyst
999 Multi

1009.10***

The silver lining and square hole in these Rocaille beads give it a look like
faceted cut beads. They make excellent floral fill colors for woodland style
applique. Some colors of these world-wide popular beads are not always
available during periods of the year.
$37.00/1⁄2 kilo

$69.00/kilo

006 Gold

158 Brown

007 Silver

218 Green

036 Gray

220 Teal

066 Fuchsia

242 Turquoise Blue

081 Red

254 Medium Blue

116 Orange

260 Royal Blue

146 Yellow

280 Purple

Special Finishes Size 11
All finishes and colors listed below can be mixed to receive the assorted 10 hank quantity discount price.
$3.95/per hank
Assorted 10 or more hanks quantity discount - $3.50/per hank
$40.00/1⁄2 kilo - packaged 1 finish, 1 color.

LINED SEED BEADS - SIZE 11
1006.11***
A transparent outer surface with a darker lining around the center hole.
001 Black
004 Copper
026 White
060 Pink
081 Red
116 Orange
146 Yellow

158 Brown
208 Lt. Green
219 Dk. Green
254 Med. Blue
288 Lavender
588 Lavender/Blue
910 Green/Amber

LUSTER OPAQUE - SIZE 11
1010.11***
These luster opaque finishes give you more design alternatives using this
glassy finish look in your work. Excellent for jewelry projects as well as for
applique and loom designs.
026 White
208 Lt. Green
036 Gray
218 Med. Green
081 Red
239 Turq. Green
116 Orange
242 Turq. Blue
121 Maize
254 Med. Blue
146 Yellow
280 Purple
178 Dk. Brown
LUSTER TRANSPARENT - SIZE 11
Same luster finish, but the beads are transparent.

1005.11***

028 White Opal
081 Red
116 Orange

208 Lt. Green
218 Green
242 Lt Aqua

146 Yellow
175 Dk Topaz

254 Med. Blue
265 Dk. Blue
280 Lt. Purple

BLACK LINED - SIZE 11
1008.11***
Transparent outer colored surface with the center black. An interesting colored glow to a dark bead.
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081 Red

146 Yellow

116 Orange

153 Topaz

SILVER LINED ROCAILLE - SIZE 11
1009.11***
The silver lining and square hole in these Rocaille beads give it a look like
faceted cut beads. They make excellent floral fill colors for woodland style
applique and mix well with other size 11 beads.
006 Gold

220 Teal

007 Silver

242 Turquoise Blue

218 Green

260 Royal Blue

WHITE LINED - SIZE 11
1004.11***
Transparent outer colored surface with the center white. It gives a special
bounce to these colors.
036 Smoke Gray
081 Red

146 Yellow
201 Lime

116 Orange

242 Aqua

PEARL (Ceylon) SEED BEADS - SIZE 11
1003.11***
This pearlized finish is opaque with a surface sheen that looks like pearls.
Now available in several different colors including pink.
026 White
027 Off-White
025 Eggshell
036 Gray

146 Yellow
060 Pink
065 Pale Lilac
254 Medium Blue

IRIS TRANSPARENT - SIZE 11
1007.11***
A transparent bead color with the “rainbow” surface colors of the iris finish.
002 Crystal Iris
060 Pink Iris
081 Red Iris

158 Rust Iris
218 Green Iris
240 Lt Aqua Iris

116 Orange Iris

242 Dk Aqua Iris

146 Yellow Iris

280 Purple Iris

IRIS METALLIC - SIZE 11
1015.11***
An opaque bead color with the “rainbow” surface colors of the iris finish that
gives it a bright metallic look.
812 Blue Iris

814 Brown Iris

813 Green Iris

815 Purple Iris

Noc Bay Trading Company

DELICA BEADS
DELICA - SIZE 11 GLASSY FINISH

NEW DELICA BEADS
1016.11***

We are now offering more of the Delica® Beads from Miyuki
Shoji of Japan. These are very uniform in shape and size so they
are excellent for detail beading like peyote stitch, jewelry, loom
work, and detailed applique work. They are 11/0 size in the
Japanese scale and are very close in size to the 12/0 Czech bead.
See Page 3 for size comparison chart. They are sold by weight, 7.2
grams, in a 2 inch long tube which contain approximately 1200
beads. You may mix colors and finishes for quantity discount.
All Delica’s on this page $3.95/each

$3.65/each 10 or more

Some of the names below have to be abbreviated to fit the column. For example: AB
means Aurora Borealis or Rainbow; Op is Opaque; Trans or Tr is Transparent; Lt is
Light; Sil is Silver; Lin is Lined; Lus is Luster, Cry is Crystal, Met or Mt for Metallic,
and so forth.

001 Gunmetal
002 Blue Iris
003 Green Iris
004 Purple Iris
005 Med. Blue Iris
006 Gunmetal Iris
007 Brown Iris
010 Opaque Black
041 Silver Lined Crystal
042 Silver Lined Gold
043 Sil. Lined Red Orange
044 Sil. Lined Lt Blue
045 Sil. Lined Orange
046 Sil. Lined Lt Green

116 Tr Lus. Red Metallic
117 G. L. Lavender Blue
123 Tr Grey Olive Lus.
141 Translucent Crystal
144 Silver Amber
145 Silver Lin. Yellow
147 Sil. Lin. Chartreuse
148 Sil. Lined Green
149 Sil. Lin. Aqua Marine
150 Silver Lined Brown
151 Trans Tangerine AB
152 Trans Green AB
157 Opaque Cream AB
158 Op Lilac AB
159 Op Lt Siam AB

047 Sil. Lined Sapphire
048 Sil. Lined Gray
050 Crystal Luster
051 Crystal AB
052 Off White AB

160 Op. Yellow AB

053 Lined Pale Yellow

163 Op Green AB

055 Lined Pale Pink
057 Lined Sky Blue

161 Op Orange AB
162 Op. Red AB
164 Op. Light Blue AB

Delica beads have become very popular because of their uniform size and
shape and because the combinations of finishes and colors used give you lots
of design options.
The color names we use in our directory come from our main supplier.
Some of our alternative suppliers will sometimes use different names, but
the numbers shown, for example DB 150, on their label will be the same
color and finish as listed here in our color collection.
203 Ceylon Lt Yellow
204 Ceylon Lt Beige
205 Ceylon Beige
206 Opaque Salmon
207 Op Peach Luster
208 Opaque Tan
209 Op Lt Grey Luster
210 Op Old Rose Lus.
211 Op Alabaster Lus.
214 Opaque Red Lus.
215 Op Sky Blue Lus.
216 Op Royal Blue Lus.
217 Op Lt.Aqua Lus.
218 Op Lt Blue Lus.
221 Gilt Lined White
231 Lin. Cry. White Lus.
232Lin. Cry. Pale Yellow L.
235 Lin. Cry. Salmon Lus.
236 Lin. Cry. Rose Lus.
237 Lin. Cry. Lt Green L.
240 Lin.Cry. Sapphire Lus.
242 Lin. Cry. Gray Lus.
246 Lin. Cry. Dk Pink Lus.
249 Lin. Cry. Purple Lus.
261 Op Linen Lus.

722 Op. Orange
723 Op. Dark Cranberry
727 Op. Lt Siam
730 Op. Lt Sapphire
731 Op. Gray
732 Op. Cream
734 Op.Chocolate Brown
855 Matte Orange AB
878 Matte Turquoise AB
901 Sparkling Gold Cry.
1310 Trans. Fuchsia
1319 Trans. Dk Gray
1401 Trans Pale Yellow
1402 Trans Pale Rose
1403 Trans Pale Orchid
1404 Tr Pale Green Mist
1405 Tr Pale Sky Blue
1406 Trans Pale Grey
1407 Tr Pale Amethyst
1408 Tr Pale Taupe
1409 Tr Pale Beige
1410 Tr Pale Peach
1411 Trans Peach
1412 Trans Salmon

072 Lin. Pale Lilac AB

165 Op. Royal Blue AB
166 Op. Turquoise AB
167 Op Lt Sapphire AB
168 Op Grey AB

074 Lined Lt. Fuchsia AB

169 Op.Chartreuse AB

265 Op Mauve Luster

1416 Tr Lt Taupe

170 Trans Amber AB

266 Op Denim Blue Lus.

1417 Trans Taupe

267 Op Blueberry Lus.

1474 Tr Pale Green Mist Lus.

066 Lined White AB
067 Lined Flesh AB

098 Trans Lt Siam Lus.
099 Trans Lt Amber Lus.
100 Trans Lt Amber AB

171 Trans Yellow AB
172 Trans Lt Siam AB

101 Lt Topaz Luster

173 Trans Lilac AB

102 Gold Luster Rose

174 Trans Chartreuse AB

103 Gold Red Luster
105 Gold Luster Tr. Red
106 Trans Pink Luster

175 Trans Emerald AB
176 Trans Lt Sapphire AB

262 Op Chartreuse Lus.
263 Op Cactus Luster

1414 Trans Mint

264 Op Mallard Lus.

1415 Tr Lt Moss Green

268 Op Smoke Luster
271 Galvanized Crystal
272 Lined Topaz Yellow
274 Lined Green Lime

1475 Tr Pale Sky Blue Lus.
1479 Tr Pale Peach Lus.
1480 Tr Peach Luster

281 Ln.Pale Blue Magenta

1481 Tr Salmon Luster

307 Matte Met Sil. Gray

1482 Tr Lt Rose Luster

602 Silver Lined Red

1483 Tr Mint Luster

651 Opaque Squash

1484 Tr Lt Moss Green Lus.

654 Dyed Op. Cranberry

1486 Tr Taupe Luster

108 Gold Lus. Amethyst

177 Trans Aquamarine AB
178 Trans Sapphire AB

112 Seafoam Luster

179 Trans Lt Gray AB

113 Trans Blue Luster

180 Trans Bronze AB

114 Trans Silver Grey Lus.

658 Dyed Op. Turq. Green

200 Opaque Chalk

661 Op. Purple

115 Tr Lus. Mt. Rose Gold

202 White Pearl AB

721 Op. Yellow

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

1413 Trans Lt Rose

When storing your Delica supplies we
recommend that you keep track of their
color numbers (Example - DB 1410)
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DELICA BEADS

OLD STYLE & PONY BEADS

Our Delica inventory continues on this page. See Page 3 for
size comparison chart. You may mix colors and finishes for
quantity discount.
All Delica’s on this page $3.95/each $3.65/each 10 or more
See page 5 for the abbreviations we use in these color listings.

DELICA - SIZE 11 GLASSY FINISH - PALE COLORS
1001 Purple-Green Gold Iris
1500 Op Bisque White AB
1501 Op Pale Yellow AB
1502 Op Lt Peach AB
1503 Op Lt Salmon AB
1504 Op Pale Rose AB
1506 Op Lt Mint AB
1508 Op Lt Smoke AB
DELICA - SIZE 11 MATTE FINISH

310 Op. Black
741 Matte Tr Crystal
742 Matte Tr Topaz
743 Matte Tr Yellow
744 Matte Tr Orange
745 Matte Tr Lt Red
746 Matte Tr Green
747 Matte Tr Lt Blue
748 Matte Tr Blue
749 Matte Tr Grey
751 Matte Op Yellow
752 Matte Op Orange
753 Matte Op Dark Red
754 Matte Op Pea Green
755 Matte Op Lt Blue
756 Matte Op Royal Blue
758 Matte Op Lilac
757 Op. Lt Siam
759 Op. Turquoise
760 Op. Lt Sapphire
761 Op. Gray
DELICA - SIZE 11 LUMINOUS FINISH

1016.11***

1530 Op Bisque White Ceylon
1531 Op Pale Yellow Ceylon
1533 Op Lt Salmon Ceylon
1534 Op Pale Rose Ceylon
1535 Op Pink Champagne Ceyl
1536 Op Lt Mint Ceylon
1537 Op Lt Sky Blue Ceylon

2040 Lum. Mint Green
2041 Lum. Honeycomb
2042 Lum. Sea Coral

6

082

220

082 Dark Red

220 Teal

242

260

242 Turquoise Blue

260 Royal Blue

TILE 6mm - OLD STYLE BEADS
1070.***
This is another glass bead that goes back to the early trade business. Made
in Europe then, these now come from India. Useful in old style fringe decorations, dangles, and as spacer beads. Four direction colors plus blue.
$1.20/100

1538 Op Lt Smoke Ceylon
1017.11***

762 Op. Cream
763 Op. Chartreuse
764 Trans. Amber
765 Trans. Lilac
767 Trans. Forest Green
768 Trans. Aqua Marine
769 Trans. Root Beer
777 Trans. Dk Amber

001 Black

026 White

081 Red

511 Smokey Black
513 Red Garnet
512 Canary Yellow
515 Chartreuse Matte

779 Trans. Salmon

514 Seafoam Green

780 Trans. Pink

516 Montana Matte

781 Trans. Amber
783 Trans. Purple
786 Trans. Turquoise
787 Dyed Tr. Aqua Marine
794 Op. Sienna
795 Op. Vermilion
796 Op. Maroon
797 Op. Olive
798 Op. Capri
799 Op. Lavender
1018.11****

2045 Lum. Mango
2046 Lum. Mushroom
2047 Lum. Bittersweet
2048 Lum. Pink Taffy
2049 Lum. Hot Pink
2050 Lum. Jazzberry
2051 Lum. Poppy Red
2052 Lum Asparagus Green
2053 Lum. Mermaid Green
2054 Lum. Dusk Blue

146 Yellow

260 Royal Blue

PICASSO PONY SEED BEAD SIZE 6

778 Trans. Cranberry

The luminous glass finish on the surface of this bead brightens the interior
color when in full sunlight.
2043 Lum. Almond
2031 Lum. Limeade
2044
Lum. Guava
2032 Lum. Sun Glow
2033 Lum. Creamsicle
2034 Lum. Flamingo
2035 Lum. Wild Strawberry
2036 Lum. Cotton Candy
2037 Lum. Hot Magenta
2038 Lum. Plum Crazy
2039 Lum. Ocean Blue

WHITE HEART 9mm - OLD STYLE BEADS
1043.***
A style of bead begun and traded in the 1700’s, this is the largest size bead
of the those first made in Europe and traded around the world. The outer
colored layer is a transparent glass formed over an opaque white core. Our
supply now comes from India, and while there is a slight variation in size
and shape because of the way they are made, they are useful in old style
$1.75/25 $6.50/100
dangles and as spacer beads.

1021.+++

This new color collection with a
mosaic finish gives each color a
earthtone look to their pattern
design. The center hole is large
enough to be threaded by 1 mm
cord. They match well with the
Ultra-thin horn or bone and are
similar in outside diameter to the
4mm silver plated beads. These
are packaged in 5" tubes containing about 275 beads.
$4.95/per tube

517 Brown Tan
PONY SEED BEADS - SIZE 6

1020.06***

The Pony beads are the largest of the seed beads currently available. Those
we stock are Czech Beads but provided loose. Some retail outlets call the
9mm Crow beads, “pony beads”. We don’t! These can be used for old style
loom work, strung on necklaces, fringe, as edging, or in earrings. Approximately
300 per ounce.
$2.25/ounce
$29.00/1⁄2 kilo
OPAQUE COLORS
001 Black

208 Lt. Green

026 White

218 Med. Green

036 Gray

239 Turquoise Green

081 Red

240 Lt. Blue

098 Cranberry

242 Turquoise Blue

116 Orange

254 Med. Blue

146 Yellow

260 Royal Blue

158 Brown

280 Lt. Purple

METALLIC GLASS - SIZE 10 and 11
1015.++***
Popular for both jewelry and pattern beading. Available in both size 10 and
11. Caution though, the coating can wear off if beadwork is handled a lot.
$71.00/kilo
Size 10 $4.20/hank
$37.00/1⁄2 kilo
$79.00/kilo
Size 11 $3.95/hank
$42.00/1⁄2 kilo
006 Gold

007 Silver

011 Gunmetal

Noc Bay Trading Company

BUGLE & CUT BEADS

CHINA GLASS BEADS

BUGLE BEADS - SIZE 2 and 3
1025.++***
Bugle beads are stocked in two popular sizes: 02 and 03. These beads
are strung in hanks. Supply of some colors are sometimes a problem
throughout the year.
$3.75/hank $39.50/1⁄2 kilo
001 Black
218 Green
002 Crystal
220 Teal
006 Gold
242 Turquoise Blue
007 Silver
254 Medium Blue
026 Opaque White
260 Royal Blue
027 Satin White
265 Midnight
280 Purple
060 Pink
066 Fuchsia
400 Gunmetal
081 Red
802 Clear Iris
116 Orange
812 Blue Iris
146 Yellow
813 Green Iris
158 Brown
814 Brown Iris
208 Lt. Green
815 Purple Iris

Bugle #2
Approx. 1200 beads/hank
Bugle #3
Approx. 900 beads/hank
Long Bugle
Approx. 120 beads/oz.

Lengths are about 1 inch long and are
all transparent colors except where
noted as opaque. The availability of
colors may vary during the year.
$2.50/ounce

158 Brown
218 Green
254 Medium Blue
242 Turquoise Blue
260 Royal Blue

007 Silver
081 Red
116 Orange

002 Clear
036 Smoke
081 Red
146 Yellow
116 Orange
153 Lt. Topaz
175 Dk. Topaz

280 Purple
400 Gunmetal
802 Clear Iris
812 Blue Iris
815 Purple Iris

400 Gunmetal
802 Clear Iris

SIZE 3 TWISTED BUGLE
1028.03***
Same colors as the Long Twisted Bugles $3.75/hank $43.00/1⁄2 kilo
3 CUT SEED BEADS - SIZE 9 and 12
1011.++***
Not all colors can be stocked all of the time. Other colors, shades, or finishes available. Available in size 09 and 12. Replace ++ with size. Availability
will vary during the year. Feel free to call us if you have questions on this item.
Assorted 5 or more - $6.25/hank

001 Black
002 Crystal
027 Satin White
081 Red (Opaque)
116 Orange
146 Yellow
153 Lt. Topaz
158 Brown

CRYSTAL SEED BEAD

$20.00/1⁄4 kilo

TWISTED LONG BUGLE BEADS
1029.10***
Lengths about 1 inch long. All are transparent colors and the twisting effect
produces a distinct patterned shine.
$2.50/ounce
$20.00/1⁄4 kilo
001 Black
158 Brown
006 Gold
242 Aqua

$6.75/hank

OPAQUE SEED BEAD
1090.10***
001 Black
201 Lt. Green
026 White
218 Green
081 Red
240 Lt. Blue
254 Med. Blue
116 Orange
265 Navy Blue
146 Yellow
158 Brown *Med. Blue comes loose in a bag.

LONG BUGLE BEADS 1027.10***

Bugle Bead Sizes

001 Black
006 Gold
007 Silver
081 Red
146 Yellow

CHINA GLASS SEED BEAD - SIZE 10
This line of glass seed beads is produced in China. They are an excellent
value because the strung hank is 12 inches long, holding approximately
1500 more beads than the Czech strung hanks. Beadworkers have found
that this combination of opaque, transparent, and silver lined finish is excellent for use in floral applique beading patterns. We are starting with a popular set of colors for most applique beadwork projects. While they have
more irregular beads than the Czech styles do, with some sorting they will
be good for loom projects as well. The center hole will accommodate the
size D Nymo thread as well as the 10 lb. Power Pro thread using the size 10
beading needles. Some of these are not strung in a hank and noted below.
All are sized 10 beads. You may mix colors for quantity discount.
$2.25/each hank
$2.00/each hank, assorted 10 hanks or more

218 Green
240 Lt Aqua
254 Med. Blue
280 Lt. Purple
400 Gunmetal
812 Blue Iris
813 Green Iris
815 Purple Iris

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

SILVER LINED SEED BEAD
002 Clear
036 Smoke
081 Red
146 Yellow
116 Orange
153 Lt. Topaz
175 Dk. Topaz

1091.10***
201 Lt. Green
218 Green
241 Lt. Aqua
242 Aqua
254 Med. Blue
266 Cobalt
280 Amethyst

1092.10***
201 Lt. Green
218 Green
241 Lt. Aqua
242 Aqua
254 Med.Blue
266 Cobalt
280 Amethyst

CHARLOTTE CUTS - SIZE 13
1012.13***
These are the prized size 13 cut opaque beads. They tend to be very regular
in size. Used in Peyote or Brick Stitch beadwork.
$3.50/hank

$3.00/per hank for 10 or more hanks (You can mix colors)
001 Black

158 Brown

025 Eggshell

178 Dark Brown

026 White

218 Green

028 Pearl White

239 Turquoise Green

036 Gray

240 Light Blue

055 Rose

080 Transparent Red

081 Red

220 Transparent Teal

098 Cranberry

266 Trans. Cobalt

116 Orange

283 Trans. Amethyst

146 Yellow
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PLASTIC CROW BEADS

008

008 Copper

007

MINI PLASTIC CROW BEAD
1065.***
Now we can offer an excellent small crow bead that can be used with the
thinner bone hairpipe made today. They also work well with our acrylic barrel bead and the Spaghetti bead. Size 6.5mm x 4mm. The center hole is
large enough to string with our soft leather thong.
$3.00/1000
146 Yellow
218 Green
239 Turquoise
260 Royal Blue

218

001 Black
026 White
081 Red

8

116 Orange
146 Yellow
218 Green

240

260

239 Turquoise Green
240 Lt. Blue
260 Royal Blue

284
400

266
816

254
815

242

218

814

811

813

146

081

060

284

280

260

243

240

218

146
280

260

254

240

146

116

081

026

218

284

266

146

240

116

001 Black
026 White
081 Red
116 Lt Orange
146 Yellow

218 Green
240 Lt. Blue
254 Med Blue
260 Dk Blue
280 Lt. Purple

1077.*** TRANSPARENT MINI GLASS CROW

219

081

239

036

1076.*** OPAQUE MINI GLASS CROW

001
026

260 Dk. Blue
280 Purple
284 Amethyst

MINI GLASS CROW BEADS
These 6mm x 4mm glass crow bead from India are excellent for combining
with the real bone hairpipe on Page 12 and with our Acrylic Barrel bead
below. The colors closely match the larger 9mm glass Crow beads found on
Page 9. There is some small size variations. The holes are large enough to be
strung with regular simulated sinew, heavy cords, wire, and the round leather
lace. Size matches the 1⁄4 inch Hollow Metal Bead.
$2.50/per 100 $20.00/per 1000

081

SPAGHETTI BEAD
1067.***
Popular 6x19mm oval Polystyrene plastic beads used for necklaces, headdress ornaments, and other trim uses. Can be strung with sinew, 1mm round
leather lace, or heavy Flex-Rite Jewelry wire.
$1.75/per 100
$15.70/per 1,000
001

218 Green
240 Lt. Blue
243 Aqua

260

239

218

146

081

060

026

001

001 Black
026 White
060 Pink
081 Red

081 Red
116 Orange
146 Yellow

208

$.50/100

284 Amethyst 816 Silver Iris
811 Black Iris 400 Gunmetal
813 Amethyst Iris
814 Ruby Iris
815 Crystal Iris

$.75/per 100 $4.75/per 1,000
$.95/per 100 $5.95/per 1,000

001 Black
002 Crystal
060 Pink

146

007 Silver

006

006 Gold

$25.00/per 500

146 Yellow
218 Emerald
242 Aqua
254 Med Blue
266 Cobalt

PLASTIC FACETED BEADS
1047.++***
Available in two sizes, they are lower cost and less weight. Excellent for
classroom and youth projects.

06 6mm
08 8mm

PLASTIC METALLIC CROW BEAD 1068.***
A very shiny metalized finish on plastic base.
$5.75/per 100

001 Black
002 Crystal
036 Smoky Gray
060 Pink
081 Ruby

All strands $3.75 per strand

116

$8.00/per 1,000

04 4mm Strand of 95 beads
06 6mm Strand of 65 beads
08 8mm Strand of 25 beads

081

280

260

239

218

158

146

116

081

060

$.90/per 100

1063.***
002 Crystal
060 Pink
081 Ruby
116 Orange
146 Yellow
158 Tortoise
218 Emerald
239 Turquoise
260 Dk Sapphire
280 Purple

8mm
08

060

239 Turquoise
240 Lt. Blue
260 Royal Blue
280 Purple

002

001

146 Yellow
154 Beige
158 Brown
218 Green

6mm
06

4mm
04

002

062 Hot Pink
081 Red
082 Burgundy
116 Orange

PLASTIC TRANSPARENT CROW BEAD

002

280

260

240

$8.00/per 1,000

001 Black
026 White
030 Ivory
060 Baby Pink

GLASS FACETED FIRE POLISH
1046.++***
We now offer the Czech Faceted fire-polished beads in three sizes. These
are machine faceted and polished by glazing in a hot oven. Colors may vary
by lot. Sold by the strand (or same number of beads loose in bag).

116

082

081

062
239

030

158

060

026

154

218

001

1062.***

001

$.90/per 100

146

PLASTIC OPAQUE CROW BEAD
These 9x6mm
Crow beads
are made of a
high quality
polystyrene
plastic. These
have a bright
finish and are
unbreakable.
Available in
opaque, transand
parent,
metallic.

FIRE POLISH & MINI GLASS

081 Red
266 Cobalt
146 Yellow 283 Amethyst
208 Lt Green
ith
219 Dk Green
ne w
l Bo row
a
e
R ini C
240 Lt. Blue
M

ACRYLIC BARREL BEAD
1089.030
A smooth ivory 3/4 inch long bead that looks like real bone hairpipe, with
large hole that can be easily strung with leather fringe. Also works as a small
hairpipe in necklaces or bracelets matching 7mm
acrylic beads, tile beads, and 1⁄4 inch hollow metal.
$3.95/per 50

$6.95/per 100

Noc Bay Trading Company

TRADE & BONE BEADS

METAL BEADS

CHEVRON TRADE BEADS
1041.++
These glass cane chevrons of many colors and sizes from India have an old
antique look to them that is reminiscent of the early trade beads brought here
by the Europeans. Replace ++ with item number.

35

25 17mm x 14mm Blue
27 12mm x 7mm Blue
28 12mm x 7mm Turquoise
33 10mm x 9mm Red
35 18mm x 12mm Green
36 14mm x 8mm Green
37 13mm x 13mm Yellow
38 15mm x 10mm Red

36

37

$2.00/each
$ .60/each
$ .60/each
$ .50/each
$2.00/each
$ .60/each
$1.00/each
$ .75/each

021 Blond Natural $.95/each $8.50/per 10
159 Walnut
$.95/each $8.50/per 10

38

$1.70 each/10 or more
$ .50 each/10 or more
$ .50 each/10 or more
$ .40 each/10 or more
$1.70 each/10 or more
$ .50 each/10 or more
$ .85 each/10 or more
$ .60 each/10 or more

BONE DONUT DISC
5017
Approximately 5⁄16" diameter bone discs with a 2 mm size center hole.
$3.75/per 50 $6.50/per 100

$53.00/per 1,000

ROUND BONE BEADS
Available per 16 inch strand. The 4 and 6 mm beads
have a 1 mm hole; 8 mm bead has a 2 mm hole.
04 4mm 100 beads $2.35/Strand
06 6mm 75 beads $2.85/Strand
08 8mm 50 beads $3.25/Strand
9mm REAL BONE CROW BEAD

5019.++

5021.09
Bone beads that match the glass
Crow beads in size, yet can be
antiqued by soaking in strong coffee. 100 beads per strand. Center
hole is 3 mm.
$5.95/per strand

9mm OPAQUE CROW BEADS
1060.***
We have found a glass Crow bead made in India that is a very good replacement for the Czech glass crow beads, which are no longer available. They
come 100 beads to a strand. These also match in color our mini glass Crow
beads found on page 8 of this catalog.

001 Black
026 White
036 Gray

146 Yellow
158 Brown
218 Green

260

254

239

218

158

116

060 Pink
081 Red
116 Lt Orange

146

$32.00/per 10 strands (can mix colors)

081

060

036

026

001

$3.75/per strand of 100 beads

239 Turquoise
254 Medium Blue
260 Dark Blue

9mm TRANSPARENT CROW BEAD

002 Crystal
036 Gray
081 Red

146 Yellow
116 Orange
158 Amber

1066.***

208 Lt. Green
218 Green
240 Pale Blue

280

266

240

218

208

158

$32.00/per 10 strands (can mix colors)

116

146

081

036

002

$3.75/per strand of 100 beads

266 Cobalt
280 Amethyst

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

Copper (04)

Brass (06)

Nickel (07)

316

33

014

28

516

27

1050.***
Commonly used in making
Mandalas at the end of wool
drops. (See page 40) You also
can use as decoration in other
large weaving projects. The
center hole is about 1⁄2 inch
across and outside diameter
about 11⁄2 inch.

038

25

LARGE WOOD BEAD

ROUND HOLLOW METAL BEAD
1073.++***
Hollow metal beads have a small center hole which requires stringing
with simulated sinew, Flex-Rite jewelry wire, or 1mm Round Leather
lace. They are made from heavy brass metal with a high quality plating
in colors of copper (04), brass (06), and nickel (07). Replace ++ with the
type of finish and *** with the size code below.

Code Diameter
Per 50
Per 100
3
316
⁄16”
——
$1.75
1
⁄4”
$1.75
$3.00
014
5
⁄16”
$2.85
$5.00
516
3
⁄8”
$3.85
$6.95
038
FLUTED FINISH - Brass (06), Nickel (07)

Code Diameter
1
014
⁄4”
5
516
⁄16”

Per 50
$1.75
$2.75

Per 100
$3.00
$4.95

Per 1,000
$14.95
$27.25
$45.75
$64.00
1074.++***

Per 1,000
$27.25
$45.75

1071.01
FRENCH STYLE BRASS BEAD - 8mm
Made of solid brass, about 5⁄16 inch diameter. They are the
heaviest of these metal beads, but most popular for traditional items.
$89.00/per 1,000
$9.95/per 100
$2.80/per 25
FRENCH HOLLOW NICKEL BEAD - 7mm 1071.02
These closely match the French Brass in size and hole
diameter.
$59.00/per 1,000
$6.75/per 100
$2.15/per 25
1071.03
SMALL FRENCH STYLE BRASS - 6mm
A 6mm size solid brass bead also with large hole.
$50.00/per 1,000
$5.50/per 100
$1.50/per 25
1071.04
OLD STYLE HOLLOW BRASS BEAD
This is a barrel shaped 1⁄4 inch diameter light weight bead
popular for reproducing the old traditional look.
$63.00/per 1,000
$6.95/per 100
$2.25/per 25
FRENCH HOLLOW COPPER BEAD - 7mm 1071.05
This is a revival of an old use of copper for these metal
beads. Match with our copper cones on page 25.
$2.30/per 25

$7.60/per 100

$68.50/per 1,000
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NEEDLES

THREADS

BEADING NEEDLES
2010.++
These are the long, thin needles used primarily for loom work, earrings and peyote
beading. The sizes indicate the smallest
size bead they can be used for. The size 15
needle is ultra thin and bends easily.
Replace ++ with the size code.
10 Size 10
12 Size 12
13 Size 13
15 Size 15
12L Extra Long 12

21⁄4" long
2" long
2" long
13⁄4" long
3" long

$ 1.45/per 5
$ 1.40/per 5
$ 1.90/per 5
$ 1.30/per 2
$ 1.00/per 2

$5.95/per 25
$5.40/per 25
$7.80/per 25
$12.50/per 25
$4.20/per 10

SHARPS NEEDLES
2011.++
Sharps needles are short and stiffer than the beading needles. They are better for sewing beads onto leather and cloth. Many beaders use the smallest size 12’s for earrings. Use for applique, lazy stitch, wrap beading. All
sharps are about 11⁄4" long.
10 Size 10
11 Size 11
12 Size 12

$.75/per 5
$.85/per 5
$1.10/per 5

$2.50/per 25
$2.75/per 25
$3.95/per 25

GLOVERS NEEDLES
2012.++
Stout needles for sewing leather. Their sharpened cutting edges cuts the
leather as it goes through. The most commonly used size is #6 when
sewing with “F” nylon thread on buckskin. The largest size is #1 and can
be used for coarse work and takes a full strand of simulated sinew. It is
about 2 inches long. The size #10 can be used to sew Czech size 10 seed
beads to leather and is the shortest at 11⁄4 inch long.
01 Size 1
12 Size 12

03 Size 3
06 Size 6
08 Size 8
10 Size 10
$.65/each
$11.25/per 25
Sews Czech size 11 to size 13 seed beads on leather.
$.90/each
$17.50/per 25

BIG EYE NEEDLE
2014.++
The big eye needle can solve a number of bead stringing problems. We
have discovered that it can be used for as small a bead as size 11 for
some applications and works fine for stringing size 10 seed beads with
the heavy twisted nylon threads for necklaces and bracelets.

We supply both the 21⁄8" and the 5" lengths. The eye is actually almost as
long as the length of the needle. There are no problems threading with
any of the threads including fine and very fine simulated sinew. Useful
in all stringing operations and many use it for loom work.
02 21⁄8" Big Eye Needle 05 5" Big Eye Needle
$.95/each
$7.50/per 10
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BOBBINS
2020.++***

JUMBO
BOBBINS
2021.++***

Black (Bk.)=001 White (Wt.)=026
00 Size 00 140 yds
001 Bk. $1.45/ea $15.00/dozen
026 Wt. $1.35/ea. $14.50/dozen
01 Size 0 (A) 115 yds
001 Bk. $1.45/ea $15.00/dozen
026 Wt. $1.35/ea $14.50/dozen
02 Size B 72 yds
001 Bk. $1.45/ea $15.00/dozen
026Wt. $1.20/ea $13.00/dozen
03 Size D 64 yds
001 Bk. $1.45/ea $15.00/dozen
026 Wt. $1.35/ea $14.50/dozen
04 Size F 43 yds
001 Bk. $1.25/ea $13.00/dozen
026 Wt. $1.25/ea $12.00/dozen

11 Size A 400 yds
026 Wt. $5.10/ea
12 Size B 350 yds
001 Bk. $6.10/ea
026 Wt. $5.25/ea
13 Size D 300 yds
001 Bk. $6.50/ea
026 Wt. $5.60/ea

$55.00/dozen
$65.90/dozen
$56.75/dozen
$70.20/dozen
$60.45/dozen

CONE 3oz
2022.++***
Yards per Cone:
00 -4780 yds
A - 2990 yds
B - 2280 yds
D - 1500 yds
F - 1000 yds

20 Size 00 026 Wt.
$27.80/ea
21 Size A 026 Wt.
$25.15/ea
22 Size B 026 Wt.
$24.95/ea
22 Size B 001 Bk.
$31.00/ea
23 Size D 026 Wt.
$22.40/ea
24 Size F 026 Wt.
$19.70/ea
POLYESTER THREADS
2024.++
White polyester sewing threads. We suggest the Heavy weight for warp
threads on a loom for size 10 beads and the Medium for smaller seed beads.
The heavy weight is cotton covered and is also good for general heavy sewing
and as a wrapping thread for feather work on bustles.
01 Medium 150 yds
$.85/each
$9.15/dozen
02 Heavy
50 yds
$1.40/each
$15.00/dozen

More thread on page 19.

BEESWAX
2104
A must for the beader, and also for sewing leather.
Always wax your threads to give added protection
from fraying and tangling.
$9.50/dozen

THREAD CONDITIONER
2106
Safe for all threads and fabrics, this conditioner is
called Thread Magic. Binds the fibers to prevent fraying; prevents tangling; straightens, strengthens, and
weatherizes the thread. If you don’t lose it, it will last
for years.
$7.95/each

$1.25/per pack
$1.10/per pack/for 6 packs or more

01 Wood Storage $1.75 each
02 Plastic Storage $2.00 each

Size B is a fine thread of good
thickness for most beadworking
using size 11 beads and bugle beads.
Size D is a heavy beading thread
used with size 10 needles, and usually size 10 beads or the pony beads.
The heavier size F is used for
sewing, especially on buckskin
using a size 6 glovers needle.
Always coat nylon and cotton
thread with beeswax or conditioner.

$.95/each

NEEDLE THREADER - 2 PACK
2015.02
We have a needle threader that will work with
all the beading needle sizes, though #15 is quite
tight. Never again struggle to thread a beading
needle. Supplied in a pack of 2 threaders.

NEEDLE STORAGE BOX
Our wooden box is extra long at 31⁄2
inches. This is a real, old time wooden
needle box just like Great Grandma
used. Our plastic 21⁄2 inch long has a
magnetic holder for storage.

BEADING THREADS
Bonded nylon thread is the best
thread for most beadwork. However,
it is not recommended for the warp
threads on a loom because it stretches, wrinkling the beadwork. Use cotton thread for the warp.
Thread comes in bobbins and
cones. Size 00 is the finest thread
and used for size 12 beads and
smaller. Size 0 is used for the same
projects as size 00 but is stronger.

2103.++
01

02

REPAIR NEEDLE PACK

2016

These large diameter needles have a variety of uses in
leather and craft work. Includes 5 needles. From Right to
Left in the pack by type of use; Glovers, Packing,
Carpet/Heavy Work, Bookbinder, and Curved Needles.
Made in England.
$4.25/pack

Noc Bay Trading Company

STORAGE UNITS
02
03

01

BEADING SUPPLIES •LOOMS

2005.++
STACK STORAGE JARS
Made of tough transparent plastic, these jars
are ideal for storing beads, findings, and other
small parts. They screw together for ease of
selection and spill-safe storage.

Jars
01 6 Jars 15⁄8" x 7⁄8"
02 5 Jars 2" x 11⁄4"
03 4 Jars 21⁄2" x 11⁄4"

Each
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

(Beads shown in the containers on this page are just actors, and not included.)
BEAD TUBE TOWER

2008
The Bead Tube Tower storage system
is the perfect solution for storing the
round tubes of the Delica beads we
now supply. When constructed, the
tower stands upright allowing you
quick and easy access to the seed bead
color you are looking for, or you can
lay it flat. Folds easily for storage in
the clear plastic zippered carrying
case also provided. Each wall panel is
about 8 inches x 16 inches. The tower
can hold up to 138 of the 2 inch tubes,
or 69 of the 5 inch tubes or an assortment of sizes.
$13.50/each

BEAD DESIGN BOARD
2009
If you are planning to make more than one necklace,
you need a design board. The most popular board for
bead stringing projects is this 9 inch by 121⁄2 inch
molded plastic tray with flocked surface. Six indented pockets are available to hold the beads and findings for the design.The troughs allow you to position
your design before stringing. Marked measurements
help you estimate the lengths. The flocked surface
helps hold the beads in position along the trough.
$4.50/each
BEAD GRAPH PAPER
2105.++
Made to bead scale for planning designs, on
81⁄2 by 11 inch paper.

$1.10/per 10

$2.50/per 25

01

02

03

EXPANDABLE BEAD LOOM
2101.++
Handmade by Noc Bay. 31⁄2" wide for 60 rows of beads, expandable from
28" to 32", and to 36". Add an additional extension kit to make your beading area a solid 42 inches long. Requires a screwdriver to assemble.
01 Expandable Bead Loom $25.95/each
10 Loom plus Extension Kit $35.95/set
15 Extension Kit $13.00/each
This Extension kit will
fit on the Expandable
Bead Loom purchased from
us over the past 4 years.

10 Full 42 inch length with Extention Kit

ROUND STORAGE BOX
2007.150
This compact storage system features eight compartments with seperate snap-lock closures that form an
octagonal ring. Each compartment has about 1 cubic
inch of storage space. Great for storing beads and findings for a specific project. Buy a couple and stack them
together! 41⁄4 inch diameter, inch high.
$1.75/each
$1.50/each for 6 or more
SMALL STORAGE BOX
2007.180
Excellent compact storage for large beads and
jewelry findings. Dimensions are 81⁄4" long x
41⁄4" wide x 11⁄4" high with 18 fixed compartments. Each compartment has about 11⁄4 cubic
inches of space.
$4.50/ each
LARGE STORAGE BOX 2007.200
Shaped and designed to help control the beads or jewelry findings
much better with 20 fixed compartments. The lid has a snug fit track to
keep beads or parts from spilling
into other compartments when the
lid is closed. The bottom of each
13" x 71⁄2" x 13⁄4"
compartment is rounded which
makes it easy for you to scoop out
your beads.
$7.50/ each
SUITCASE BOX
2007.499
Perfect for storing beads and findings. Features 52 removable compartments. Includes one carrying
case (10 x 8 x 17⁄8), 2 medium boxes
(41⁄4"x11⁄2"x3⁄4"), 34 small boxes
(11⁄2"x11⁄2"x5⁄8"), 16 mini boxes
(11⁄4"x11⁄4"x1⁄2") plus a scoop and
tweezers. Boxes are removable.
$13.50/ each
BEADING FOUNDATION
2107.++
Stiff as cardboard with a felt like texture, an excellent flat beading surface for rosettes and applique
without embroidery hoops or backing. Can be dyed.

01 Bead loom design 02 Peyote design
03 Rosette design
$.20/each

STORAGE BOXES
Having trouble getting organized with all your beads and findings? In these
boxes the see-through plastic lets you find what you want at a glance. We
offer three options for sizes. All made of durable translucent plastic so you
can easily see what is stored inside.

01 4x51⁄2" $1.90 ea. $9.00/per 6
02 81⁄2x11" $4.75 ea. $25.50/per 6
FOLDING METAL BEADING LOOM

2102.10

Designed for use by both beginner and advanced beadworkers, it includes needles, thread, and enough seed beads
separated by color for completing the project shown in our
step-by-step instructions. Instructional color photos show
the weaving process from the viewpoint of the beadworker.
$9.50 each
10 or more $8.50/each

01 Expandable
Bead Loom

15 Extention Kit

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com
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HAIRPIPE • BONE BEADS

05

10

Size
1
⁄2"
1"
11⁄2"
2"
3"
4"

Each
$ .12
$ .16
$ .21
$ .30
$ .47
$ .70

Per 25 Per 100
$ 2.50 $ 9.00
$ 3.50 $12.00
$ 4.50 $16.00
$ 6.50 $24.00
$11.00 $40.00
$16.00 $59.00

Currently the only source of
real bone hairpipe are those
made in India. Expect some
variations in length and
shapes in your package. We
suggest ordering more than
your project requires
so you can match lengths
by sections in the design.

15

20

30

Code
05
10
15
20
30
40

Size
1
⁄2"
1"
11⁄2"
2"
3"
4"

Each
$.03
$.05
$.07
$.09
$.13
$.18

Per 100 Per 1,000
$ 1.55 $12.95
$ 3.45 $29.00
$ 5.00 $42.50
$ 6.80 $58.00
$10.55 $89.00
$16.00 $135.00

40

BONE TUBES
Code Size Each
10
1"
$ .16

5011.10
Per 25 Per 100
$ 3.00 $11.50

BONE BEADS
We are offering a number of bone beads on page 9 that compliment the real
bone hairpipe shown above. All may be darkened by soaking in tea or coffee.
ULTRA-THIN BONE HAIRPIPE
5009.++
05
10
15

Code Size
05 1⁄2"
10 1"
15 11⁄2"

Per 25
$2.90
$4.30
$5.70

Per 100
$10.50
$15.75
$20.90

FLUTED HAIRPIPE 5016.++
05

The source of these are India and are
nicely polished.
Code Size Each Per 25 Per 100
05 1⁄2"
$.20 $2.75 $10.00
10 1"
$.25 $3.60 $13.00
15 11⁄2" $.30 $5.00 $19.00

ULTRA-THIN HORN HAIRPIPE
Now available made from horn in the three colors we supply in regular
sized hairpipe. The thinner size allows you to combine with the size 6
pony beads and 4 mm metal beads for bracelets and necklace projects.
Black
Amber
Cherry
BLACK U-T HORN HP 5006.++
AMBER U-T HORN HP 5007.++
CHERRY U-T HORN HP 5008.++
(Insert size code for ++)
BLACK HORN HAIRPIPE
5012.++ Regular sized hairpipe.
Code Size Each Per 25 Per 100
1
05
⁄2" $.15 $ 2.25 $ 7.75
10
1" $.20 $ 3.00 $10.50
15
11⁄2" $.25 $ 4.75 $16.50
20
2" $.30 $ 6.85 $24.00
40
4" $.75 $16.00 $59.00
AMBER HORN HP 5014.++
CHERRY HORN HP 5015.++
1
05
⁄2" $.15 $ 2.50 $ 9.00
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Code Size
05 1⁄2"
10 1"
15 11⁄2"

Per 25
$2.90
$4.30
$5.70

10

Per 100
$10.50
$15.75
$20.90

5012
5014
5015

Code Size Each Per 25 Per 100
10
1" $.20 $ 3.95 $14.00
15
11⁄2" $.25 $ 5.75 $21.00

10
15

20

30

40

PLASTIC TUBES - IVORY
5003.++030
Code Size
Each Per 100 Per 1,000
05
10

⁄2"
1"

$.02
$.03

1

COLORED PLASTIC HAIRPIPE 5002.++***
This plastic hairpipe is from a new source and is
very much a size match with our ivory plastic hairpipe so that they can be mixed in your crafted
project. Available in three colors as 1 inch, 11⁄2
inch, and 4 inch lengths in black color. Note that
the cherry color is darker and more opaque than
the red we carried before.
001 Black

10

05

If used in a choker or breastplate,
the spacer holes should be about 1⁄2
inch on center. French
brass, 9mm crow, and
8mm beads are the
best match
for these
pipes.

05

10

5001.++030

240 Turquoise

Code
Size
10
1"
15
11⁄2"
001 Black only
40
4"

$1.35
$2.00

$ 9.15
$14.50

001
240
082

082 Cherry

Each
$.05
$.07

Per 100 Per 1,000
$3.45
$29.00
$5.00
$42.50

$.20

$16.00

BONE CHOKER SPACERS

-------5018.++

Real bone spacers for chokers that can also be
dyed like hairpipe by soaking in coffee to antique
them. Drilled through the thickness of the cut
bone as shown in the photo.
03 Three hole
04 Four hole

$.20/ea. $1.80/10 $3.95/25
$.25/ea. $2.00/10 $4.50/25

HORN CHOKER SPACERS

03

04

03

04

5022.++

Real black horn spacers for chokers that can help
highlight the hairpipe colors used in the necklaces or bracelets.
03 Three hole
04 Four hole

$.20/ea. $1.80/10 $3.95/25
$.25/ea. $2.00/10 $4.50/25

LEATHER CHOKER SPACERS
Predrilled leather spacers make the job easier.

7030.++

03 3-hole spacer
$.20/each $1.70/per 10 $3.85/per 25 $14.00/per 100
04 4-hole spacer
$.25/each $1.90/per 10 $4.50/per 25 $16.00/per 100

04

Code
05
10
15
20
30
40

BONE HAIRPIPE
5010.++

PLASTIC HAIRPIPE - IVORY

03

Natural hairpipe consists of animal bone, which is white, and horn material, which is mostly black, and now amber and cherry. The most common imitation hairpipe is styrene, a light weight plastic injected into
molds but leaving a seam.

SPACERS

Noc Bay Trading Company

PENDANTS

REALISTIC CLAWS AND TEETH

5124.01
Fully Open

REALISTIC FEET
These are taxidermy quality reproductions that even
feel like the real thing. Polymers molded and colored
to look real, they all can be drilled as needed for your
specific use to attach to your outfit or craft items.

EAGLE

026
5124.02
Partially Open

153

EAGLE FOOT
5124.++***
01 Fully open
02 Partially open
026 White
153 Tan to Dk brown
$35.00/ each

REALISTIC CLAWS

5125.++

These also are taxidermy quality reproductions that even feel like the real
thing. Polymers molded and colored to look real, they all can be drilled as
needed for your specific use to
attach to your outfit or craft items.
Black Bear
01 Small Black Bear 13⁄8"
$5.00/each 6 or more, $4.50/each
02 Medium Black Bear 1 ⁄8"
$5.50/each 6 or more, $5.00/each
5

01

02

Eagle

03 Large Black Bear 2"
$5.95/each 6 or more, $5.40/each

03

HAWK

HAWK FOOT
5124.20
$19.50/each

5124.20

BONE PENDANTS
We offer some unique shapes and cutout patterns from bone. All have a
small stringing hole through the top front or side of the pendant for using
tiger tail, sinew, 1mm round leather lace, or deer leather thong. Our bone
pendants are hand carved and polished. Design variations may occure.
5129
Mini Turtle - 11⁄2"

Stringing methods

$1.50/each
Per 10 or more
$1.30/ea

11 Small Eagle 11⁄4"
$5.00/each 6 or more, $4.50/each
11

12

Wolf

12 Medium Eagle 11⁄2"
$5.00/each 6 or more, $4.50/each
13

13 Large Eagle 21⁄8"
$5.95/each 6 or more, $5.40/each
21 Small Wolf 11⁄8"
$5.00/each 6 or more, $4.50/each

21

$2.50/each
Per 10 or more
$2.25/ea

23 Large Wolf 15⁄8"
$5.95/each 6 or more, $5.40/each

23

BONE FEATHER PENDANTS

5114.++

Both front and back of the feathers are
carved to match. These pendants all have a
hole drilled through the quill end as the
larger pendants do. A head pin can be used
to create a loop above a cone or bead to
attach to an ear wire or necklace strand.
The medium and large pendants can be
strung with 1mm round leather thong found
on Page 31. Bone can be antiqued by soaking in strong coffee over a 12 hour period.
5114.01

5109
Turtle - 21⁄2 inch

5114.22

01 Small Flat Feather - 15⁄8 inch
22 Medium Flat Feather - 21⁄4 inch

1 to 9 Items
$1.50/each
$1.75/each

10 or more
$1.30/each
$1.55/each

LEATHER BREASTPLATE STRIPS
7030.24
Use for both men and women’s breastplate projects, pre-drilled and
ready to string. Strips are 24 inches long so trim for shorter projects.
Holes are 1⁄2 inch on center.
$2.85/each

$28.80/per 12

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

Top front hole

Top side hole

5137
Arrowhead
Turtle 21⁄4 inch

5131 Round
Thunderbird
2 inch

$2.95/each
Per 10 or more
$2.65/ea

$2.95/each
Per 10 or more
$2.65/ea

5136
Bear Paw
21⁄2 inch

5130
Mini Wolf
2 inch

$2.95/each
Per 10 or more
$2.65/ea

$2.95/each
Per 10 or more
$2.65/ea

5140
Medicine Wheel
11⁄ 2 inch
$2.25/each
Per 10 or more
$2.00/ea

5141
Wolf Track
11⁄2 inch
$2.25/each
Per 10 or more
$2.00/ea
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FETISHES

STONE PENDANTS

STONE TURTLE PENDANT
3340.++
These hand carved imported polished stone turtles provide
an interesting pendant drop for your jewelry design.
Drilled with a small hole to string on Flex-Rite Jewelry
Wire. The Block Turquoise is a manufactured turquoise
colored material. Approximately 11⁄2 inch long, 1 inch wide.
$5.25/each
10 or more, $4.75/each (Can Assort)
(Neck drilled side to side)

06 Unakite
08 Picasso Marble
13 Block Turquoise
14 White Howlite
17 Leopard Skin
19 Lapis Howlite

$1.00/each

04

06

08

13

14

17

08

04 Jet Black
09 Silver Leaf
15 Picture Jasper

09

3075.++

(Can assort)

13

14

07 Snowflake
13 Block Turquoise
17 Leopard Skin

15

17

04 Black Stone
14 White Howlite
15 Picture Jasper
17 Leopard Skin
18 Tiger Eye
19 Lapis Howlite
28 Goldstone

These fly bird pendants are side drilled through the
head and make an excellent centerpiece for a traditional fetish necklace that can be strung on Flex-Rite
Jewelry Wire or Power Pro Bead Thread. Hand carved
as shown with edges rounded around the back.
Approximately 11⁄4 inch long.

14

21
22
23
28
24
25

26

15

10 or more, $3.50/each (Can Assort)

17

18

$2.50/each
$4.00/each
$6.00/each

10 or more, $2.25/each
10 or more, $3.50/each
5 or more, $5.40/each

INLAID TURTLE PENDANTS AND FETISHES
Replace ++
with size desired.

3104.++***

Replace *** with color pattern desired.

33 Mini

19

200

1 to 9 Items
$2.50/each
$2.50/each
$2.50/each
$2.50/each
$2.75/each
$4.50/each
$4.50/each
$2.50/each

300

31 Large

33 Mini Turtle (Bail) 3⁄4" long
31 Large Turtle (Bail) 11⁄4 " long

$4.50/each
$6.00/each

5 or more, $3.95/each
5 or more, $5.40/each

WALKING BEAR PENDANT
3360.++
This hand carved pendant is a three dimensional
figure that can be strung in line with the necklace or by using a headpin, it can be made into a
pendant. It is drilled from top to bottom. It is
approximately 11⁄4 inch from head to tail.
$3.75/each 10 or more, $3.50/each (Can Assort)
08 Picasso Marble 13 Turquoise 14 White Howlite
17 Leopard Skin 18 Tiger Eye 19 Lapis Howlite

28

08

13

14

17

18

HEMATINE STRINGING BEADS
3079.++
Matching beads for our Hematine pendants, their
special look and finish match well with either shell or
block hishi or, for that matter, both the silver and gold
finish beads and findings. Temporarily strung on a 16
inch strand.
20 2x4mm Tube
21 4x8mm Tube
22 4x8mm Rectangle
23 4mm Drum
24 6mm Round
25 6x12mm Rice
26 8mm Flat Heart
28 4mm Round

300

22 Large

(Drilled top to bottom)

20

14

20 Small

19 Mini Bear (Drilled) 1⁄2" long
20 Small Bear (Bail) 5⁄8" long
22 Large Bear (Bail) 11⁄8 " long

100

3345.++

$3.90/each

19 Mini

200

28

(Additional stone options may be available during the year on our web store.)

04

100

08 Picasso Marble
14 White Howlite
28 Goldstone

FLY BIRD PENDANTS

Replace *** with color pattern desired.

19

The small bears are excellent for both fetish necklaces
and earrings. Eye pins and head pins can be used to form
attachments for ear wires or necklaces. They are drilled
top to bottom. Select stone from photos and list below.
These stone bears are about 1⁄2 inch high and 3⁄4 inch front
to back. The natural markings will vary in each stone.

10 or more, $.90/each

07

INLAID BEAR PENDANTS AND FETISHES
3101.++***
Made of highly polished block materials, these inlaids include metal
dividers between the design strata. Pendants are provided with bail clasp
fasteners. The mini bear are drilled from top to bottom and suited for earrings. Supplies vary during the year. We suggest you specify a second
choice pattern in case your first choice is out of stock.
Replace ++ with size desired.

SMALL STONE BEAR FETISHES

(Drilled top to bottom)

More stone and inlaid pendants may be in stock and will be shown on
the “Jewelry Findings” pages of our web store at www.nocbay.com.

10 or more
$2.25/each
$2.25/each
$2.25/each
$2.25/each
$2.45/each
$4.00/each
$4.00/each
$2.25/each

19

08

03

04

05

06

09

HEMATINE PENDANTS
3089.++
These are elegant black pendants with a high-gloss shine. The large
pendants are approximately 11⁄4 to 11⁄2 inch in length. These hematine
pendants work very well mixed with silver and turquoise for very
attractive jewelry. Turtle and Small Bear are drilled.
1 to 9 Items 10 or more
03 Turtle 04 Arrowhead 05 Cross
$2.50 each
$2.25 each
06 Fly Bird
$2.50 each
$2.25 each
08 Large Bear
$2.25 each
$2.00 each
09 Small Bear (Drilled)
$1.25 each
$1.10 each

Noc Bay Trading Company

HEISHI

PADRE BEADS • CHIPS & STONE BEADS

SHELL HEISHI
This heishi is of excellent quality from the Philippines. Each strand is about
24 inches long. It may be strung with nylon stringing thread or with FlexRite wire. The photo is pretty close to actual size.
3094.++
01 1.5mm Pen Shell Dark $2.75
02 2-3mm Green Shell
$3.25
05 2-3mm Lt. Pen Shell
$3.95
06 2-3mm White Shell
$3.95
07 2-3mm Black Coco
$1.60
08 2-3mm Brown Lip
$3.25
09 2-3mm Gold Lip
$3.25
10 2-3mm Violet Oyster $3.50
13 2-3mm Melon
$3.95
3095.++
23 4-5mm Green Shell
$4.50
24 4-5mm Dk. Pen Shell $3.50

3097.++

$6.95/per strand

10 strands or more, $6.25/each (Can assort)
01 Red Jasper

16 Rhodanite

04 Black Onyx

18 Brown Tiger Eye

05 Hematine

19 Blue Lace

06 Unikite

22 Green
Adventurine

07 Snowflake
Obsidian

23 Multi-color

25 4-5mm Stripe White

$4.95

26 4-5mm Melon

$4.95

09 Lapis

25 Picture Jasper

27 4-5mm Black Coco

$2.50

11 Dark Amethyst

27 Carnelian

29 4-5mm Black Lip

$3.50

30 4-5mm Violet Oyster

$4.95

14 White Howlite

28 Goldstone

31 4-5mm Brown Lip

$3.95

32 4-5mm Gold Lip

$4.50

BLOCK HEISHI
Block heishi is reconstituted material with a high luster finish and quite uniform in shape, made in the Philippines. The strands are approximately 22 inches long. String either with nylon stringing thread or Flex-Rite wire. You may
assort in the same size for quantity price. Color may vary by batch.
3096.++

CHIP STONE NUGGETS
3076.++
These 16 inch long strands of polished gemstone chips are drilled to string
on Flex-Rite Jewelry Wire or Power Pro Bead Threads found on Page 19 in
making attractive jewelry of natural materials along with our beads and pendants. You may assort these strands for quantity discounts.

2mm $3.95/each 10 or more, $3.50/each (Can assort)
31 Jet Black
34 Turquoise Matrix
38 Red Coral
39 Multi-color
4-5mm $4.95/each 10 or more, $4.50/each (Can assort)

PADRE BEADS
1064.***
Made like the old Padres, they have a slight matte finish that gives a
nice patina. This popular glass necklace trade bead with it’s characteristic, irregular shape was the forerunner of the modern Crow bead.
Colors 001,and 026 are opaque; the others are transparent. Approx. 6 to
8mm in size, with 75 to 80 beads per strand.
$5.50 per strand
001 Black
026 White
082 Ruby Red
146 Yellow
219 Olive Green
001 026 082 146 219 254
254 Medium Blue
STONE BEADS - 6mm and 8mm
01

51 Jet Black

06

54 Turquoise Matrix

13

58 Red Coral

07
14

59 Multi-color

15
16

MAGNESITE CHIPS
3069.01
Strung on a 16 inch strand of patterned
turquoise color chips with assortment of
10 to 15 mm lengths, and about a 7 mm
thickness. A natural turquoise look.
01 16 inch strand

$4.00/strand

STABILIZED CHALK TURQUOISE
NUGGETS
3070.15
Be creative with these large, assorted sized
nuggets. Made of chalk turquoise, stabilized
and blue color added, giving them a strong
bond and polished form. The black matrix
amounts on the beads will vary by strands.
Sold per 15 inch strand. Bead lengths vary
from 15 to 25mm, widths from 10 to 15mm.
22 to 30 beads per strand.
$9.95/strand

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

These semi-precious stone beads match the stone pendants we have on
Page 14. Very uniform in shape, individual beads have a natural variation
in color depending on the stone piece they are cut from. Hole size is suited to our bonded bead stringing cord or tiger tail. Approximately 65 beads
per strand for 6mm and 50 beads for 8mm strands. 16 inch strands.
01 Red Jasper 06 Unakite 13 Howlite Turquoise 07 Snowflake
14 White Howlite 15 Picture Jasper 16 Poppy Jasper
3073.++ 6mm $7.95/per strand 10 or more $7.15/per strand (Can assort)
3088.++ 8mm $8.95 /per strand 10 or more $8.10/per strand (Can assort)
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE
The basic tricks for attaching the clasps or earwires, stringing
the beads or heishi, and hanging the pendants are covered in
the book, “The Basics of Bead Stringing” by Debbie Kanan.
See also page 46 for more instructional books.
9009 The Basics of Bead Stringing

$9.95/each
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FEATHERS

01

02

METAL HOOPS & BEADS
EARRING HOOPS
These round drop hoops often are used for the popular “dream catcher”
earrings. Pendants can also be hung from a loop built into the fitting at the
top of the
hoop. These
are preferred
by our many
crafter customers who
are doing volume business.
Diameters are
approximate.

06

05

03

04

07

SINGLE FACED FEATHER
3064.++
Stamped from base metal and plated; white plating to match nickel, gilt
to match gold, and silver plating to match other silver plated items.
01 3⁄4" Gilt
03 1" Gilt
$ 4.50/per doz. pr.
$ 5.50/per doz. pr.
$25.00/per 1 gr.
$30.00/per 1 gr.
02 3⁄4" White
04 1" White
$ 3.25/per doz. pr.
$ 3.95/per doz. pr.
$16.00/per 1 gr.
$20.00/per 1 gr.
06 3⁄4" Silver Plate
07 1" Silver Plate
$ 3.95/per doz. pr.
$ 4.95/per doz. pr.
$20.00/per 1 gr.
$26.00/per 1 gr.
COPPER SINGLE FACED FEATHER
4015
Lightweight, one-sided feather 3⁄4 inch drops with
nice detail and lead-safe antiqued copper-plated brass.

STAMPED HOOP,
Hamilton gold plate
3061.++

06 Stamped 1" diameter.
$.95/pair $4.95/dozen pairs
$25.70/1gr.

16 Stamped 1" diameter
$1.15/pair $7.20/dozen pairs
$39.00/1gr.
17 Stamped 11⁄4" diameter
$1.25/pair $8.00/dozen pairs
$45.00/1gr.

Replace ++ with length;
(18) 18" length, (24) 24" length.

15 Stamped 3⁄4" diameter
$1.05/pair $6.50/dozen pairs
$36.00/1gr.

07 Stamped 11⁄4" diameter.
$1.00/pair $5.95/dozen pairs
$27.80/1gr.

METALIZED PLASTIC BEADS
1075.++***
Metalized over acrylic molded beads in either Gold wash (001) or Antique
silver (003). Replace (***) with the color code. The size hole allows stringing with either twisted nylon, very fine sinew, or tiger tail wire.
01

Bright silver color Imitation Rhodium or Gold
Plate chain with spring ring and tab clasp.
Available in two lengths, 18” and 24” and two
styles, Fine Rope and Fancy Cable. Good for
both men and women designs. Our bails on the
stone and inlaid pendants can be threaded by the
tab end when using either chain. The Imitation
Rhodium matches our stamped hoop finish.

07

STAMPED HOOPS
3061.++
Silver color imitation rhodium
05 Stamped 3⁄4" diameter.
$.85/pair $4.50/dozen pairs
$24.00/1gr.

$2.50/dozen
NECKLACE CHAIN

06

001

02

003

001

25

003

001

003

Per 25
$1.50
$ .95
$1.95
$1.25

01 Rosebud 9mm
02 Rosebud 6mm
25 Fancy Ball 9mm
26 Mushroom Rope
08

26

001

003

Per 100
$3.85
$2.10
$5.95
$2.85

27

28

04

Replace *** with color;
(009) Imitation Rhodium (Silver color)
(006) Gold Plate
3091
3092
Fine Rope Fancy Cable

3091.++*** Fine Rope
18 18" $ 1.50/each $1.35/ea for 10 or more
24 24" $ 1.75/each $1.55/ea for 10 or more
3092.++*** Fancy Cable
18 18" $ 1.65/each $1.50/ea for 10 or more
24 24" $ 1.85/each $1.65/ea for 10 or more

001

003

001

08 Saturn
27 Squash
28 Tube
04 Mushroom 6mm

003

$
$
$
$

001

.95
.95
.95
.95

003

001

003

$2.10
$2.10
$2.10
$2.10

CHIPPED ARROWHEADS
3084.++
These small hand chipped arrowheads can be fabricated into jewelry projects or
used in making reproduction items, such as for display arrows. They vary from 1
to 2 inches in length and each is one of a kind in shape. Available in either:
(01) Obsidian (02) Stones or our premium shaped (03) Agate (colors vary)
01 Obsidian
02 Stone
03 Agate
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$.75/each
$.75/each
$1.25/each

10 or more $.65/per each
10 or more $.65/per each
10 or more $1.10/per each

01

02

03

Noc Bay Trading Company

JEWELRY FINDINGS
ANTIQUE CAST FEATHER
This 1 inch long Antique Nickel finish
feather has a molded insert that looks like
turquoise inlaid. Now offered in three
finishes, Copper (04) Nickel (07) and
Bronze (06).
$.75/each

For 10 or more $.65 each

3450.++

04

07

06

EAGLE CAST FEATHER
3410
This 2 inch long Antique Nickel finish feather has a molded surface that
shows the image of a flying eagle
over the feather. Has a side to side
lacing hole so works well as a pendant. Back of feather is plain smooth
metal.The finish matches all of our
nickel and imitation rhodium plated
findings.
$1.75/each

MEDIUM CAST FEATHER
3440
This 1 inch long Antique Nickel finish feather is
molded on both sides and has a side to side lacing hole so will work well as a earring pendant.
$.75/each

10 or more $1.55 each

02

03

04

06

01

02

01

$2.65/1⁄8oz

3053.++
These crimp tubes are available in gold-finished brass and silver-finished brass, 3 x 2mm
round tube with a 1.4mm inside hole. See Page
20 for a crimping tool for both beads and tubes.
02

3032.++

07 3⁄4" long

10 1" long

$.85/pair $6.00/10pr. $26.00/50pr.

New smaller (1.5mm) crimp beads with smooth finish are available in three
colors. About 230 beads in these 1/8 oz bags.

CRIMP TUBE

3068.++
Item
Per 100 1000
08 Round 8mm
$9.50 $85.00
05 Oval 3x5mm $2.20 $18.00
07 Oval 3x7mm $2.30 $21.00
19 Melon 3⁄4 inch* $9.00 $82.00
*Also available for $1.00/per 10

05 1⁄2" long

3059.++

12 Silver
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These jewelry cones are very useful for capping
the strands of beads or quills in a dangle earring
or for the ends of necklaces and bracelets.
Plated silver, sold by the pair.

Clamp beads by using Needle nose jeweler’s
pliers or Crimping pliers found on Page 20.

11 Gold
$2.65/1⁄8oz
13 Black Oxidized $2.95/1⁄8oz

07

SILVER PLATED CONES

For 10 or more $1.55/each

01 Gold 02 Silver
$2.75/per 100
5 Pk or more $2.50/per 100

05

SILVER PLATED BEADS
Item
Per 100 1000
02 Round 2mm
$ .75
$6.50
03 Round 3mm
$ .95
$8.20
04 Round 4mm
$1.15
$9.60
06 Round 6mm
$2.20 $18.00

10 or more $1.55 each

MINI TURTLE METAL PENDANT
3099
This polished nickel-like metal three dimensional
casting is 3/4 inch long. Will work as a pendant in
necklaces, earrings, or bracelets.

CRIMP BEAD
These smooth surfaced, round
plated crimp beads can also be
used as beads or spacers.
2.5mm. Used for clamping
jewelry wire when attaching
clasp ends for jewelry.

08

Very nice in earrings and strung necklaces and bracelets.
GOLD PLATED BEADS
3067.++
Item
Per 100 1000
Item
Per 100 1000
02 Round 2mm
$ .75 $5.50
04 Round 4mm
$1.85 $14.00
03 Round 3mm
$1.20 $9.20
05 Oval 3x5mm $3.25 $29.00

ARROWHEAD METAL PENDANT
3098
This cast metal arrowhead pendant has a matte silver coating
to make it look like pewter. It is a three dimensional casting
with the back of the pendant a complete image of the finished
wrapping. The length is 13⁄8 inch. For use as a necklace pendant
you will need a large split ring or a jump ring found on Page
18.
$1.75/each
For 10 or more $1.55/each

$1.75/each

For 10 or more $.65 each

PLATED BEADS

LARGE CAST FEATHER
3420
This 2 1/2 inch long Antique Nickel
finish feather has a molded feather
surface on both sides. The lacing hole
is front to back so a split ring would
be needed to use as a necklace pendant. See Page 18 for those.
$1.75/each

CURVED CAST FEATHER
3430
This 1 1/2 inch long Antique Nickel finish feather has a
molded insert that looks like turquoise inlaid. The finish
matches all of our nickel and imitation rhodium plated findings. Has a side to side lacing hole so works well as a
pendant. Back of feather is plain smooth metal.
$1.25/each 10 or more $1.10 each

01 Gold 02 Silver
$2.75/per 100 For 5 Pk or more $2.50/per 100

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

PLATED LIQUID SILVER HEISHI
3065.++
Commonly used in southwest style jewelry, the standard silver and gold
plated heishi is 1⁄4 inch long. The twisted silver adds a special sparkle when
used as a strand. The Silver Plated
beads on this page above are useful
spacers when designing jewelry
using strung silver heishi. Flex-Rite
Jewelry wire is used to string this
02
01
heishi into necklaces or bracelets.
01 Liquid silver heishi, plated
02 Liquid silver twisted heishi

$3.95/per oz.
$4.95/per oz.

NECKLACE CORD LOOP ENDS AND CLASP

12
Brass

Attached ends

3035.++***

Use with leather cord for necklaces.
All items available in Brass (006) or
Nickel (007).
12 2mm Spring Coil End w/loop
Crimp last coil end into leather.
13 Snap Hook Clasp
Snap clasp through loop.

Nickel

13

$.20/each

$2.50/25 $9.00/100
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JEWELRY FINDINGS
We offer special large quantity prices on jewelry findings. Abbreviations used on this page:
Pr. = pair; Gr. = gross (1gr. = 144 pieces);
Oz. = ounce; Ea. = each
KIDNEY EAR WIRES
3001.***
These are the basic wires
used for light weight earrings for pierced ears.
006 Gold plate over brass.
$1.95/per 12 pr.

$9.95/1 gr.

007 Silver plate over surgical steel.
$8.75/1 gr.
$1.85/per 12 pr.
FRENCH HOOK EAR WIRES

3010.***

These are the most popular ear wire for dangle
type earrings for pierced ears.
006 Gold Plate over brass/
$3.75/per 12 pr.

$17.95/1 gr.

007 Silver Plate over brass.
$2.75/per 12 pr.

$9.00/1 gr.

005 Nickel Free shiny Silver-plate
$3.50/per 12 pr.
$16.50/1 gr.
004 Pure Copper and lacquer coated.
$2.75/per 12 pr.
$9.95/1 gr.
FRENCH HOOK, Flat Back

3017.***

Smaller hook that gives your earrings a professional look. Imitation Rhodium matches our
stamped hoops.

EAR POST

3020.***
The popular standard
posts with 3mm balls
with loops and ear nut.
006 Gold Plated over brass.
$5.00/per doz pr.
$27.95/1 gr.
007 Silver Plated over surgical steel.
$2.00/per doz pr.
$11.00/1 gr.
EAR CLIPS
3028.***
For those who don’t have
pierced ears. Includes
loops for attaching decorations.
006 Gold Gilt
$.95/per 2 pr. $5.25/12 pr.

$29.00/1 gr.

007 Silver Plated.
$.75/per 2 pr. $3.50/12 pr.

$18.00/1 gr.

BAIL CLASP
3034.007
Bail used to attach pendants to
chains or strands. 7mm in length.
Same size as we use in our stone
and inlaid pendants.Silver plated
$.95/dozen
EYE PINS

3040.***

Eye pins are 2" long and have an eyelet.
1 oz. = approx. 130
004 Copper
006 Gold Gilt
007 Silver Plated 008 White
$.75/per doz. $3.95/1 oz.
HEAD PINS

3042.***

FRENCH HOOK SAFETY NUT

3019

These safety nuts have
become our most popular
solution to stop losing
french hook earrings.
White, all rubber
$.95/per12 pair $2.75/1 gr.

$12.25/5 gr.

LEVER BACK FRENCH HOOK

3022

A spring loaded
lever solves the lost
earring
problem.
Drop eye allows for
attachments.
Silver plated
$.95/pr.
$6.25/12 pr.

$34.00/1 gr.

6 mm, with tabs
006 Gold Plate
007 Silver Plate

$2.50/dozen
$1.95/dozen

$25.00/1 gr.
$15.00/1 gr.

HOOK AND EYE CLASP

006 Gold Plate
$1.65/dozen

3054.***

007 Silver Plate
$ 14.95/1 gr.

LOBSTER CLAW CLASP 3056.***
12mm in length.
Provided with tabs.
004 Copper Plate $5.50/10
006 Gold Plate
$3.50/dozen $25.50/1 gr.
007 Silver Plate $3.20/dozen $21.00/1 gr.
TOGGLE CLASP
3031.***
Commonly used in bracelets when using larger
and heavier beads. Ring diameter is 9⁄16" to outside edges of large ring.

004 Copper Plate 006 Gold Gilt 007 Silver Plate
$.75/ 1 set
$6.75/10 sets
BEAD TIPS

3062.***
Holds and hides the
thread’s knot.

006 Gold Plate

$.85/dozen $8.00/1 gr.

$.75/per doz.

007 Silver Plate

$.60/dozen $4.50/1 gr.

$3.95/1 oz.
3050.***
Clasp screws
together. Most
popular to use.

$12.00/1 gr.

009 Silver Im. Rhodium plate over brass
$2.50/per 12 pr.
$7.50/1 gr.

MAGNETIC CLASP
3048++
This strong magnetic clasp has
a loop on the back for attachment of your stringing medium.
06 Gold Plate 07 Silver Plate 04 Copper Plate
$2.25 each
$24.00/dozen each color
SPRING RING CLASPS
3052.***

Head pins have a flat head like a straight pin.
1 oz. = approx. 130
004 Copper
006 Gold Gilt
007 Silver Plated 008 White
TORPEDO CLASP

006 Gold Plate over brass
$2.75/per 12 pr.
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GOLD AND SILVER COLOR

006 Gold Plate
007 Silver Plate

$2.95/dozen
$2.25/dozen

$29.70/1 gr.
$19.00/1 gr.

LARGE BARREL CLASP
3039.007
This larger screw-together
clasp works well with stone
nugget and large bead jewelry.
Silver Plate
$ 2.25/dozen
$19.00/1 gr.
SMOOTH BARREL CLASP
3047.***
Smooth tube with center
hole. Ends twist together.
12x5mm size.
006 Gold Plate
$.75 each
$7.20/dozen
007 Silver Plate $.60 each
$4.95/dozen
FANCY MAGNETIC CLASP
3049.10***
Diamond cut serrated magnetic clasp with loops.
006 Gold Plate
007 Silver Plate

$.80/ea
$.70/ea

$ 8.65/dozen
$ 7.50/dozen

SPLIT RINGS

3036.++***
Formed like a key ring.

006 Gold Gilt 007 Silver Plate

Code
06
08
09

Item
Small = 5-6 mm
Medium = 8 mm
Large = 9 mm

Doz
$ .75
$ .80
$ .85

1gr
$3.50
$3.70
$3.95

JUMP RINGS
3044.++***
Round jump rings necessary for attaching jewelry

parts together. Silver Imitation Rhodium is tarnish resistant. Plating over base metal.
004 Copper plate 006 Gold Gilt plate
007 Silver IR Plate

Size Code
03
04
05
06

Item
Small - 3mm
Medium - 4mm
Large - 5mm
Ex. Large - 6mm

Per 25
$.75
$.80
$.85
$.90

Per 100
$2.50
$2.75
$2.95
$3.25

Noc Bay Trading Company

CORDS

THREADS • WIRE

BONDED BEAD CORD
2025.++***
This bonded nylon bead cord is excellent for all
bead stringing applications. Say goodbye to fraying ends.The bonding and lubrication process
makes this tough cord easy to
use. Use bead tips for attaching
clasps and Big Eye needle to
string as small as size 10 seed
beads. 001 Black 026 White
$4.25/ spool
11 Size E (.0128 dia.) 185yds
12 Size F (.0137 dia.) 135yds
BEADING AND JEWELRY WIRE 3080.++
A fine 34 gauge base metal wire, treated to be tarnish resistant.Suited for weaving dream catcher
earrings and also for
some
beadworking
projects. Comes in 24
yard spool.
01 Silver color
02 Gold color

01

$.90/each $7.90/10

02

SUPER-LON BEAD THREAD

2027.++***

Mix Group
903
153 055 081 280 060 284 116 066 288 148 028 154
Mix Group
902
220 242 208 247 260 210 240 036 218 219 201 254

Mix Group
901
026 175 008 156 006 030 178 037 098 158 001 039

Super-lon nylon monocord is available in 36 colors and two sizes, D and AA. This parallel fiber
thread will fit through a #12 beading needle. It has
the feel of Nymo, but comes close to the strength
of PowerPro. It can be used for all kinds of beadwork; Peyote stitch, loom warping, off-loom projects, netting and other mulit-pass bead stitches.
This new thread has almost no stretch. Order by
Bobbin or by Mix Group tubes.
00 Size AA (75 yds)

03 Size D (78 yds)

$1.20/per Bobbin $13.20/per Mix Group tube
GERMAN JEWELRY
BEADING WIRE
Copper wire base and
plated, ideal for jewelry applications, including wire working and
wire wrapping. It is
considered “Half hard”
for stiffness. It hammers well, holds it’s
shape well, yet is very
pliable and easy to
work with. See Page
20 for tools.

3082.++***

20004
20005
20006
20007

Copper 20 gauge (5 M length) $4.50
Brass 20 gauge (5 M length) $4.50
Gold 20 gauge (5 M length) $11.50
Silver 20 gauge (5 M length) $4.50

26004
26005
26006
26007

Copper 26 gauge (15 M length) $4.50
Brass 26 gauge (15 M length) $4.50
Gold 26 gauge (15 M length) $11.50
Silver 26 gauge (15 M length) $4.50

ARTISTIC WIRE
3283.++007
This silver plated colored copper wire is excellent
for jewelry design, wire art, stamping, and general crafts. It is considered
“Half hard” so works well
and can be hammered. The
finish is non-tarnish and
acid free. Available in three
gage thicknesses.
20 20 gauge spool (6 yds) $4.95
24 24 gauge spool (10 yds) $4.95
28 28 gauge spool (15 yds) $4.95
WIRE PROTECTORS
3057.***
A hollow tube loop that protects the
jewelry wire from fraying and breaking
at the connector. Use crimp for closure.
006 Gold color $1.50/12 pr $4.75/gr
007 Silver color $1.25/12 pr $4.00/gr

Mix Group 903: 153 Tan 055 Rose 081 Red 280 Purple 060
Pink 284 Orchid 116 Orange 066 Lt Orchid 288 Lavender 148
Golden Yellow 028 Cream 154 Beige
Mix Group 902: 220 Teal 242 Turquoise 208 Sea Foam Green
247 Sky Blue 260 Royal Blue 210 Olive 240 Lt Blue 036 Grey
218 Green 219 Dk Green 201 Chartreuse 254 Capri Blue
Mix Group 901: 026 White 175 Sienna 008 Lt Copper 156 Lt
Brown 006 Gold 030 Dk Cream 178 Chocolate 037 Charcoal
Grey 098 Burgundy 158 Brown 001Black 039 Ash

STRETCH MAGIC

7046.++***

A super strong clear
elastic bead and jewelry
cord. Size .5mm cord
can string all of the size
seed beads we carry. A
high tech polymer that
will not crack or harden
over time, it’s non-fraying ends makes bead
stringing
so
easy.
Offered in two color and
two thichness choices.
Thickness:
05 .5mm thick 10 meters long
10 1.0mm thick 5 meters long
Colors: 001 Black 002 Clear

A super strong, flexible,
pre-waxed, braided bead
thread. It knots easily and
does not stretch. Most
beads will not cut this
thread and it is as strong as
jewelry wire. The 10 lb.
test will thread onto a #12
or #13 needle and works
well in peyote stitch. Either knots or Crimps can
be used for strung necklaces. White color.
10 .006" dia. 10 lb. 28 yd
20 .009" dia. 20 lb. 28 yd
30 .011" dia. 30 lb. 28 yd
$6.00/28 yd spool

11 100 yd
21 100 yd
31 100 yd
$17.50/100 yd spool

FLEX-RITE JEWELRY WIRE
This is a professional quality
beading wire that uses state of
the art micro-wire technology
to produce a wire that is strong,
soft, and flexible. All of these
stainless steel wires can be
described as having excellent
drape, are abrasion and kink
resistant, and knotable.
FLEX-RITE 7 JEWELRY WIRE 3280.++***
Flex-Rite 7 is a seven strand stainless steel coated wire that is softer
than Tiger Tail. Available in three
thicknesses as Clear Stainless
Steel, and in four color coatings.
All are 30 foot rolls. Replace ++
with size code and *** with wire
color code.
All sizes $3.50/per roll
Thickness: 12 Very Fine .012" dia
18 Medium .018" dia
24 Heavy .024" dia
Colors 001 Black
004 Copper
006 Satin Gold
007 Pearl Silver
009 Clear Stainless Steel

$2.95/spool
$2.95/spool

JEWELRY POLISHING CLOTH

2213

Keep your jewelry looking new. Special polishing and cleaning cloth Safely cleans gold, silver,
brass, copper, hardware. Also can be
used on flatware,
hardwood, hollowware
and many other surfaces. Rub surface to
be polished with
medium
pressure.
Special polishing and cleansing action works
until cloth is completely darkened.

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

POWER PRO BEAD THREAD 2026.++026

$4.25/each

FLEX-RITE 21 JEWELRY WIRE 3281.++009
Flex-Rite 21 is a pro quality, more flexible coated stainless steel cable and is made of 21 strands of wire.
14 Fine .014" dia
$8.50/per 30 ft roll
24 Heavy .024" dia $8.25/per 30 ft roll
FLEX-RITE 49 JEWELRY WIRE 3282.++009
Flex-Rite 49 is a premium quality, and the most
flexible 49 strand coated stainless steel cable.
14 Fine .014" dia
$12.75/per 30 ft roll
24 Heavy .024" dia $10.95/per 30 ft roll
HEMP CORD

2510.++
Hemp cord is widely used
as a stringing and weaving
medium with beads to
make necklaces, bracelets,
and other decorative
items. Medium brown in
color, it is available in two
widths with lengths listed.

05 .5 mm cord, 300 ft.
15 1.5 mm cord, 325 ft.

$3.95/per ball
$6.00/per ball
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LEATHER TOOLS

CRAFT TOOLS

PRO-ROTARY LEATHER PUNCH
2218
This new spring-loaded six hole punch has a handle design that fits the
strength of your hand. Plastic cushioned flat top grip above and curved
metal for the bottom grip makes
for a naturally strong grip
when punching. Six hole
sizes are 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4
and 4.5 mm. The removable
yellow center cover is
your wastebasket.
A latch closes the tool for storage.
$15.95 each

(Cutting heads are very sharp but not replaceable)

PRO LEATHER PUNCH

2217

For punching holes in soft leather such as
tanned deer, elk, and suede cow for sewing or
lacing holes. We’ve tried these and they are
outstanding and fast! Includes five hole sizes,
from a very small needle diameter to the
largest being suitable for leather thong lacing. It replaces the need for using an awl to
wedge open the holes. The end result is a
clean, sharp hole where you need it. Solid
forged stainless steel construction to last a
long time. (Just don’t loan it to a friend or relative!)
$27.00 each

CRIMPING PLIER
2216
Create perfect crimps every time! Flat
nose pliers crush the crimp bead, but this
tool creates smooth, rounded crimps in a
folding process. A special two step
process allows the crimping plier to first
separate the crimp into two sections,
securing each of the threads, and crush the
crimp to ensure a tight hold. Excellent for
crafters who do a lot of quality bead
stringing.
$11.95 each

Step 1

2224

JEWELER’S PLIERS

2203.++

Three useful tools for jewelry work and sewing,
sized to fit the hand. Stainless steel, box joint,
spring action with cushion grip. The plier
surface that comes in contact with the
jewelry parts is smooth.

Step 2

TRIM SHEARS
2215.++
Hand made imported trim shears are handy
for in your travel kit. They are quite sharp
and the Heavy Duty ones trim buckskin
quite easily.
01 Small trim shears 4" long $3.45 each
02 Heavy duty shears 6" long $6.50 each

ECONOMY LEATHER PUNCH
This is a great leather punch for use in youth
classes and for those who need to have a punch
around for that occasional use. Six hole sizes are
provided from 2mm to 5mm diameter wide. Adjustment
available to center punch on opposite pad. Plastic coated
handles for good grip.
$9.95 each Per 6 or more $8.00 each

01

02

10 Needlenose with cutter $4.50
14 Roundnose
$4.50
16 Flatnose
$4.50
SCRATCH AWL

2202

Wooden handle with sharp steel point. Four inches long. Use
for leather marking, pre-needle punching, or thread knotting.
$5.00/each
$4.50/ea for 10 or more

STAINLESS STEEL SCISSORS
2205

LOCKSTITCH SEWING AWL

2206

2207

Sturdy all purpose lightweight, stainless steel shears feature polished blades
with inside and edge grinds for smooth cutting. The Blunt-tip and Ultra Sharp are
heavier. All-Purpose Craft scissors are value priced for school and group projects.
2205
2206
2207

Fiskars Blunt-tip Scissors Short 2" blunt blade
Ultra Sharp Scissors
81⁄2" Soft Cushion handle
All-Purpose Craft Scissors
8" straight handle

THREAD AND WIRE CUTTER
An ideal speciality tool for cutting
thread, fine wire, eye pins, head pins,
and thong. Excellent for cutting knot ends
off when jewelry stringing.
$6.95/each
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$3.75 each
$7.95 each
$3.50 each

2208

2226.++

This unique American made wooden handled
sewing awl is perfect for leather craft work as
well as a wide variety of heavy fabric repairs.
Contains one Awl, a 12 1/2 yard spool of
black triple strand waxed thread, a #8 course
needle, a #5 fine needle, and a screwdriver/wrench tool. The needles and wrench tool
are conveniently stored in the handle. Sewing
instructions are provided on the back of the
packaging. Extra parts are listed below. The
empty spool can be used to wrap simulated
sinew threads for sewing as well.
01 Awl Package: Includes 1 thread spool, 2
sizes of needles, wrench tool.
$14.95 ea
Replacement Parts
10 Empty Spool
$1.75/ea Pk of 3/ $4.95/ea
11 Black Thread Spool $2.75/ea Pk of 3/ $7.95/ea
12 White Thread Spool $2.75/ea Pk of 3/ $7.95/ea
13 Brown Thread Spool $2.75/ea Pk of 3/ $7.95/ea
25 #5 Fine Needle
$2.85/ea Pk of 3/ $7.95/ea
28 #8 Course Needle
$2.85/ea Pk of 3/ $7.95/ea
99 Variety Pack Needles - 1 each of Fine, Curved, & Course $7.80/pack

Noc Bay Trading Company

HACKLE

FLUFFS & PLUMES

All of the feathers sold by Noc Bay are from domesticated birds. As part of
our LEARNING CIRCLE program, we have developed instruction sheets on
how to make best use of these feathers with today’s materials and tools.
Some of these craft tips are packaged with the feathers.
STRUNG SADDLE HACKLE
These are select strung saddle hackle of the best quality for fancy dancer
bustles. Normally packaged in one ounce bags and priced for the quantity
buyer, they are also available by the 1⁄4 ounce (about 100 feathers) and the
ounce (average of 400 feathers) for smaller projects.
DARK COLOR HACKLE
6001.***
Dyed from dark natural hackle feather stock, so the color darkens at the tips.
They are a lower priced option than the bright hackle. 6"-7" long. If other dark
hackle become available again, we will show them in our web store.

001

081

260

218

280

$4.25/per 1⁄4 ounce
$14.95/per ounce
4 ounces +, $13.45/per ounce
001 Black 081 Red 218 Dk. Green 260 Royal Blue 280 Purple
BRIGHT COLOR HACKLE
6002.***
Bright Color Hackle are dyed from select bleached stock. 6"-7" in length.
Some colors may be unavailable during the year. Call or check the web store
for in-stock colors.

STRUNG FLUFFS, 5 TO 6 INCHES
6010.***
Our fluffs (plumes) are select quality and come strung. As an extra value,
the darker colors are made color fast. Average 130 to 200 per ounce.
$2.75/per 1⁄4 ounce
$9.50/per ounce
001 026 060 081 116 146 153 158 218 238 239 240 260 280

001 Black
026 White
060 Pink
081 Red

116 Orange
146 Yellow
153 Beige
158 Rust

218 Green
238 Southwest
239 Turquoise
240 Lt. Blue

260 Royal Blue
280 Purple

SELECT WHITE PLUMES,
6+ INCHES
6011.026
Selected for length and form. Best we
have for hair plumes.
$1.95/per pack of a dozen (select)
$10.95/per ounce (assorted)
WHITE TIP FLUFFS, 2 to 4 INCHES
Excellent form of fluff for trimming to
use on feather tips. Package includes
approximately 75 fluffs.

6009.026

$2.95/per 1⁄2 ounce pack
NATURAL TURKEY BODY T-BASE

6029

Small body feathers, 2"-3" average. These
look like wild turkey body feathers. Great for
a natural trim feather on dream catchers, mandellas and other items. Dark iridescent tips.
$3.40/per 1⁄4 ounce
026

060 081

$5.30/per 1⁄4 ounce
026 White
060 Hot Pink
081 Red

116

121 146 208 239

$19.25/per ounce
116 Orange
121 Carrot
146 Yellow

254

4 ounces +, $17.35/per ounce
208 Lime Green
239 Turquoise
254 Electric Blue

NATURAL SADDLE HACKLE
6004.***
These natural saddle hackle work well as trim in projects such as fans, traditional bustles, on dream catchers or
mandellas. Because they are natural
feathers and not dyed, each batch
can have a little different look.
$11.95/per ounce
$3.25/per 1⁄4 oz
100 Furnace (6"-8")
200 Rusty Chinchilla (4"-5")
300 Grizzly (4"-5")
400 Natural Black (6"-8")
500
300 400
200
100
500 Natural Brown (6"-8")
DOT GUINEA HEN PLUMAGE
The Guinea Hen has a
very distinct black and
white pattern of dots on
the feather tips. The
loose feather sort will
include 11⁄2 to 3 inch long
body plumes.
$1.95/per 1⁄4 ounce

$6.95/per ounce

6012

WHITE GOOSE BODY FEATHERS
6025.026
Small round tip body feathers, average 2"-3"
long. These are excellent for decorative trim
on projects like dream catchers, hair ties and
dance sticks. About 80 assorted feathers in 1⁄4 ounce.
$1.00/ dozen (select)

$3.75/per 1⁄4 ounce

NATURAL BROWN PLUMES
6015
We are used to using dyed turkey plumes or fluffs in our crafts but here is
a natural brown plume that has a tint of
light grey color up the quill and on some
a very small lining of white on their tips.
The outside edges of the plumes are definitely brown. When used as a group
together, you know they are not dyed.
Lengths are 6 to 7 inches.

ALMOND PHEASANT PLUMAGE
Another Pheasant body
feather that can be used
as a decorative trim on
many projects. Lengths
from about 2 to 3 inches. The tip patterns vary
but are very interesting.
Loose sort.
$11.95/per ounce
$3.40/per 1⁄4 ounce

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

$11.95/per ounce

$1.95/per pack of a dozen
$10.95/per ounce

6013

CHINCHILLA T-BASE PLUMAGE
These body feathers
from the Chinchilla
Roosters have a distinct
pattern of white stripes
at the tip. Lengths from
about 3 to 4 inches.
Trim for decorative uses.
About 60 feathers per 1⁄4 oz.
$14.95/per ounce
$3.90/per 1⁄4 ounce

6017
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FEATHERS

POINTERS • WINGS

ABOUT THE WORLD OF FEATHERS
World events these past several years have greatly reduced the supply
options for domestic bird feathers commonly used in Native American craft
projects. We expect that changes will continue in the coming year. Because of current feather collection methods, the
Turkey pointers and broadwings collected
today often need their tips trimmed.
Because the age of the birds collected are
younger, the quills are shorter. They often
need extensions. Feather trimming and
extension instructions are available from
our Learning Circle fliers found on page
37. We include in our catalog the products
that are currently available in the supply
chain, but suggest that our customers check our web store at nocbay.com for
feathers and colors currently available and in stock.

BARRED TURKEY WINGS
An excellent natural feather useful in a variety of
projects including bustles, head dresses, dance sticks,
and for many other decorative uses. Dozens packed
1⁄2 rights, 1⁄2 lefts. Multiple single feathers normally
will be provided curved in the same direction.
Seconds have slight damage but are useful for arrow
fletching or for trimmed cut downs.
01 Regular Wings (8"-10") $.95/each $9.95/dozen
02 Jumbo Wings (10"-12") $1.25/each $13.95/dozen
$1.15/each $12.95/dozen
14 Pointers (12"-15")
20 Seconds Mix
$6.00/dozen
(Seconds package may be an assorted mix of wings and
pointers.)

COMPLETE WING TIPS

6020.++026
These feathers are selected for
bustles. Most feathers will have
damaged tips as shown in the
026
top feather. We suggest planning
to trim all of the feathers.
Sample Trim
The second feather showned is
trimmed. The third shown is cut
Sample FancyTrim
for fancy bustles. They work
well for child and youth sized
bustles and when extended, for adult bustles. Trimming and straightening
instructions available. Packaged as half lefts and half rights.

$8.95/dozen

3 doz. or more $8.05/doz.

IMMITATION EAGLE WING - TRIMMED
6033.***
These trimmed regular sized wing
feathers are available for use in a variety of craft items. Provided as black
or brown tips and as full white, the
sizes varies from 81⁄2 to 10 inches in
length. Excellent for school and youth
craft projects. Packaged 1⁄2 rights and 1⁄2 lefts.
001 Black Tip 158 Brown Tip
026 White
$6.95/dozen
3 doz. or more $6.25/dozen
SMALL WING - TRIMMED
While supplies may be limited some
times of the year, these small 7 inch
long imitation eagle feathers are excellent for trim decorations on many
items. All are trimmed to length.
Packed half rights and half lefts.
08 Brown tip 7"

22

6028.++

08

38 White 7"

18

38

02

14

26

Dance fans for both men and women
traditionally have been made by drying
the pointer feathers of the wings still
attached to the bone. We are offering
these from domesticated Broad
Breasted Bronze turkey and white farm
goose. Being domesticated birds the
tips of the feathers are sometimes
worn, so trimming may be necessary.
The handle is formed by taping the
handle using our plastic tape and then
sewing on a leather covering.
25 White Goose
26 Bronze turkey

IMMITATION EAGLE WING FEATHERS
6021.14***
These selected wing feathers
available in brown or black
tips are 10 to 12+ inches in
length and are normally wider
than the regulars. When straightened they can be used for bonnets and bustles. Some tip trimming has been done. See our
Learning Circle article #73 for
straightening and trimming them to look more like eagle feathers.
158 Brown Tip
001 Black Tip

$5.95/dozen
18 Black tip 7"

25

3 doz. or more $13.00/doz.
3 doz. or more $10.00/doz.

01

6045.++

TURKEY POINTERS

01 Regular (12"+) $14.50/doz.
02 Shorts (10"-12") $12.50/ doz.

6026.++

BLACK SHOULDER PEAFOWL

$16.00
$16.00
6041.++

You know the bird as a
Peacock, but the female is a
Light Peahen
Peahen and the male is a
Peacock. The Peahen feathers have a variety of interDark Peahen
esting spots and streaks of
colorations, every feather
different and varying from
light to dark as shown in our
photo. The Peacock are dark
Peacock
but with some streaking
variations. When straightened and trimmed to the eagle shape, they are a very good looking natural
feather. They are select feathers, sold individually as either a right or left
wing feather. Lengths normally 12" to 14". If you list a preference for light
or dark, we will select from existing inventory the best we can.
01 Right Wing Peahen
02 Left Wing Peahen

11 Right Wing Peacock
12 Left Wing Peacock

DARK BROWN TURKEY FEATHERS

All $2.50/each
6038

These dark brown dyed turkey
wing feathers look similar to the
natural Bald Eagle when trimmed
and straightened. Average length
is 10 to 12 inches. The quill bases
are strong so they could be
extended with wood dowels.
They would be excellent for child
and youth traditional bustles,
fans, and other decorative uses.
Dozen packs are half rights and
half lefts.
$.95 each $8.95/dozen

Noc Bay Trading Company

TURKEY • GOOSE

IMITATION EAGLE

BRONZE TURKEY TAIL FEATHERS

6023.++

HAND PAINTED IMITATION EAGLE

6039.++***

Tail Edge Sample

Tail Center Sample

Bronze Turkey barred tail feather, most with a tan tip. Lengths vary from 10
inches to 15 inches. Dozen packs are packaged half left and half rights, about
the same length to the pack. Some may need steaming and trimming before
use. When ordering single feathers, you may request selection of the tail
edge feathers or the tail center. We will do our best to select from the supply
on hand. Some seasonal shortages may be expected. Fan sets will be trimmed.
01 Regular Tails
02 Five feather fan set

$2.25 each $20.95/dozen
$9.95/matched set (2 rights, 2 lefts, 1 center)

DOMESTICATED GOOSE FEATHERS

6024.++

These are excellent for a natural appearance in bustles, trim on traditional
items, and hair ties. From domesticated birds, these feathers are imported
from Europe. The pointers are colored as shown. Packed half left and half
rights. Wing seconds are available that can be trimmed for use in projects.

300

301

302

304

305

300 Immature Golden 301 Mature Golden
302 Semi-Mature Golden
304 Spotted Bald
305 Mature Bald
Replace *** with your sellected pattern design.
We have developed our own line of painted feathers for both the Bald Eagle,
which is the bird we have here in the Great Lakes area, and for the Golden
Eagle, familiar to those west of us. Our feathers are washed but not bleached
so look more like the real feather as a base. The feathers are straightened and
trimmed to the eagle shape. While subject to damage more than the wild bird
feather, taking care with good storage for traveling, and steaming them when
ruffed up will preserve their looks. Custom painted so some delivery delays
should be expected.
Replace ++ with selected option below.
10 Single Spinner Feather
01 Matched Pair Spinner Feathers for Roach etc.
02 5 Feather Fan Set

02

$ 6.95
$ 13.50
$ 33.00

06

02 Grey Wing Pointers, medium 10+ inches long
06 Goose tails, 5-7 inches
13 Wing seconds, assorted with tips needing trimming

$ 9.50/dozen
$ 3.95/dozen
$ 4.75/dozen

GUINEA FOWL WING FEATHERS
6040
Black and white speckled and barred, Guinea Fowl wing quills are about 4
to 7" long with a pointed
tip, or rounded tip. This
is a mix of pointers and
rounds, and selected for
complete feather along
the quill but they may
need steaming to smooth
them out. Excellent for
natural trim and drop
feathers.
$7.95/assorted pack of 25
MOTTLED TURKEY T-BASE FEATHERS

6030

These are select Turkey body
T-base feathers that provide a
very natural look for special
projects. The mottled look
will vary from blacks to
browns with lengths from 5 to
7 inches being normal.
$3.95/dozen

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

SMALL IMMATURE GOLDEN EAGLE
6034.++
Excellent for attaching to accessories. These are 6 to 7 inches in length and
have been trimmed to shape and straightened. Similar to a large coverlet
feather found at the end of the wing next to the body.
01 $2.50/each
02 Matched pair (right & left) $4.50
03 Single direction pair $4.50
08 Set of 8 (matched R&L) $16.00
GOLDEN EAGLE FLUFF
6035.21
Made from our select fluffs, 6 to 8 inches
in length, with cast of light brown tip. Use
as hair pieces, attach to accessories or for
special bustle or bonnet projects.
$ .75/each

$5.95/dozen
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02

3 doz. or more $5.50 per doz.

PHEASANT FEATHERS
6022.++
These Ringneck pheasant tail feathers are washed, steamed and packed by
the following size classes. Great for loose fans and Chicken Dance
bustles.These tail feathers come in size groups.

07
10
12
14

4 to 7" length
8 to 10" length
12 to 14" length
14 to 16" length

$2.50/10
$3.90/10
$6.30/10
$7.90/10

$8.50/25
$14.25/25
$17.50/25

$30.00/100
$51.30/100
$63.00/100
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CONCHOS

MIRRORS • BUCKLES
METAL BACK MIRRORS

4040

These are a 2 ⁄2 inch
diameter
metal
backed mirror. They
now come with
mounting holes on
the back to attach
with thread or thong
to clothing, bustles,
or other items.
1

30

27

20

17

25

15

12

BUCKLE BLANKS
4041.++
We have available the popular sizes of solid
metal rectangle and oval blanks with rigid back
belt holders. Cover with leather, beadwork, or
quillwork.

10

SILVER COLOR PLATED CONCHOS
4000.++
We offer this excellent economical silver color plating over brass domed concho, with soldered
loop on the back. Excellent for belts and decorations at a lower cost than German Silver. Replace
++ with item number below. Price of each for 10 or more shown as Each/10 +
Item Size
Each
Each/10 +
Item Size
Each
Each/10 +
10
12
15
17

1"
11⁄4"
11⁄2"
13⁄4"

$1.35
$1.50
$1.90
$2.20

$1.25
$1.35
$1.75
$2.00

20
25
27
30

2"
21⁄2"
23⁄4"
3"

$2.45
$3.75
$3.90
$4.00

$2.25
$3.50
$3.60
$3.75

4007.++***
Three different symbol
designs are available for
decorating your crafts or
outfits with conchos.
Machine stamped, shiny
silver color plated finish
provides for an economical and attractive decoration. Provided in two
sizes, with holes for
mounting nicely with
thongs.

10

COIN CONCHOS

4009.++

02

01

04

03

Reproductions of two old 5 cent coins,
made of heavy cast base metal and
finished with a polished, antique silver. They are fastened to leather with Screwback
a screw provided. Surface is curved
and 7/8 inch in diameter.
01 1937 Buffalo Front 02 1937 Buffalo Back
03 1911 Eagle Front
04 1911 Eagle Back
$1.70/each
10 or more (can assort) $1.55/each
4006.++

15

01

200

300

Available in: (100) North Star (200) Turtle
(300) Medicine Wheel
Code Size
Each Per 25 Per 100
10
1"
$ .20
$4.50
$16.50
$ .25
$5.60
$19.00
15
11⁄2"

24

13

12

10 Small Oval 25⁄16"x31⁄4"
$2.95/each
10 or more $2.65/each
11 Large Oval 3"x4 3⁄8"
$3.95/each
10 or more $3.55/each
12 Small Rectangle 2"x31⁄4"
$2.95/each
10 or more $2.65’each

CONCHO IMAGES

100

11

10

Brass Concho

BRASS CONCHOS
4002.++
All of the sizes shown above are also available in polished brass at the same price as plated.
Replace ++ with item number above.
SYMBOL CONCHOS

10 or more $1.75/each

$1.95/each

02

03

04

Machine punched, plated base metal with slots for
mounting. Comes in bright nickel finish. The
Bear image is flat and the rest of them have a
curved edge.

Item
01
02
03
04

Width Size
11⁄4" Heart
13⁄8" Thunderbird
2" Buffalo
17⁄8" Bear

Each
$ .50
$ .50
$ .50
$ .50

Per 10
$4.35
$4.35
$4.35
$4.35

13 Large Rectangle 25⁄8"x4 1⁄8"
$3.95/each
10 or more $3.55/each
BRASS THIMBLES
These items were used
in eastern woodland
clothing and on items in
the same way as cones.
Holes can be drilled in
the top for attachment
either with thongs,
fringe or wire loops.

4035

$ .95/each
$ 8.50/per 10
$20.00/per 25
BOLO TIE PARTS
4075.++
These Bolo Tie parts help you complete your own
beadwork or concho into a tie easily. The 1 inch
glue-on tip and the slide clip are nickel plated. The
36 inch long braided cord comes in Black, Brown or
Cognac, a light orange brown.

08
Cord

09

01 Black cord
02 Brown cord
03 Cognac cord
All $4.95/ea
08 Slide Clip
$4.50/ea
09 Bolo Tips
$4.95/pr

Noc Bay Trading Company

METAL ITEM

JINGLE LIDS • CONES

BARRETTE BLANKS
4042.02
A popular nickel plated blank for making
barrettes. Add your own design.

03

05

07

02

02 French style 31⁄4" L
$.30/each
$2.25/per 10

$19.50/per100

HAIR CLIP BARRETTE
4042.01
These hair clips are approximately 2 inches long
and have a nice hole at the base end to attach all
kinds of dangles. The clip opens the small end
when the barrette is deflected. You then can insert
it into your hair. Deflect it back to shape and it
holds tight! Excellent for contemporary styles.

In our kit section on Page 37 we now have fluff
hair clip kits that include instructions on using
these clips.
$.15 each

$.95/per 10

Item
24 24mm
32 32mm

04

READY MADE McPHERSON JINGLE CONE
Silver and gold color Jingle cones already
made and ready to attach to a dress. These are
made up for adult, children, and toddlers size
dresses. Cone length by sizes: Adult 2 5⁄8", Child
2 1⁄4", Toddler 1 3⁄4".
SILVER JINGLE CONES
4050.++
Item
Per 100
400 or more
02 Adult S
$18.00
$16.00 per 100
04 Child S
$16.00
$15.00 per 100
06 Toddler S $12.00
$11.00 per 100
GOLD JINGLE CONES
Item
Per 100
03 Adult G $25.00
05 Child G $19.00
07 Toddler G $15.00

Per 10
$. 60
$. 75

BRASS TACKS
Brass plated over
steel, we carry two
styles. The high
dome has a smooth
concave head. The
cone shaped ones,
a pointed head.

4051.++
400 or more
$23.00 per 100
$18.00 per 100
$14.00 per 100

McPHERSON FLAT LIDS
4053.01
Flat lids with no rims to
cut off! Excellent for making jingle dress cones.
Silver color, 21⁄2 inch diameter. Free instructions
available, Page 37 item
number 2.

Per 100
$ 13.00

32

Each
$. 10
$. 15

06

$7.00/per 100

KEY RINGS
4043.++
Nickel plated split ring, 24mm and 32mm
diameter.

24

02

Per 100
$4.80
$6.50
4031.++

400 or more
$12.00 per 100

Per 1,000
$110.00

METAL CONE MAKING TOOL 2204.02
It’s not as hard as you think to make jingle
cones! These
tools come 7
inches long and
provided with
instructions.

02

22

23

21 Ready made silver
22 Ready made gold
23 Ready made copper
MISSOURI RIVER
TODDLER CONES
4055.++
Childs size, 13⁄4" long
31 Ready made silver
$17.25/per 100
32 Ready made gold
$17.25/per 100

$24.00/per 100
$24.00/per 100
$24.00/per 100

31

32

MISSOURI RIVER FLAT LIDS
4056.11
Flat lids ready to turn.
Same metal pattern and
thickness as the Missouri
River ready made cones.
See page 37 item # 2 for
free turning instructions.
11 Flat Lids silver
$16.00/per 100
METAL CONES
4011.++***
Offered in four metals, these are small cones
often attached to leather thongs by crimping the
top of the cone over a thong inserted into the
cone. Replace ++ with metal item number, and
*** with code number.
01

02

03

04

Per 25
$1.80
$1.65
$1.75

03

Per 100
$6.25
$4.75
$5.75

050

METAL SPOTS
4032.++***
Nickel plated and Brass plated domed spots.
02 Brass

014 1⁄4" diameter $1.25/per 25
038 3⁄8" diameter $1.95/per 25
015 1⁄2" diameter $3.40/per 25
Items shown enlarged

21

$19.00/each
01

Item
01 Cone shaped 1⁄4" dia.
02 Dome shaped 1⁄4" dia.
03 Dome shaped 3⁄8" dia.

01 Nickel plated

MISSOURI RIVER SILVER, GOLD, AND
COPPER ADULT JINGLES
4054.++
Bright metal colors, these are heavier than our
McPherson cones and turned narrower. 2 1/2
inches long. Attach by crimping to cloth fringe.
More instructions are available in our library. See
“Crafts Annual #5” on Page 47, “Jingle Dress”
video on Page 45, and dress patterns on Page 44.

$3.70/per 100
$5.75/per 100
$9.20/per 100
01

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

02

075 100 125

01 Tin 02 Aluminum
Code
Size
Per 25 Per 100
050 (Tin only) 1⁄2"
$1.00
$3.60
3
⁄4"
$1.25
$4.50
075
100
1"
$1.40
$4.90
125
11⁄4"
$1.60
$5.85
03 Solid Brass 04 Solid Copper
Code
Size
Per 25 Per 100
3
075
⁄4"
$1.75
$6.00
100
1"
$1.95
$6.75
125
11⁄4"
$2.25
$8.00
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BELLS
SLEIGH BELLS with LOOPS

10

4101.++

12

15

50

Nickel plated with a loop on the back, these remain the most popular bells
for traditional dancers. The smaller ones are more suited for children. Attach
with lacing or use our Bell Clips. Through popular demand from those big
men dancers, we supersized. Compare the 2 inch diameter bells with a 1 inch
bell! We suggest attaching with our bell clip shown below.
10
12
15
50

1 inch diameter
11⁄4 inch diameter
11⁄2 inch diameter
2 inch diameter

BELL CLIPS

$ .90/each
$1.25/each
$1.70/each
$2.85 each

$ 9.95/dozen
$13.50/dozen
$17.25/dozen
$25.95/10 bells

4103.++
German silver clips for fastening looped sleigh bells
and sheep bells to leg straps. Best way to assure the
bells stay on.
01 Sleigh bell clips
02 Sheep bell clips
05 2" Sleigh bell clips

$3.50/dozen
$4.95/dozen
$4.00/10

Conrad “Duke” Glodowski, Great Lakes

SHEEP AND LONG DISTANCE BELLS
Available now in three color finishes, copper, nickel, and gold. The fancy
dancers have always worn the sheep bells and they are also of interest to
traditional dancers and chicken dancers, worn either below the knees or on the
ankles. The medium and large long distance bells have become of interest to traditional dancers, worn on the ankles and sometimes mixed with a row of sleigh
bells. Sheep bell clips are available on this page for fastening the sheep bells to
the strap, and we suggest using 3/4 inch strap leather riveted to the leg strap as
the way to fasten the Long Distance Bells.

MINI-SLEIGH BELLS
4105.38
These small 3⁄8 inch nickel plated sleigh bells are excellent for decorative use on bags and other items. Fasten
with loop back.
$1.00/dozen
$7.50/per 100
HAWK BELLS
4104.58
Small brass colored bells that were historically used as decorative dangles on bustles,
fan handles, dance sticks, purses, and many
more items This 5/8 inch Hawk bell has a
loop on the back for attachment.
⁄8" diameter $2.75/dozen $20.00/per 100

5

01

02

03

SHEEP BELLS 4100.++
17⁄8" high
Inside opening 11⁄4" by 13⁄4"
$2.95/each

$31.95/dozen

MEDIUM LONG DISTANCE
BELLS
4108.++
23⁄8" high
Inside opening 15⁄8" by 21⁄8"
$3.95/each

01

02

03

$45.00/10

The Long Distance bells are powder coated and the smaller Sheep Bells are
metal plated. Select your color option from below.
01 Copper

26

02 Nickel

10 1 inch diameter
12 13⁄8 inch diameter

$1.55/each
$2.75/each

Back side loop

4110.++

10

12

$16.80/per dozen
$30.00/per dozen

$36.00/10

LARGE LONG DISTANCE
BELLS
4109.++
25⁄8" high
Inside opening 17⁄8" by 21⁄2"
$4.95/each

BRASS CAST SLEIGH BELLS
These solid brass cast
bells are reproductions
of the old engraved
brass harness bells.
Tang backs are used to
attach to the leg straps.
Excellent bright sounds
to these bells.

Top side

03 Gold (Change ++ to color code desired.)

STRAP LEATHER STRIPS FOR BELL SETS
7031.+++
These 20 inch long straps are long enough to make a bell set for adults. The
11⁄2 inch width work well for sleigh bells and the larger 13⁄4 inch size accomodates the sheep bells and large cast sleigh bells. All 20 inches long. Trim
to a pair of 10-inch strips for adults or less
for youth dancers.
825 11⁄2" wide
875 13⁄4" wide
899 2" wide

$3.25/each
$3.75/each
$5.25/each

Noc Bay Trading Company

BROOCHES

WHEELS & HOOPS

NICKEL PLATED WASHER BROOCHES
4017.++
Metal broaches made of silver were a part of
the early trade era. These reproduction
broaches are made of base metal and finished
with a nickel plating. They make nice accents
01
on blouses, skirts, aprons, bustle trailers, hats
02
03
and many other parts of your outfit. To apply,
sew over the drop needle hinged to the center
hole of the broach onto the fabric or leather
using thread the same color as the background
material. Quantity discount available as
10
04
shown.
01
02
03
04
10

Washer Brooch 1⁄2"
Washer Brooch 3⁄4"
Washer Brooch 11⁄4"
Washer Brooch 11⁄2"
Washer Brooch 13⁄4"

$1.00 ea.
$1.15 ea.
$1.75 ea.
$2.00 ea.
$2.35 ea.

10 or more $.90 ea.
10 or more $1.00 ea.
10 or more $1.55 ea.
10 or more $1.80 ea.
10 or more $2.10 ea.

REPRODUCTION TRADE BROOCHES
4012.++
Trade Brooches were one of the most common ornaments on 18th century Eastern Woodlands clothing. These reproductions of 18th century sterling silver brooches once made by Montreal and Philadelphia silversmiths, are stamp cut silver plated
imports that provide a low cost
decorative broach to use in the
same way the original heavier
sterling ones were. To mount these
brooches
we suggest using heavy
01
02
07
thread that matches the fabric
color to sew over the pin.
01 13⁄8" diameter
02 13⁄8" diameter
07 13⁄8" diameter

Sunburst
Square
Double Heart

$.95/each
$.70/each
$.95/each

10 or more $.85 ea.
10 or more $.65 ea.
10 or more $.85 ea.

REPRODUCTION TRADE GORGET
4016
Worn by European military in the 18th Century,
Gorgets became very prized gifts and trade items
among Native Peoples east of the Mississippi. Half
moon yoke shaped, shiny nickeled metal finish
with rolled edge and holes for suspension around
your neck as a necklace. Is 61⁄2" wide and has large
crown, wreath design of the military. Now imported
from India.
$15.00/each
ALL-WOOD HOOP - NOW IN TWO SIZES
8650.++
We have had many requests for
all-wood hoops, especially
from those wanting a natural
looking dream catcher and for
those in institutions that do not
allow metal hoops. We now
have designed an excellent
natural hoop made of Rattan
that can be used for dream
catchers and similar projects.
The Rattan wood material they
are made from will be about 3⁄8
inch thick. They can be used in
natural finish as shown, or
wrapped with leather or very
decoratively with Flat Fringe
or ribbon. Plan on slight variations because of the natural
material. Diameter size is
approximate.
05 5 inch dia. $1.50 /each
$1.30 /each for 10 or more
08 8 inch dia. $2.25 /each
$1.95 /each for 10 or more

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

001

026

081

146

153

260

ESKATUFF™ WHEELS
2520.***
Nothing surpasses the beauty of an old time Quilled Medicine Wheel, but
Eskatuff Wheels will help you come close! Match your dance clothing. Wrap
these 2 inch diameter wheels with a variety of materials, including quills,
raffia, ribbons or chainette. Highly tear resistant and flexible. Feels like
rawhide but is impervious to moisture.
$.80/each
001 Black
026 White

$7.20/per 10

$34.00/per 50

081 Red
146 Yellow

$65.00/per 100

153 Rawhide Tan
260 Royal Blue

ESKATUFF™ THINS
2521.153
Same wheels, but thinner as preferred by some quillworkers. Available only
in rawhide tan color.
$.80/each

$7.20/per 10

$34.00/per 50

$65.00/per 100

BARE METAL HOOPS
4021.++
An excellent low priced hoop for dream catchers and mandalas. Made of 9
gauge heavy wire. It needs to be wrapped with leather thong or craft yarn
to cover the weld that connects the ends. Mandala wool is on page 33. Kits
are available on Page 40 and 43.
10 or more
Each
each $
Item
02 2" diameter $ .45
$ .40/ea
03 3" diameter $ .50
$ .45/ea
04 4" diameter $ .55
$ .50/ea
05 5" diameter $ .70
$ .63/ea
06 6" diameter $ .80
$ .72/ea
07 7" diameter $ .85
$ .77/ea
08 8" diameter $ .90
$ .81/ea
09 9" diameter $1.10
$ .99/ea
10 10" diameter $1.30
$1.17/ea
12 12" diameter $1.50
$1.35/ea
15 15" diameter $1.90
$1.71/ea
18 18" diameter $3.25
$3.00/ea
BRASS METAL HOOPS
4022.++
We have found a source of brass hoops many dream catcher makers have
been asking us for. A very bright and smooth brass coated finish with a
smooth weld that is easily covered in the
weaving pattern. This means that this hoop
does not need to be wrapped like our Bare
Metal Hoops for a finished dream catcher.
Wire thickness is 10 gauge wire (.102 inch).
10 or more
Item
Each
each $
03 3" diameter
$ .75
$ .70/ea
04 4" diameter
$ .85
$ .76/ea
05 5" diameter
$1.10
$1.00/ea
06 6" diameter
$1.15
$1.04/ea
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PROJECT PARTS

01

02

2601.++
We make these backboards from plywood. They are the same heavy duty
bustle backs used in our kits.
Backboard height dimensions: Child 5",
Youth 5 1⁄2", Adult 6".
Fancy bustles
$12.00/per pair
01 Child 21 Youth 31 Adult
Traditional bustles $6.00/each
02 Child 22 Youth 32 Adult
You can specify any of the above to
be supplied without the holes drilled if
you need to do your own measurements.

PLASTIC TAPE
2603.***
Colored plastic electrical tape. Commonly
used on bustle quills or drumstick rods.
$1.95/per roll
$1.75/roll/10 or more - can assort
001 Black
146 Yellow
026 White
218 Green
081 Red
260 Royal
116 Orange
SLOTTED FAN HANDLES

01

02

03

2703.++

Flat Fan Handle
Wing Fan Handle
Angle Fan Handle

BUSTLE SPIKE RODS
2607.++
Provided as hardwood dowels with the base
drilled to fit over the wire hangers on our back
boards above. Sizes are provided for child, youth
and adult sized bustles. The dowels should be
coated with tacky glue and then wrapped with
yarn or ribbon. A design is possible by combining colored materials.
01 Child size 14" long
02 Youth size 18" long
03 Adult size 24" long

026

081

146

260

$11.50/each
$11.50/each
$11.50/each

999 5 pack - includes one tube of each color
$22.50/pk
7009
African porcupine quills have become
popular in recent years as a fastener for
women’s beaded hair barrette. They average 7 inches in length with some variation
in color markings. They definitely are
sharp so be careful handling.
$1.75/each

$1.50/each for 10 or more

FAN HANDLE BLANKS
Flat fan and wing fan pine
handles, block cut and drilled.
These are the same blanks
used for our fan kits. Flat fan
drilled for 5 feathers and wing
fan for 6 feathers. Whittling
and sanding required.

2701.++

$4.95/each
02

01 Flat fan blank
02 Wing fan blank

01

ROACH FEATHER TUBE

2702

This wooden tube is used for attaching feathers when making Roach Spreaders. It is
designed to mount onto a spreader base, and
includes both a cotter pin for mounting and a
pin clip for attaching the feather inside the
tube. Feathers can be attached with a leather
loop or a fishing line spinner.
$4.75 each

$3.75/pair
$3.95/pair
$4.25/pair

ESKATUFF VINYL MATERIAL
2605 Medium

2606 Heavy

28

001

260

Slotted fan handles give you more flexibility in
arranging feathers in the fan set than drilled handles
do. Made of hardwood, these have finished shaped
and sanded edges ready to go. The styles we have
are 7 inches long and 3 inches wide. Slots are 1 inch
deep. Usually the feathers used need to have the
quill ends cut off to match in the slotted arrangements, then glued into place. After the feathers are
glued, crafters often fill the slot sides with wood filler.
01
02
03

FACE PAINT
2211.***
Both men and women can use this face paint as a part of their dance style.
Popular with all dancers, this new supply comes in tubes the size and function of chap sticks, 5/8 inch in diameter and 2 1/4 inches long. The face paint
moves up in the container by twisting the bottom for easy application, minimum mess. It easily washes off your skin with soap and water. Available in
single color tubes or a 5 pack assortment
that includes one tube of each color.
$4.95/each
001 Black
026 White
081 Red
146 Yellow
260 Blue

AFRICAN PORKY QUILLS

001
026
081
116
146
218

BUSTLE BACK HANGERS

FACE PAINT

Eskatuff is a vinyl material we have developed
to substitute for the traditional use of raw hide
when moisture and humidity is a problem. We
use it in our kits as stiffeners and as loop material in bustles, especially for the fancy bustles.
SHEET MATERIAL
Sheet material is provided in two thicknesses,
medium (.035 in.) and heavy (.055 in.) both in
the rawhide tan color (153). The medium material is used as a stiffener for our turban kits.
MEDIUM ESKATUFF
2605.++
10 12" x 12" Medium $3.00/each
26 41⁄2" x 26" Medium $3.25/each
48 24" x 48" Medium $16.50/sheet

HEAVY ESKATUFF
2606.++
10 12" x 12" Heavy
$4.00/each
48 24" x 48" Heavy
$19.50/sheet
PLASTIC FEATHER LOOP MATERIAL
2606.12153
This 4"x12" piece will produce 48 loops cut 1⁄4
inch wide. It is supplied in rawhide tan color
(153). It makes an excellent and durable feather
loop for mounting on the base of bustle feathers.
It’s stiffness allows a good feather action. Contact
cement or Tacky glue holds the loop to the quill
under sinew wrappings.
$ 1.50/per 4"x12" piece

Noc Bay Trading Company

ANIMAL PARTS

FURS • SKINS
DOMESTIC
RABBIT FURS
7007.++

01
001

These are the best in
craft quality rabbit furs
that we can find. Natural
colors may vary from black
and gray to tan and dark brown.
Some are spotted.

02

026

01 Natural $7.95/each $7.10/ea for 3+
This horsetail hair is 13 to 15 inches long, trimmed at both ends and cleaned.
All in each bundle is the same length. Excellent for all projects where you
need to attach a lock of hair. The black is useful for horsehair roaches.
Item
Per oz.
Per 4 oz.
Per Pound
001 Black
$3.50
$12.50
$45.00
026 Blond
$4.30
$15.50
$55.00
7001.200 Blond Extra Long (20" +) $13.00/2 oz $22.00/4 oz

ANTLER BUTTON
7003.++
Varied in size and irregular. Slabbed
from deer or elk antler, they are
drilled in the center with two holes.
01 About 10 cent size
$.95/each $.75/ea 10 or more
05 About 5 cent size
$1.10/each $.85/ea 10 or more
25 About 25 cent size
$1.25/each
$.95/ea 10 or more

01

DEER TAIL
7002.***
Deer tails, de-boned, washed and stretched. White tails are bleached.
$6.00/each
Per 3 tails or more
$5.40/each
001 Black 026 White
081 Red
146 Yellow
116 Orange 218 Green
240 Lt. Blue
260 Royal Blue

Item
Each
01 Deer Toes
$.95
02 Dew Claws $.60

New

Per 25
$21.00
$12.50
Each bundle shown
is 1 ounce

BUCKSKIN CLEANER
2452

081

116

146

218 240 260

7012

Imitation Porcupine guard hair has recently come
about to respond to the dwindling supply and high
cost of the real hair. It is made of a synthetic fiber,
colored and tapered at the tip and bottom end like
the real hair. Some advantages of this imitation
hair is that it all comes 93⁄4 inches long and it doesn’t
have to be cleaned or sorted. To get the shorter
lengths for the back of the roach you simply trim
it to the length you want.
In general the roach making process is still the
same as described in our “The Making of a Porky
Roach”, booklet and DVD. The change with this
imitation hair is that you now can always size the
front of the roach’s hair length to 9 inches. A
Learning Circle sheet will be supplied with each
order with tips about making roaches with this
material. Our tests showed it took almost 5 ounces
of imitation hair to make a 15 inch roach as shown
in the photo here.
$4.95/per ounce For 6 oz. or more $4.45/oz

TURTLE SHELLS
01

$3.50/each

001 026

IMITATION PORKY GUARD HAIR
DEER TOES AND
DEW CLAWS
7004.++
Real deer toes and dew claws are
used on bandoliers, rattles, and as
trim on other traditional items.

$19.00/ounce

This white clay ball is the best way
to clean white deerhide. Rub on like
an eraser and brush off.

$7.10/ea for 3+

02

PORCUPINE QUILLS
7005
Cleaned of fur and washed, but need boiling
before using to be sure they are cleaned of
all animal fat. These are provided unsorted
as to size, but plenty included for quill work
and earrings.
$5.25/per 1⁄4 ounce

02 White $7.95/each

02

REAL CLAWS, DRILLED
7008.++
We have both porcupine and coyote
claws available drilled. Very nice for
pendants on necklaces and sewing
on bags, etc. Some need a little
cleaning with a pocket knife.
01 Porcupine
$.95/each
02 Coyote
$.95/each

$8.50/per 10
$8.50/per 10

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

7027

These Red Ear Turtle shells
make excellent rattles and other
traditional projects. Average 4"
to 7" in length.
$10.50/each
For 6 or more $9.45/each

WHITE LATIGO SOLES
7038.++
Heavy latigo white leather for plains
style moccasins. Un-dyed so there is
no dye to stain leather moccasin
uppers. Tough and long wearing.
Approximately 1⁄8 inch thick.
10
12
14
15

4"x10"
4"x12"
4"x14"
5"x14"

$11.00/pair
$13.50/pair
$16.00/pair
$19.00/pair
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LEATHER HIDES

STRAP LEATHER

“Make it yourself
from quality craft
supplies”

001 Black

153 Golden

155 Smoke

178 Dk Brown

026 White

COMMERCIAL TANNED DEER HIDES
7023.***
The full hides here graded “select” may have one or several small holes, but usually
near the outside or bottom. They should work for the larger garment projects.
Remember deer hides are a natural shape and all are slightly different. The square
footage includes the irregular perimeter. Tell us what you are using them for, and we
will do our best to pick the best available shape for your project. Suede back side, smooth
surface on the front side. Only full hides can be ordered in this selection.
153 Golden 155 Smoke Color (All sizes $8.95/sq. ft.)
8 sq. ft. $71.60
9 sq. ft. $80.55
10 sq. ft. $89.50
11 sq. ft. $98.45
12 sq. ft. $107.40
13 sq. ft. $116.35
026 White 001 Black 178 Dark Brown (All sizes $9.50/sq. ft.)
9 sq. ft. $85.50
10 sq. ft. $95.00
11 sq. ft. $104.50
8 sq. ft. $76.00
12 sq. ft. $114.00
13 sq. ft. $123.50
All stock availability may change by seasons. Check our website for current information.
CRAFT DEER HIDES
7024.***
These hides have more holes or blemishes than our “select” hides
but are excellent for many smaller projects. The small sizes might
be cut from full hides. Specify the square foot size you are ordering. Sizes and color availability may change by seasons. Other
colors are available at times and will be posted in our webstore or call us.
153 Light Golden
155 Smoke Color (All sizes $6.95/sq. ft.)
1 to 2 sq ft $10.95 5 sq ft $34.75
6 sq ft $41.70
7 sq ft $48.65
8 sq ft $55.60
9 sq ft $62.55
MOOSE TANNED HIDES
7082.++
Commercial tanned Moose hides in a light golden color
are a good option for making heavy weight items like
moccasins or purse pannels. Three sizes are provided; 4 to
5 square feet, 6 to 7 square feet , and 8 to 9 square feet in
size and are of a good craft quality.
04 4 to 5 sq ft $33.00 06 6 to 7 sq ft $47.00
08 8 to 9 sq ft $59.00

GOLDEN DEER SPLITS

7022.++

Soft sueded both sides and dark golden in color, these are excellent for
small projects. Available in irregular
pieces by the ounce (6 to 16 oz. each)
or as a cut 12" x 12" piece.
(6 oz. is about 2 sq. feet total)
01 Irregular pieces $.95/oz

NATURAL DEERSUEDE HIDES - 5 to 8 sq ft size
7020.08
Light weight deer splits that are from the whole center of the deer
hide. A large portion of the hide is without holes, though some
hides will have small ones near the edges. Suede on both sides, the
top surface is a nice smooth finish. A natural light tan color.
$21.00/each hide
LEATHER STRIPPER
2221
This Leather Stripper will cut strips from 1/8 inch to 3 inch
wide. It has 25 spacers, each 1/8 inch wide that are easy to
keep track of because of the alternating white and black colors. Each spacer can hold a cutting blade so you can design
your cut to fit your project needs. It will cut all leathers from
soft commercially tanned skins to strap leather up to 10/12
ounce in thickness. The kit includes 5 blades. Extra blades
also provided in packs of 5. Instructions included.
$39.95/each
2221.01 Extra blades pack/5 $2.00/pk

12 Square 12" x 12" $7.75/each

Rawhide Lacing on Page 49
ACRYLIC LEATHER PAINT
2425.***
Now newly available, this is a flexible, non-cracking, non peeling, intermixable acrylic paint for leather. Can be used on a varity of leathers, dries quickly and once fully dry is waterproof. No
pre-treatment or finish is necessary to obtain a rich, deep color.
Blending these colors together to create different hues is another
way to create your art. Apply with a quality brush, size depending on the detail of your art, using one or two coats.
Sold in 2 ounce bottles.
(Sized 3 inches high and 11⁄4 inch diameter.)
$4.00/each $3.75/each for 4 bottles or more
001 Black
026 White
060 Pink
081 Red
116 Orange
146 Yellow

30

158 Light Brown
178 Dark Brown
218 Green
242 Turquoise
260 Blue
288 Lilac

STRAP LEATHER
7031.+++
Double shoulder cowhide leather belt blanks with natural un-dyed finish. The thickness
is about 4mm, 7 to 8 ounce leather weight. We select this for belts, bell straps, and spacers. Precut widths are available at per inch running price or can be purchased by the
strap length which varies from 48" to 52". Replace +++ with size code and specify the
length in inches or number of full straps required. Shorter pre-cut pieces are on Page 26.
Code

48"+
24"
Width Per Inch Per strap Per strap

038
015
115
175
200
300
400

⁄8"
⁄2"
11⁄2"
13⁄4"
2"
3"
4"
3
1

$ .09
$ .10
$ .25
$ .28
$ .30
$ .45
$ .60

$ 3.25
$ 3.75
$11.00
$12.00
$12.50
$18.00
$24.00

$1.65
$1.95
$ 6.50
$ 9.00
$13.00

Noc Bay Trading Company

LACING & SIMULATED SINEW
SUEDE LEATHER LACING

7032.***

001
030

081
153
155
158

⁄8 inch wide lacing

SIMULATED SINEW - This is a waxed continuous filament cord, used for sewing and wrapping
projects similar in ways back when real animal sinew was used. The lengths listed below are approximate. Colors may vary because of waxing but the natural tan colors are similar to real sinew.
7042.++
SINGLE STRAND SINEW
The single strand sinew is
about one fifth the width of regular sinew thickness so you can
avoid having to strip it down
from regular sinew. Good as a
sewing thread & in dreamcatchers.
01 Bobbin (90 yds) $2.50/each $2.25/ea. for 3+
02 4 oz. Spool (700 yds.) $9.50/ea. $8.55/ea. for 3+

060

1

DYE & CLEANER

178
239

Suede cowhide split leather
283
thong is useful for many
projects. Suede on both sides, it’s strong and uniformly cut.
$.65/yard

$2.75/5 yards

001 Black
030 Ivory
060 Pink
081 Red

153 Beige
239 Turquoise
155 Toast
283 Royal Purple
158 Med. Brown
178 Chocolate

$10.50/25 yd. spool

SOF-SUEDE LACING

7028.***

HEAVILY WAXED FLAT SINEW 7050.++***
Heavily waxed flat polyester
sinew. Spool color is a golden
tan, good for sewing golden
buckskin and wrapping feathers. About 35 yards per ounce.
3 colors available in bobbins.
20 Bobbin (20 yds) $2.00/each $1.80/ea. for 3+
001 Black 026 White 155 Natural
04 4 oz. Tan Spool $6.50/each $6.00/ea. for 3+
08 8 oz. Tan Spool $9.25/each $8.75/ea. for 3+
COLORED SIMULATED SINEW

992

993

995

996

Sof-Suede lace is cut from brushed pigskin, has a
tight nap, and will not “shed” like traditional
suede lacing. It is very strong, even when cut in
this narrower 3⁄32" width. Combo cards include three
colors, 8 ft. of each color. Good for jewelry projects.
992 Black, Beige, Chocolate
993 Blue, Lilac, Pink
995 Gold Nugget, Rust, Olive
996 Lt. Blue, Kiwi, Aqua

$5.95/Combo Pack

DEER LEATHER THONG
7035.***
These are cut from top grain commercially tanned
hides. Available in five colors. White is a separate
cost. About 43 inches long, 3⁄16" thick.
Cut straight so no curling.
001 Black
153 Golden Brown
155 Smoke
178 Dark Brown
$1.45/each $13.00/per 10
026 White
$1.70/each $15.00/per 10

4
Ounce
Tube

1
Ounce
Tube

001

026

081

116

146

218

242

260

284

LATIGO LEATHER LACING
7034
Familiar as
heavy boot
lacing, this
72 inch long
lacing is useful for any heavy duty tying. We use
them in bell kits, breastplate kits, and bustle kits
for the main tying thongs. Light saddle color.
$1.75/each

10 or more $1.55/each

LATIGO LEATHER SPOOL
7034.25
This is the strongest
and most durable continuous leather lace
available. Cut 1/8 inch
in width and 50 foot in
length. Available in the
light saddle color as
shown.
$14.95/spool

001 Black 081 Red 154 Tan
156 Lt. Brown 158 Med. Brown
170 Mahogany 178 Chocolate

ROUND LEATHER LACE
7036.++
A round leather thong
well suited for stringing bone and beads.
Chocolate Brown and
Black colors available
in two diameter widths,
1mm and 2mm.
10 1mm Brown
11 1mm Black
20 2mm Brown
22 2mm Black

4 ounce bottle

$2.75/5 yards

FIEBINGS LEATHER DYE 2450.***
Permanent, quick drying and
safe to use. Completely water
resistant plus it drys evenly and
uniformly. Comes in a 4 ounce
bottle with applicator.

$7.95/each

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

$12.95/25 yard spool

ROUND TWISTED SINEW
7043.++
The round twisted polyester cord at full strength
is excellent for stringing
projects, like chokers and
breastplates. Length is
about 35 yards per ounce.
01 1 oz. spool $4.35/each $ 3.80/ea. for 3+
04 4 oz. spool $8.75/each $ 7.60/ea. for 3+
08 8 oz. spool $14.70/each $13.25/ea. for 3+
REGULAR FLAT SINEW
7040.++
The regular flat sinew is
continuous polyester fibers
with medium waxing to
form it together. It can be
stripped into thinner
strands. 40 yds per ounce
01 1 oz. spool $4.35/each $ 3.80/ea. for 3+
04 4 oz. spool $7.50/each $ 6.50/ea. for 3+
08 8 oz. spool $13.75/each $12.50/ea. for 3+
7044.++***
This is a medium waxed continuous filament
polypropylene cord, flat and 1⁄8 inch wide. It
takes color dyes better than polyester fiber. It is
best used as a wrapping cord in crafting. Short
lengths can be split but not as easily as polyester.
01 1 oz. tube (35 yds) $ 4.35/ea. $3.80/ea. for 3+
02 4 oz. tube (135 yds) $ 7.70/ea. $6.70/ea. for 3+
001 Black 026 White 081 Red 116 Orange
146 Yellow 218 Emerald 242 Turquoise
260 Blue 284 Orchid
PRE-CUT ROUND LEATHER LACE

7033.++

$.85/each for 2-yard pre-cut lengths.
For 10 or more $.75/each.
30 1mm Natural Tan
31 1mm Black
40 2mm Natural Tan
42 2mm Black
DEERSKIN LACE SPOOL

7045.***

001

026

066

081

153

155

158
178
208
This is soft yet very
strong lace made from
deerskin and dyed an
assortment of bright colors.
239
260
Cut 1/8 inch wide and a
continuous 50 foot length, it will be useful for
decorating a wide variety of craft projects.
$21.95/spool
Replace (***) with color number desired
001 Black 026 White 066 Fuchsia 081 Red
153 Smoke 155 Gold 158 Tobacco 178 Acorn
208 Lt. Green 239 Turquoise 260 Royal Blue
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SHELLS
SHELL DISCS
We offer three kinds of shells for discs and heart shaped decorations for your project or dance clothing. Variations in color and pattern are normal for these natural
items. Colors often blend to white. Replace ++ with the size disc desired.

Abalone Shell

White Shell

ABALONE SHELL PENDANTS
5516.++
These pendants are cut from natural shells and
polished so each has a unique finish and color
variation. The Mini Turtles can be used in earring designs, and are approximately 3⁄8 inch wide
and 3⁄4 inch long. The 2" Abalone Bear and
Turtle are about 2 inches from head to tail. The
Turtle is about 11⁄4" wide. The drill hole is 1⁄8"
diameter in the large pendants.

Clam Shell

WHITE SHELL
07 3⁄4"
10 1"

5507.++
$ .95/each
$1.40/each

CLAM SHELL
20 2"
25 21⁄2"

5513.++
$7.25/each
$8.40/each

TWO HOLE ABALONE HEARTS
10
15
20
25

1"
11⁄2"
2"
21⁄2"

$1.95
$3.95
$5.20
$7.50

16" Strand

5508.++

TUMBLED ABALONE PIECES

ABALONE SHELL ONE HOLE DISC
5505.++
07 3⁄4"
$1.30
10 or more $1.10/each
10 1"
$1.65
10 or more $1.40/each
WHITE SHELL ONE HOLE DISC
5500.++
05 1⁄2"
$ .75
10 or more $ .65/each
$ .95
10 or more $ .85/each
07 3⁄4"
10 1"
$1.40
10 or more $1.25/each
ABALONE ONE HOLE HEART
5509.++
10 1"
$2.95
6 or more $2.65/each
DENTALIUM SHELLS
5501
A white tusk shaped hollow shell averaging 1" to 11⁄2" long. Traditionally used
in choker's and as decorations on capes and dresses.
$2.50/per 25
$7.00/per100

05

5511.++

Natural irregular shaped pieces of green abalone
shell have been tumble polished and drilled for
use as pendants. Every piece is unique.
05 Very Small 1⁄2" to 1" $.70/each $6.00/per 10
10 Small 1" to 11⁄2" $.90/each $7.60/per 10
20 Medium 11⁄2" to 2" $1.25/each $11.25/per 10

20
10

COWRIE SHELLS

01
21

5502.++
We offer both Ring Top (01) and Money (21)
Cowrie shells as shown in the photo to the
right. A small hole is drilled at the top of the
shell for attaching. Size varies but average
3
⁄4 inch long.
01 Ring Top
21 Money

$.20/each $12.00/100
$.25 /each $15.00/100

NATURAL SHELLS FOR CONTAINERS
5520.++
Used by many people as natural containers for smudging with sage and
other herbals. Expect some variations in shape and color. The interior of
the Abalone shells have a variation of shiny iridescent colors.
The Quahog shell has a thicker
shell. Inside they are matte white
in the center with a shiny purple
01
03
and white lip edge.

01 Natural White
02 Dyed Purple
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$7.95/strand

ABALONE SHELL BEADS 5530
These natural oval shaped beads are cut
and polished from Abalone shells. About
1
⁄2 inch in length, flat surfaces in the sides
give a variety of shine and color. Beads
are about 3/8 inch wide. Buy per bead, or
in 16 inch strands. About 32 beads in a
strand.
$.70/bead
$16.00/strand

ONE HOLE SHELLS

$7.20/strand
10 assorted strands or more $6.50/strand

21

ABALONE SHELL CHIPS
5525
These cut shell chips come strung on a 16
inch strand averaging over 100 chips per
strand. The chips are cut from polished
abalone shells and vary in size, color, and
shape. Thickness are about 1⁄8 inch and
widths and lengths vary from 1⁄4 to 3⁄8 inches.

6 or more $1.75/each
6 or more $3.50/each
6 or more $5.00/each
6 or more $7.25/each

CLAM SHELL WAMPUM
5515.++
A Wampum bead made from fresh water clam shell
which now can be used in traditional Iroquois style
bead work. Typically used in making belts, they are
suited for necklaces, chokers and other decorative
items. The bead is slightly smaller than 1⁄8"x5⁄16", with
about 45 beads
per strand.

01

01 Mini Abalone Turtle $3.95/pair
20 2" Abalone Turtle $7.95/each
21 2" Abalone Bear $7.95/each

TWO HOLE SHELL DISCS
Used on necklaces, braid ties, chokers, and other items. Has two holes drilled
in the center. The Abalone and Clam are curved, the White Shell is flat.
ABALONE SHELL
5503.++
07 3⁄4"
$1.10/each
10 1"
$1.55/each
12 11⁄4"
$2.35/each
$3.20/each
15 11⁄2"
20 2"
$4.60/each
30 3"
$8.50/each

20

02

01 Small Abalone $1.50/each
About 21⁄2 to 31⁄2 inches long
02 Large Abalone $7.50/each
About 5 to 6 inches long
03 Medium Quahog $4.50/each
About 3 to 4 inches long

Noc Bay Trading Company

FRINGE

FABRICS

SPOOL FRINGE
2502.***
One spool of chainette shawl fringe, approximately 3⁄4 pound, is usually
enough for an adult size shawl with 14 inch fringe. Instructions for making
shawls is available as a flyer in the LEARNING CIRCLE materials.
Replace *** with the color code. Slight color changes may occure in dye
lots.
$17.00/spool

For 3 spools or more, $16.00/each

001 Black
026 White
060 Candy Pink
066 Fuchsia
081 Red
098 Maroon
116 Orange
146 Sun Yellow
158 Beige
178 Dk. Brown
212 Emerald
239 Peacock Blue
242 Turq. Blue
254 Copen Blue
260 Royal Blue
265 Navy Blue
282 Purple
283 Plum
(One spool has
approximately
1000 yards)

001
026
060
066
081
098
116
146
158
178
212
239
242
254
260
265
282
283

001

$32.00/per 1⁄2 yard
001 Black
081 Red

2508.***

6 or more hanks, $3.15/each
026 White
081 Red
098 Wine
153 Cafe Tan 218 Green 240 Lt Blue

001

146

$.45/each
001 Black
026 White

026

153

081

218

082 Dark Red

098

240

260 Royal
Blue

121

260

026 White

$17.00/per 30"x13" trailer piece

246 Turquoise
265 Navy Blue

280 Purple

146

218

240

146 Yellow
218 Med. Green

007 Siver

028 Pearl

239 Turquoise
Green

121 Gold Maize
260 Royal Blue

254

260

146 Yellow

218 Green

001 Black

Spools contain
about 400 yds

$ .40/each for assortment of 10 or more
081 Red
116 Orange

280

$19.95/spool

081 Red
116

265

FLAT FRINGE
2509.***
This beautiful fringe is a favorite of fancy shawl dancers, grass dancers,
and anyone who desires a little colorful variation in fringed items. One
spool is usually enough to make a standard size (60 inch square) shawl.
Available in 12 colors. Replace *** with the color number. Width is 3⁄16".

242 Turquoise
Blue

081

246

Per yard $ 1.50
For 10 yards or more $1.25/per yard

280 Purple

026

$59.50/per yard

121 Golden
218 Green

ACRYLIC FELT RECTANGLES
2500.***
Easy to sew or glue with no raveling edges. 9"x12" in size.

001

218

MANDALA WOOL FLEECE
2503
Combed natural 100% wool popular for using
in the southwest style mandalas. Comes in
natural white.

This 100% Acrylic super bulky worsted 3 ply
yarn can be used for grass dance fringe, wrapping feathers for bustles, porcupine roach bases,
and other decorative projects. Comes in a 3.5
ounce hank totaling 108 yards length.

001 Black
146 Yellow

121

THREE BAND WOOL BROADCLOTH
2504.***
A wool rainbow selvedge edge tradecloth, very good for traditional clothing
items and bustle trailers. A blend of 85% wool and 15% nylon. 60 inch wide
material.

ACRYLIC YARN

$3.50/hank

081

240 Baby Blue
254 Cadet Blue
260 Royal Blue

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com
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BANDANNAS & SCARVES
DESIGN BANDANNA
2514.***
These are 50% cotton and 50% polyester fabric bandanna’s in a number of
their best southwest designs for use in dance outfits. Finished size is 211⁄2 x
211⁄2 inches. Replace *** with number shown for each design.
$2.50 /each

12 or more, $2.25/each

RIBBON
SOLID COLOR COTTON SCARVES
These 100% cotton scarves are 27 x 27 inches. Bright solid colors work well for both men
and women’s dance outfits as neck scarves,
side drops or anywhere you would like to add
some color. High thread count for a smooth
feel. Color fast dye and premium edge stitching makes a durable addition to your outfit.

2517.***

$3.75 /each

Southwest Argyle 137

Stars & Stripes 134

001

026

081

116

146

208

242

260

Solid Colors listed: 001 Black 026 White 081 Red 116 Orange
146 Yellow 208 Lime 242 Turquoise Blue 260 Royal

2530
WOVEN RIBBON
A new product for your clothing design, use this woven polyester satin ribbon for trimming on shawls, capes, aprons, bustle trailers, and other items.
The width is 1 1/4 inches and is sold by the yard. The pattern and colors
have been reproduced from our Folding Metal Loom instructions. The pattern repeats every 6 inches.
$4.50/per yard For 10 yards or more $4.00/per yard
Modern Aztec 136

Bright Blanket 093

Aztec Turquoise 139

Apache 133

FASHION BANDANNAS

001

026 081 116

121

2513.***

146

219

These are the popular Fashion
Paisley bandannas made of 100%
cotton. Finished size is 211⁄2 x 211⁄2
inches.
$2.25/each 12 or more, $1.95/each
NEON BANDANNAS

220

240

265

001 Black
026 White/Black
081 Red
116 Orange
121 Maize

146 Lt. Yellow
219 Hunter Green
220 Teal
240 Lt Blue
265 Navy

2518.***

These are also the popular Fashion
Paisley bandannas but in bright and bold
colors. Made of 100% cotton. Finished
size is 211⁄2 x 211⁄2 inches.
$2.50/each
116 Orange
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12 or more, $2.25/each
146 Yellow

208 Lime

Noc Bay Trading Company

SASHES & GARTERS
8508.++***
Woven sashes, head wraps,
and garters were introduced
into the Native cultures of the
Great Lakes by the FrenchCanadian voyagers that plied
the trade routes in the region.
They quickly became popular
trade items to both fur trappers
and Native people there.
Trading companies commissioned both European immigrants and, later, Indian women
to fingerweave these sashes.
Within the Native cultures,
fingerweaving developed into
intricate patterns and styles,
and spread throughout the
east. In the mid-1800’s trading
companies turned to machine
weaving these sashes and
commonly used the design made by weavers at L’Assomption, Quebec.
These authentic reproductions of the machine woven Assumption Sash and
Garters are offered in both a red and a blue design.

FUR FABRICS

ASSUMPTION SASH AND GARTERS

BARBED ARROWHEAD WOVEN SASH

To select color, replace *** with 081 Red and 260 Blue.

This 5 inch wide and approximately 87 inch long machine woven sash with
10 inch long fringe is worn by both men and women dressed in their styles.
The background color is black and the overlapping French Canadian barbed
arrowhead pattern includes a rainbow of red, orange, yellow, white, royal
blue, and green. Enough colors to match into many dance clothing color patterns. In fingerweaving patterns, when the arrow shape was repeated in a
tight overlapping pattern it was refered to as a barbed pattern. This machine
woven process and the strength of the cloth threads allows for a very tight
repeated arrowhead barbed design. Made of rayon, acrylic, polyester threads
and is hand washable.

01 Sash
6" W x 72" L plus fringe
02 Garters 21⁄4" W x 42" L plus fringe

$28.95/each
$28.95/pair

01 Sash 5” W x 87” L plus 10” fringe

8509.01

$28.95/each

Fur Fabrics are being offered to substitute for real furs that are now difficult to get because of high prices or lack of supply. These fabrics are very real
looking and will still allow for making some of the traditional crafts and dance clothing like turbans, bags, bandoliers, anklets, leggings, and decorations
on items. It can be sewn in place or glued with tacky glue or contact cement. They are made in the USA.
FUR FABRIC TRAPPER PELT
2570.++
We picked this dark brown fur fabric because it
closely resembles the dark brown along the center
back of beaver and otter marketed here in the
trade era of the Great Lakes region. Turbans,
vestments, and bags were a part of the traditional
crafted clothing items made from those furs.

The hair pile length for this fur
fabric is 11⁄16 inches with shorter
under fur. We cut the pieces supplied
so that the fur hangs from top to
bottom as they would when holding the pelts by the head end. A
fur fabric piece that can be used in
crafts simulating otter pelts is cut
6 inches wide and 60 inches long.
They can be used for turbans,
dance daggers, braid wraps,
breast plates, and sashes. A beaver
sized piece that measures 20 inches
wide and 30 inches long allows
for the wider cut items. Bulk
yardage pieces are cut from a 60
inch wide fabric bolt.
06 Otter 6"Wx60"L $6.00/each
3 or more $5.40/each
20 Beaver 20"Wx30"L $9.00/each
3 or more $8.10/each
01 Bulk Pelt 60"x1yd $21.50/yard

FUR FABRIC ANKLETS AND LEGGINGS

For decades now, many of the men’s dance clothing styles have featured anklets and leggings
made of shaggy sheep hides, and famously
included imported long hair angora goat hides.
Fancy dance styles evolving from the early
1940’s used sheep hide shaggy hair leggings that
started at the knees. Today these natural hides are
getting difficult to get so we are offering a very
likeable Fur Fabric Shag in two natural colors.
FUR FABRIC SHAG WHITE
2560.++
This shag style is bright
white. The hair pile
length is 35⁄8 inches. The
fabric pieces are cut so
the hair hangs from top
to bottom when used as
leggings or anklets.
04 30"x4" piece $3.00/each for 3+ $2.70/each
15 15"x18" pair $12.00/pair for 3+ $10.80/pair
01 60"Wx1 yard L $24.60/yd
FUR FABRIC SHAG PALOMINO 2561.++
This natural palomino
hair has a darker brown
underlayment of base
hair. The long hair pile
length is 35⁄8 inches. We
think this will be a great
color option for traditional styles. See prices above.

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

FUR FABRIC RABBIT
2550.++***
These fabric pieces are provided in a 12 inch by
15 inch piece that are as large as most rabbit craft
pelts, and also by the
yard that is 60 inches
wide. The hair direction runs from top to
bottom, as in head to
tail of the real rabbit.
We have chosen five
colors that remind us
of some of the natural
colored furs we had in
the past. A great product for school and
youth group projects.
The hair pile length for this fur fabric is 15⁄16 inch.
12 12"Wx15"L piece $1.95/each
3 or more $1.75/each
01 60"W x 1 yard L $16.85/yd
Color choices:
026 White
703 Grey Dark Brown
745 Natural Tan 746 Cinnamon
751 Grey Beige
026
703
745
746
751
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FEATHER & FAN CASES
IMPORTED BEADED ROSETTES

BEADWORK

8405.+++***

These imported rosettes work well for bustle trim as
well as for other projects like this dance necklace. We
have selected some patterns that have a nice combination of colors with each of the background colors. All
patterns and color combinations are the same price in
each size. Supply may vary seasonally on these items, so
you might consider giving a second color choice if your
project has a deadline. All are now made with real Czech
seed beads.
✔ Start your order by selecting the pattern number:
01+ 02+ 03+ 04+ 05+ 06+
✔ Three different sizes are available:
add this choice in place of +
3 - 3 inch diameter
4 - 33⁄4 to 4 inch dia.
5 - 5 inch diameter
Each
$9.95
$12.95
$22.50

Size
3
3 inch diameter
4
33⁄4 inch diameter
5
5 inch diameter

10 or more assorted same size
$8.95/each
$11.65/each
$20.25/each

✔ Add the background colors code shown on the photos
below in place of ***
001 Black 026 White
081 Red
146 Yellow
240 Lt. Blue

OKLAHOMA
FEATHER DESIGN
White - 026

Pattern
04+
Light Blue - 240

Pattern 04 available only
in White or Light Blue
background colors.

Pattern
05+
001

026

081

146

240

001

026

081

146

240

Pattern
06+

Pattern
01+

FULLY BEADED MOCCASIN TOPS
001

026

081

146

8403.++

240

Pattern
02+
001

026

081

146

240

01

Pattern
03+

02

03

A new way to build beaded footware. Lazy stitched on heavy canvas, it is
easy to sew on sneakers, moccasins, aqua shoes, etc. Three patterns available. Imported beadwork.
$69.00 a pair.

001

026

081

146

01 White - geometric 02 Turquoise/blue - feathers 03 White - Cheyenne

240

ROACH FEATHER AND FAN CASES
03

03
05

36

04

02

01

8105.++

Carrying roach feathers and flat fans in your suitcase has
always been a problem. Now these zip-up cases are your
solution! The outside fabric is a deep blue corduroy. The
inside has a lining of sponge material covered with a soft
black fabric to protect your feathers. When folded and
zipped shut the case is only about an inch thick. This
combination of material makes the case flexible but when
zipped shut, the case stiffens to protect the feathers. The
width noted is the widest part of the case.
01 Roach Feather Case 5" W x 18" H
02 Medium Fan Case 6" W x 18" H
03 Large Fan Case 8" W x 20" H
04 Extra Long Fan Case 12" W x 28" H
05 Jumbo Fan Case 18" W x 26" H

$19.95
$21.00
$24.75
$27.50
$29.75

Noc Bay Trading Company

LEARNING CIRCLE

KITS
Noc Bay’s LEARNING CIRCLE program is an effort to
provide a wide range of instructional materials to support
the user of our craft supplies. There are many new materials on the market that are useful in making dance clothing.
Often a few hints on how to complete a project is all that is
needed to make sure your projects are fun and successfully
completed. Informational instruction sheets are available free
with any regular order or off our web site at www.nocbay.com.

One of our goals here at Noc Bay Trading Company is to
encourage people to make their own items of dance clothing,
particularly young people, so they may personally experience
the culture.
The LEARNING CIRCLE is an evolution of over 30 years
of practical instructional materials we have produced for construction of dance clothing items with today’s materials.
1. Cutting and Stringing Buckskin
Thong
2. Jingle Dress Cones
3. Women’s Breastplate, Large
4. Women’s Breastplate, Medium
5. Women’s Breastplate, Child
6. Girls Hairtie - Hackle and Fluff
7. Goose Feather Hair Clip
8. Partridge Tail Fan
9. Flat Fan
10. Women’s Shawl
11. Two Piece Leather Dress
12. Hints to Buying Buckskin
Hides
13. Porky Quill Earrings
14. Children’s Pendant Necklace
15. Double Strand Necklace
16. Choker Necklaces
17. Men’s Breastplate
18. Trimming and Shaping Turkey
Pointers
19. Award Feather
20. Men’s Aprons
21. Sleigh Bell Sets

22. Sheep Bell Sets
23. Rocker Roach Spreader
24. Bead and Hairpipe Bandoliers
25. Traditional Otter Bandolier
26bFur Fabric Turban, Otter Style
27. Horse Hair Roach
28. Yarn Braided Roach Base
29. Leather Roach Spreader
30. Northern and Southern Style
Drumstick
31. Key Ring Project
33. Making Twisted Fringe
34. Girl’s Shawl Dancer Dress
35. Wrap Designs
36. Fancy Dancer Arm Bustles
37. Dream Catcher Earrings
38. Dream Catchers
39. Leather Pouches
40. Wrapped Medicine Wheels
41. Mandella
42b Prayer Wheel Fur Fabric Hand Piece
43. Goose Feather Wing Fan
44. Bone and Bead Bracelet

AWARD FEATHER

45. Earring Design Paper (Brick
Weave)
46. Women’s Hair Plume
47. Grass Dance Roach Spreader
48. Personal Pipe
49. Claw Pendant Necklace
50. Quill Medicine Wheels
51. Girl’s Braid Wraps
52. Necklace Pouch
53. Wrapped Wheel Earrings
54. Turtle Shell Rattle
55. Hand Drum
56. Powwow Drum
57. Hand Drum Stick
58. Powwow Drum Frames
59. Concho Belt
60. Small Pouch
61. Laced Bell Kit
62. Round Roach
63. Crown Roach
64b Traditional Men’s Fur Fabric Anklets
65. Extending Feather Quills
66. Attaching Wood Dowels to
Traditional Bustles

67. Three Strand Necklace
69. Medallion Necklace
71. Fancy Dance Whip Sticks
72. Goose Feather Wing Fan - Child
73. Straighten & Trim Feathers
74. Liquid Silver Pendant Necklace
75. Chicken Dance Arm Bustle
76. Chicken Dance Bustle
77. Wrapped Hand Drum Stick
78. Attaching Cones
79. Wrapping Wing Fan Handles
80. Mounting Deer Toes
81. Fluff Hair Clip
82. Sewing Fringe
83. Bone Pendant Necklace
85. Roach Stick
86. Cedar Flute
87. Feather Visor
88. Using Real Sinew
89. Selecting the Right Needle
90. Tips for using Imitation Porky
Hair.

All are copyright. Permission must be requested for any further copying and distribution.

8003.***

Bulk kits are packaged with school or group use in
mind. Supplies must be sorted out by the instructor,
but an assortment of colors are included for individual
selection. Discount prices are indicated for each bulk
project offered.

Feathers are often given to recognize a person’s contribution to the people.
This is a project that teaches both the honoring with a feather, and is also
excellent for teaching basic feather work used in more complex projects. Kit
includes an imitation eagle feather, fluffs, yarn, thong, and instructions. You
will need glue. Our wood glue is non-toxic and will work well for children.
Choice of fluff colors.
081 Red
116 Orange
$2.50/per kit

146 Yellow
218 Green

239 Turquoise
260 Blue

$21.00/bulk pack of 10, colors assorted

AWARD FEATHER - CLASSROOM PACK
8003.32
Same project, but packed for a normal class size of 30 plus 2 for teacher
demonstration. All supplies needed for the classroom including glue are supplied. Special instruction for teacher use.
$29.50/per classroom set
FLUFF HAIR CLIP
8004.***
Long white plumes and colored crow beads combined to
make a pretty and popular dangle hairpiece. Good project
for third grades and up. Everything provided. Order color
combinations of beads by adding color numbers.
901 Black/Red
903 Red/Turquoise
905 Red/Royal Blue
$2.50/per kit

902 Black/Turquoise
904 Red/Yellow
906 Orchid/Pink

GOOSE FEATHER
HAIR CLIP 8005.02***
An advanced hair tie project with two
small domestic goose feathers. The project uses the new popular hair clip as the
way to fasten in your hair. Kit
includes all materials, glue, and
instructions. Beads included are
pony beads or mini Crow with
the following color choice.
Replace *** with color bead
choice for the individual kit.
$2.95/per kit
$25.00/bulk pack of 10, assorted colors

001 Black
081 Red
146 Yellow
218 Green
239 Turquoise 260 Blue

WOMEN'S HAIR PLUME
8029
This kit uses domestic feathers to simulate the
large Eagle hair plumes being used by women
fancy and jingle dress dancers today. Dyed tips
on white fluffs for the top two and selected
extra long white fluffs for the base are attached
to a small quill to extend to an 8+ inch hair
plume. Instructions included.
$2.95/per kit

$21.00/bulk pack of 10, colors assorted

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com
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KITS
NECKLACES AND CHOKERS
All of these kits include instructions, and all
parts needed. If you want to add shell discs for
the chokers, order those items separately from
page 32.
CHILDREN’S PENDANT
NECKLACE 8010.01***
Ideal for small children with
some adult help. A cowrie shell
is used as the pendant. Includes
instructions, spaghetti beads,
mini plastic crow beads, and string.
Replace *** to select colors of beads:
001 Black
081 Red
901 Bk/Red
902 Bk/Turq.
903 Red/Turq.

REAL BONE CHOKER - REGULAR
THREE STRAND CHOKER

8010.03***

A more advanced project, fits fourth graders to
adults. Includes eighteen 11⁄2 inch plastic hairpipe, plastic crow beads, with leather parts and
stringing material. Instructions provide suggestions for variations. May require pliers to
move leather needle with sinew through end
tabs. Replace *** to select colors of beadsfrom color box below:
$ 4.50/per kit (Select color)
$36.00/bulk pack of 10, colors assorted

260 Royal Blue
239 Turquoise
904 Red/Yellow
905 Red/Rl Blue

$1.50/per kit (Select color)
$12.75/bulk pack of 10,
colors assorted
TWO STRAND CHOKER

REAL BONE CHOKERS
Uses our real bone 1" regular hairpipe or the 1" ultrathin hairpipe put into kits with complete instructions.
The colored beads for the regular size bone uses our
new mini glass crow bead. The ultra-thin bone uses
glass pony seed beads. For bead colors, use
Choker Color Selection box in center of page.

HAIRPIPE - CROW

8010.02***

Very good project for second graders and up,
with some adult help for the younger ones.
The assorted classroom bulk pack provides
opportunity for the students to work with color
patterns. Includes 14 - 1 inch plastic hairpipe
and plastic crow beads.
001 Black
081 Red
239 Turquoise 260 Royal Blue
$2.50/per kit (Select color)
$21.00/bulk pack of 10, colors assorted

Choker Kit Color Selection
001 Black
081 Red
239 Turquoise
260 Royal Blue
901 Black/Red
904 Red/Yellow
902 Black/Turquoise 905 Red/Royal Blue
903 Red/Turquoise

FOUR STRAND CHOKER
8010.05*** (Nickel) 8010.15*** (Brass)
An advanced kit for teens to adults using our
acrylic hairpipe and 6mm mini plastic crow
beads along with metal beads. May require pliers to move leather needle with sinew through
end tabs. Replace *** to select colors of beads:
$ 7.50/per kit (Select color)
$65.00/bulk pack of 10, colors assorted
MEN’S HAIRPIPE BREASTPLATE
8012.++***
Kits include plastic hair pipe and crow
beads, buckskin leather and sinew for
stringing, strap leather pre-punched spacers, latigo lacing, and instructions.
Requires a leather punch and scissors. The
strap leather strips are punched every 1/2
inch. The punch is needed to enlarge the
top and bottom holes to string latigo ties.
Replace ++ with the size code, and ***
with the color selection.
001 Black
081 Red
116 Orange
158 Brown
218 Green
902 Black/Turq.
904 Red/Yellow

239 Turquoise
240 Lt. Blue
260 Royal Blue
265 Navy Blue
901 Black/Red
903 Red/Turq.
905 Red/Royal Blue

Size
No. rows
01 Child
25 (3")
02 Teen
30 (4")
03 Medium
35 (4")
04 Large
40 (4")
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Price
$21.00
$31.00
$33.00
$37.00

8010.24*** (Nickel) 8010.34*** (Brass)

(Includes one 11⁄2 inch shell disc) $15.50/per kit
REAL BONE CHOKER - ULTRA-THIN

8010.26*** (Nickel) 8010.36*** (Brass)

(Includes hairpipe for 6 rows)

$14.95/per kit

BONE AND BEAD BRACELETS
This is an advanced project for you to try. Real
bone is 1⁄2 inch long, the acrylic hairpipe is 3⁄4 inches
long. Four rows wide. Select brass or nickel beads
and replace *** with color bead selection. For the
acrylic kit we use the plastic mini crow, and for the
real bone kit, our glass mini crow.
001 Black
081 Red
218 Green
240 Lt. Blue
260 Royal Blue
ACRYLIC HAIRPIPE BRACELET
8010.08*** (Nickel)
8010.18*** (Brass)
$4.95/per kit
REAL BONE BRACELET
8010.09*** (Nickel) 8010.19*** (Brass)
$7.50/per kit
MEN’S BANDOLIER
8047.++***
Made using plastic hairpipe,
and provided with your selection of plastic crow beads, you
have a choice of a three strand
bandolier or a two strand one.
These are sized for adult men
but could be reduced in size for
youth by leaving a pair of sections out. Replace ++ with the
size code, and *** with the
color selection.
02 Two Row $14.00
03 Three Row $17.00
001 Black
239 Turquoise
081 Red
240 Lt. Blue
116 Orange
260 Royal Blue
158 Brown
218 Green
901 Black/Red
902 Black/Turq
903 Red/Turq.
904 Red/Yellow
905 Red/Royal Blue

Noc Bay Trading Company

KITS
WOMEN’S BREASTPLATE
8013.++***
This hairpipe and bead breastplate kit is prepared
for three sizes. The child size would work for
early grade school students, medium adult for a
person 5 ft. 2 in. in height or less, and large adult
for those taller. The large ones are 10 inches wide
at the base, and the medium ones are 8 inches
wide. All kits include plastic hairpipe, Plastic
Crow beads, leather spacers, lacing, tin cones for
the bottom ends, and instructions. For kit size
replace ++ with size code. For bead color choice,
replace *** with colors below.
001 Black
260 Royal Blue
081 Red
239 Turquoise 901 Bk/Red
902 Bk/Turq.
903 Red/Turquoise
904 Red/Yellow 905 Red/Royal Blue
Size code
01 Child $13.50 02 Med. Adult $25.00
03 Lg. Adult $31.00
BREASTPLATE KIT WITHOUT BEADS
8013.++999
For those who prefer to select your own style of
beads, and purchase them from Pages 8 & 9.
Approximate number of beads needed: Child 250; Medium Adult - 500; Large Adult - 600 +.
01 Child $ 11.75

02 Med. Adult $18.50

03 Lg. Adult $25.00

LACED BELL CHILD KIT
8070.++
An easy set to make for children dancers, the bells are laced on the strap
leather with heavy latigo lacing. Strap
leather comes pre-drilled. No padding is
necessary. Toddler size uses 8 -1" diameter
bells. Youth size uses 10 - 1 1⁄4" dia. bells.
05 Toddler Set $10.00
06 Youth Set $17.00
ROUND BELL STRAP KIT
8008.++
These are the type normally used by traditional men dancers for wearing
below the knees or at the ankles. The smaller sets work best for children.
Instructions, leather parts, sleigh bells,
metal bell fasteners, padding material, and
glue are included in the kit. Made our way,
these dance bells will never fall off!
01
02
03
04

10 bell set of 11⁄4" bells
12 bell set of 11⁄4" bells
12 bell set of 11⁄2" bells
14 bell set of 11⁄2" bells

8019.300

301

DELUXE FLAT FAN
8019.***
Five hand painted feathers supplied.
Feather choices:
300 Immature Golden 301 Mature
Golden 302 Semi Mature Golden
304 Spotted Bald
$42.00/per kit

302
304

REALISTIC FLAT FAN 8019.***
Immature Golden are dyed feathers,
white are washed but not bleached.
Five straightened feathers provided.
Feather choices:
603 Immature Golden
601 White Bald Tail
$22.50/per kit

8019.603

8019.601

GOOSE WING FAN
8018.06
Made with domestic goose feathers. Six feather set, selected for size
and best color match. In some cases
you may have to reim off part of the
quills to reduce the length of th bottom ones.
$19.95/per kit

8018.06

8054.026

$19.50/per kit
$22.5per kit
$26.00/per kit
$27.50/per kit

SHEEP BELL STRAP KIT

FAN KITS
These kits are made with many of
the feathers shown on pages 22 and
23. You will need to do some carving and sanding of the wood handle, which is drilled but provided as
a squared blank. Selected feathers,
handle blank, leather, glue, and
instructions provided.

8054.158

026 White 158 Brown $10.25/per kit

8009.++

These bell sets are used by fancy dancers below the knees. Sheep bell sets
have been popular with traditional dancers and worn below the knees, or
above angora at the ankle. Grass dancers
wear them at the ankle under their pants.
Instructions, leather parts, 17⁄8 inch sheep
bells, metal clips to attach bells, padding,
and glue included in the kit.

TURTLE SHELL RATTLE 8041
Kit provides all of the materials needed to make this rattle. You will need
an electric drill. Red Ear turtle shell
from page 29 included approximately
5” to 7” long.

05 12 bell set/copper color $44.00/per kit
07 12 bell set/nickel color $44.00/per kit
CEDAR FLUTE KIT

YOUTH 3-FEATHER FAN 8054.***
This new Youth 3-Feather Fan kit is
provided in two turkey feather color
choices shown here. The only tools
needed are a heavy duty scissors.
Glue is provided in the kit. The feathers
are provided with natural curve.
They can be used curved or straightened. For school projects some adult
supervision may be needed.

$19.00/per kit

8020.12

Make your own flute! This kit is provided with both the air holes and the sound holes predrilled. Hand tools such as x-acto type knife and files are needed to finish the project along
with several grades of sandpaper. All parts needed plus glue and illustrated instructions are
provided. The two pre-hollowed cedar halves are sized to make a 21 inch long flute with a 11⁄4
inch outside diameter. Remember, cedar has knots and parts that needs to be sanded and filled.
Per kit $26.00 each

3 or more/ $23.50 each

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com
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KITS
RAWHIDE HAND DRUM KIT

8039.09

9 inch diameter Drum
with Drum Stick

MANDALA KIT
8027.***
Design your own Mandala with our
basic instructions and kit. We offer
this complete kit for making a nice
mandella on a 10” hoop. Materials
included are natural white wool,
hoop, fur fabric rabbit, yarn, glue,
feathers, leather thong, crow beads,
wood beads, & metal cones. Select
the color of yarn from Page 33 and
replace *** with the yarn color code.
Request fur fabric rabbit color from
Page 35.
$22.50/per kit

PRAYER WHEEL
8028
It’s common in the Lake States to
see Traditional or Grass dancers
carrying a Prayer Wheel (also
called Medicine Wheel). This kit
provides a variety of decorative
materials with an 8" bare metal
hoop along with instructions and
ideas for your own personal Prayer
Wheel. Colors provided in the kit
are red, yellow, white, and black.
Request fur fabric rabbit color from
Page 35.
$14.50/per kit

This kit contains all of the materials needed to make a 9 inch diameter hand
drum and drum stick. The head is pre-cut and holes punched so that the only
tool required is a pair of scissors. Rawhide provided is goat for the head and
cow for the lacing. The sturdy solid wood rim provides an excellent base for
this drum project. With this selection of materials it only takes two hours or
less to soak the rawhide and lacing before stringing up the drum. Complete
color photo instructions show step-by-step process for making both drum
and stick. Excellent for schools and youth groups.
$28.95/per kit
For 6 or more $25.95/per kit
For 20 or more $23.95/per kit

WRAPPED MEDICINE WHEEL KITS
8030.++
Flat Fringe is used to wrap our Eskatuff™ medicine wheels to make attractive decoration for your crafts or outfits. Easy to do. Kit includes four wheels,
wrapping material, glue, and instructions.

FUR TURBAN KIT

8035.***

Made in the Great Lake’s style of the otter
fur turban, this kit uses our new fur fabric
that, when finished, looks like the dark
version of real otter. Kit comes with fur
fabric, Eskatuff liner, felt fabric pieces,
glue, Eskatuff medicine wheel, two hawk
bells, beads, hairpipe and instructions.

$ 4.75/per kit (4 wheels)
$20.00/bulk pack of 20 wheels
01 Red/Black
07 Yellow/Black
02 Royal Blue/Red
08 Four Directions:
03 Royal Blue/White
white, red,
05 Red/Yellow
yellow, black
06 Royal Blue/Yellow

081 Red

260 Blue

$18.00/per kit
QUILLWHEEL KIT

8031

Our Eskatuff™ Wheels are used in
this kit with porky quills to help
you learn to make quillwheels.
Instructions include methods to
dye quills using readily available
materials. Enough materials for
making two pair.

$ 7.50/per kit (4 wheels)
$32.00/bulk pack of 20 wheels
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TURTLE and EARTH
EARRING KIT

8050

We have combined materials from
our jewelry section to create
these kits to
commemorate
the earth being
saved by the turtle after the
great flood. Kit
includes a pair of
hoops,
metal
turtle, ear wires,
head pin connector,
and
instructions. To
make them you will need a
Needlenose pliers and a wire cutter.
$ 3.75/per kit (1 pair)

CONCHO BELT KIT
8038.++***
This is a belt kit for youth and adults, both men and women. The youth size
includes 8 of our 11⁄2 " conchos, a 2" wide strap leather belt 24 inches long.
The adult size includes 10 of our 2" conchos, a 3" wide strap leather belt 40
inches long. Both sizes include a latigo lace and a soft leather lacing, with
instructions. You need scissors and something to punch holes in leather.
Tools are found on page 20. Replace *** with choice of 006 Brass conchos
or 007 Silver-color conchos.
20 Youth Size Belt Kit
30 Adult Size Belt Kit

$23.50/per kit
$39.50/per kit

Noc Bay Trading Company

KITS
IMITATION PORKY ROACH KIT
This kit includes all materials for making
a roach using our Imitation Porky Guard
hair shown on Page 29. We include our
book for making roaches using real hair
and a tip sheet about adjustments when
using this fiber in making this roach. Also
materials for doing one row of deer hair
on the outside as shown in our photo here.
We include the materials and instructions
for making the woven yarn base. Replace
++ with the kit size code and *** with the
color selection of the deer tail.

8055.++***

New

15 Kit for 15" Roach $45.00
18 Kit for 18" Roach $56.00

TRADITIONAL WOODLAND CIRCLE BUSTLE KIT
8036
This circle bustle design goes back to mid 1900’s when the Traditional men
dancers in the Great Lake’s area evolved their bustles known as feather belts
by adding several circles of feathers at the center of the belt as shown in our
picture. We suspect that this idea came
from the dancers of the central plains,
Sioux and Crow, who were seen at intertribal powwows at that time. This kit is a
good instructive project to learn to work
with todays materials. As provided it
makes a bustle about 24 inches wide and
about 48 inches high. It can be adjusted
smaller to fit the height of the dancer and
more decoration items can be added to
customize the trim. Feathers are dyed
brown turkey wings and trimmed small all
white turkey feathers. To order:
■ Specify the color of fluffs for the center.
See Page 21 for colors.
■ Specify color of Three Band Wool from
Page 33 for the trailer.
■ Specify one color of felt for use as the
dots at the ends of the feathers. See Page
33 for color choices.
■ Specify one color of plastic tape from
Page 28 for spike covering.
As a part of your work, the feathers will need to be straightened. They also
will need the tips trimmed using a technique illustrated in the kit instruction
sheets. Further information will be found in the instructions provided. Note
that the kit does not include any ribbon for trim on the trailer. If that is
desired, we suggest you purchase that locally.
$75.00
FINGER WEAVING KIT
8085.++
Learn the traditional skill of this cultural art.There are three patterns to
choose from, each include a 8 page color instruction booklet and quality
yarn to make one 18 inch strap, along with other materials needed for the
project. Select the kit pattern you want to work
with, as each pattern type has a different way to
layout and thread the design. Once you learn the
pattern and technique, you can plan your own
finger weaving projects. Replace ++ with the
pattern code number below.
$19.95/kit
01 Lightning
02 Diagonal 03 Chevron

02 Diagonal

8017.++

01 Child size $70.00 (24 feathers)
02 Youth size $80.00 (30 feathers)
03 Adult size $95.00 (36 feathers)

Deer Tail Color
026 White 146 Yellow
081 Red
116 Orange

01 Lightning

TRADITIONAL BUSTLE KIT
Our instructions help you complete
this project with some variations you
can make. This kit uses large brown
dyed tip feathers as shown on Page 22.
The feathers need to be straightened and
trimmed. In your order, state the following selections:
■ Select two colors of fluffs, one for
the feather base and one for the center discs.
■ Select one yarn color. See Page 33.
■ Specify Three Band Wool trailer
material. See Page 33 for color choice.
■ Also state the person’s height to help
us size the materials.

03 Chevron

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

FANCY BUSTLE KIT
Kits include all of the materials needed
including glue, threads, leather thongs,
backboards, center discs, mirror centers,
and instructions to make the style of
bustles shown in our photo. The kits
below are priced for using the bright
color hackles and fluffs shown on page
21. White pointers are provided. Feather
count for each size bustle are:
Child: 52 pointers, 4 oz. hackle
Youth: 64 pointers, 5.5 oz. hackle
Adult: 72 pointers, 8 oz. hackle
Extended Adult: 84 pointers, 10 oz hackle

8016.++

To order, you need to write out some
selections.
■ Select two colors of hackle for the
outside rows from the color list on page 21.
■ Select one color hackle for inside
row.
■ Select one color fluffs for center discs.
■ Select the color of yarn from page 33.

Code
01 Child Size
02 Youth Size
03 Adult Size
04 Extended Adult Size

Cost for full kit
$154.00
(Note: Pirced for bright hackle. If
you order dark hackle we will
$198.00
reduce the cost of the order by
$245.00
$3.25/ ounce used.)
$300.00

FANCY ARM BUSTLE KIT

8021.++

Everything you need to make your own
fancy arm bustles to match your back
bustles. The 4" diameter backing discs
come pre-drilled for sewing on hackle.
Choose one color of hackle and one
color fluff (centers) from page 21 for the
single row bustle and two colors of
hackle and one fluff for the double row.
01 One Row $38.00

02 Two Row $54.00

CHICKEN DANCE ARM BUSTLE KIT
8022.07
A match to the back bustle, a pair of arm bustles
made from 8 to 10 inch long tail feathers.
Materials include 32 tail feathers, fluffs for tips
(specify color). 2 beaded rossettes, 4 heavy
leather discs, tape, simulated sinew, and instructions. Specify two fluff colors desired. See page 21.
$40.00
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KITS
HAIR
HAIR ROACH
ROACH
KITS
KITS

8014.++***
8014.++***

This kit
includes
all materials, including
step by step
instructions for
making a roach with
one row of deer
hair on the outside.
We include the
materials and instructions for making the
woven yarn base.
Replace ++ with the kit
type code and *** with the
color selection of the deer tail.
026 White
081 Red

146 Yellow
116 Orange

$19.95/kit of pair

218 Green
240 Light Blue

01 Porky hair, 14-15" standard length hair
$85.00/per kit
add $9.00 with DVD video
03 Porky hair, 18" standard length hair
$105.00/per kit
add $9.00 with DVD video
04 Horsehair, 12-14" black hair $23.00/per kit
05 Learning Porky kit, 12” with DVD video
$70.00
08 Crown Roach, 8" base, 6" hair for front
$70.00
LEATHER ROACH SPREADER KITS
8015.++
These are simple methods of using leather
and today’s materials
for a custom roach
spreader. All materials
provided. Tools needed.
01 Single socket for
Traditional dancer
$12.00/per kit
02 Double socket for
Traditional dancer
$15.00/per kit
03 Spring Rocker for
Fancy Dancer
$12.00/per kit
04 Spring Wire for
Grass Dancer
$13.00/per kit
PINE NEEDLE BASKET KIT

8048

Basket weaving with native materials was common with all of the developing cultures. This Pine
Needle Basket kit teaches eight different stitches
to accomplish your design. The kit makes either
one 4 to 5 inch basket or two smaller ones.

$27.95/per kit
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FANCY WHIP STICKS
8043.***
Male Fancy
Dancers commonly carry a
pair of these
as
dance
sticks,
but
recently some
Grass Dancers
are using variations of these
as well. Kit
includes all
materials,
glue, and instructions. Choose tape color from page
28 and replace*** with code. Select 2 hackle colors
from page 21 and supply codes as a note on order.

LEATHER POUCH
8032.02***
This kit is a good size
for a tobacco pouch.
Completed, it is about
4"x4" plus fringe.
Includes
instructions,
leather, needles,
thread, beads,
and bees wax.
Pouch is suede
split leather.

$7.00/per kit
$63.00/bulk pack of 10,
colors assorted

Bead colors:
001 Black
026 White
081 Red
146 Yellow
260 Royal

NECKLACE POUCH
8033.01***
Sometimes called medicine pouches, this kit will
make a small necklace
pouch. Kit includes
leather, thong, needles,
simulated sinew, tin
cones, and acrylic bone
and beads. Leather is
commercial deer hide.
Select bead colors:
001 Black
026 White
081 Red
146 Yellow
260 Royal Blue
$4.50/per kit
$38.00/bulk pack of
10, colors assorted
TRADITIONAL MEN’S ANKLET KIT 8040.++
Made from our Fur Fabric Shag, these anklets
look like Angora goat, but the hair is a bit shorter,
35⁄8 inches long. Kit includes a 4 x 30 inch piece of
Fur Fabric, leather
thong, needle, single
strand sinew and
instructions.
01 White Shag
02 Palomino Shag
$6.95/per kit

WOOD HOOP DREAM CATCHER 8024.++

Our 5 inch and 8 inch
rattan wood hoops make
a very natural looking
Dream Catcher. Now with
new instructions, and all the
materials you need, we are
offering these as bulk kits at a special price. Each
bulk package contains enough materials for 10
Dream Catchers. Excellent for schools, culture
classes, and for crafters making gifts.
For the Individual Wood Dream Catcher kit:
8024.01 Individual Kit - 5 inch
$2.50/each
8024.08 Individual Kit - 8 inch
$3.00/each
8024.10 5-inch Bulk Pack for 10
$19.00
8024.18 8-inch Bulk Pack for 10
$26.00
To purchase just the wood hoops, see page 27.

SMALL LEATHER POUCH
8042
An excellent classroom or group project, this kit
comes pre-cut and punched. Instructions show
how to sew up with glovers needle and thread
provided. Finished size will be about 21⁄2 inches
wide by 31⁄2 inches high plus a 4 inch pre-cut
fringe piece, all cut from golden deer skin.
$5.50/each

$47.00/bulk pack of 10

LACE TOE MOCCASIN KIT

8044.++

Having trouble finding a way to make
moccasins? These
kits are pre-cut and
punched for lacing a
contemporary adaptation of the early
Woodland two-piece
tongued moccasin..
Includes a foam
insole for added
comfort and is made
from soft tanned
light brown color cow leather. All parts, lacing,
and instructions included. Sizes designated in
women’s sizes so men order one size larger
than your normal shoe size. Each pre-cut pattern is adjustable for two sizes. Replace ++ with
your size.
Sizes: 04 (4-5)
10 (10-11)

06 (6-7)
08 (8-9)
12 (12-13)
$25.00/each

Noc Bay Trading Company

KITS
DREAM CATCHER
8025
Our specially designed kits and instructions have
been used successfully in youth classes and for
adults who always wanted to try making their
own dream catchers. Includes a 3 inch metal
hoop, simulated sinew, deerskin thong, beeswax,
feather, pony beads, and instructions.
$ 3.25/per kit
$24.50/bulk pack of 10
PORKY QUILL
8006.***
EARRING KIT
All you need to make two pair of dangle earrings.
Instructions for various patterns included with quills,
thread, needle, and assorted bead colors. Kits come
with French hooks unless you specify ear clips.
$4.75/per kit
$20.00/bulk pack of 10 pairs
001 Black
081 Red
239 Turquoise

260 Royal Blue
901 Bk/Red
902 Bk/Turq.

903 Red/Turq.
905 Red/Royal

DREAM CATCHER
8026
EARRING PROJECT
This project kit provides material and instructions for
two pair of quality earrings. Hoops are the same as
those sold on page 16. Includes a pair of 11⁄4 inch hoops
and a pair of 1 inch hoops, wire, matching french
hooks, beads, and metal feathers.
$ 2.95/per kit
$13.00/bulk pack of 10 pairs

KEY RING
8007.***
An excellent youth project for short class periods. Now improved to use our acrylic hairpipe
and beads. Finished product makes a good gift.
Includes instructions, leather parts, key ring,
beads, and hairpipe.
Replace *** to select colors:
901 Black/Red
902 Black/Turquoise
903 Red/Turquoise

904 Red/Yellow
905 Red/Royal Blue

$ 2.25/per kit
$18.00/bulk pack of 10, colors assorted
LEARNING CIRCLE LOOM KIT
8001
A package of supplies and instructions to get you started beading at a
very reasonable price. This kit includes our book Beadworking with
Today’s Materials,
our folding wire
loom, 5 colors of
size 10 seed beads,
needles,
thread,
beeswax, and some
leather pieces for a
bracelet project.
$18.50/per kit

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

MEDALLION KIT

8046.***

Beaded medallion necklaces
have been popular for both
men and women dancers for
many generations. This project
will help you learn to do
applique rosettes on a small
project. These instructions
suggest using the new beading
foundation as the material to
sew the beads onto. It is a stiffened fabric that helps you keep
the rosette flat while pulling
the threads tight. Instruction
for both outline pattern and circular patterns are provided. All
materials for one medallion are
included with an instruction
sheet. Each kit is provided with
an assortment of four colors.
Replace *** to select colors
groups:
920 Black, Red, Yellow, Orange
922 Green, Black, Yellow, Red
924 Red, Yellow, Lt. Blue, Royal Blue 926 Red, Yellow, Black, White
$6.95/each

$59.00/bulk pack of 10

DELICA BRICK STITCH KEY RING KIT

8075.***

The uniform sizes of the Delica beads has made this bead a popular basis for
brick stitch designs. This kit is a good way to learn the brick stitch techniques.
It provides all of the materials needed to make a key ring beaded fob as
shown in these photos. We
include the basic instructions
needed to learn the beading
process including the crafting
tricks to making the leather
fringed tube and a planning paper
for you to design your own patterns using the three colors of
beads supplied. Photos of three
completed beadwork pieces are
included in the instructions, but
we encourage you to use this project to design your own appearance just as if you were laying
colored bricks on a wall. Replace
*** to select colors groups.
911 Black, Red, White
912 Black, Turquoise, White
914 Red, Orange, Yellow
916 Pink, Purple, White
$13.95/each
DELUXE BEADED EARRING KIT

8002
Everything needed to make six
or more pair of beaded earrings.
Based on the instructional book
BEADED EARRINGS, TECHNIQUES & DESIGNS, by Rex
and Ginger Reddick, which is
included. Full color photos and
gallery of completed earrings,
also includes design papers for
you to work out your own patterns. Book and materials allow
you to experiment with a variety
of types of earring construction.
$19.95/per kit
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PATTERNS • CARDS
MEGWETCH - THANK YOU CARDS
9250
We designed this as a special way to say thank you,
using the Ojibwa word to
help express our feelings.
Packed 10 cards to a set
with matching envelopes,
they are ideal for cross
cultural encouragements. Card measures 51⁄2"
wide by 41⁄4" high, and is blank on the inside.
$3.95/set of 10

NOOKWA BAY NOTE CARDS
9260.++++

3101 Morning Song

3102 Journey’s Serenade

$17.50/per 5 sets

THANK YOU...
9251
ALL OF MY RELATIVES
We often need to say
thank you to friends and
relatives from different
nations. Four ways to say
thank you, in Ojibwa,
Oneida, Menominee, and
Lakota. Packed 10 cards
and envelopes to a set. Blank on the inside for your
hand written message.
$3.95/set of 10

CULTURAL TEACHINGS

$17.50/per 5 sets

Artwork by Matt O’Claire

PATTERNS
Each pattern includes material and notions information along with illustrations and helpful

Stay in touch with friends and relatives
with the fine symbolic cultural art of
Native artist, David Craig. We are offering six of his paintings as note cards for
your special messages. Cards are blank
inside, and its folded size is 51⁄2" wide by
41⁄4" high. Packaged 8 cards to a set with
envelopes. Order your cards by replacing ++++ with the card number.
$6.50/8 card set
3199

3103 Raven’s Song

Assorted 8 card set

$6.50

3104 Grandfather’s Vision

3106 Brave Hearts

3105 Dream Catcher
9040.++
details that explain how to complete the project.
$8.95/each

WAASA INAABIDAA—WE LOOK IN ALL
DIRECTIONS
DVD 9130.++

Now on DVD
01 Adult Ribbon Shirt

02 Child Ribbon Shirt

03 Plains Buckskin

04 Breechclout

05 Plains Moccasin

06 Jingle Dress

07 Grass Dance

08 Tradecloth Dress

Knife Sheath, Purse
Leggings, Medicine Pouch
Mirror Bag, Strike-A-Lite

09 Child’s Moccasin
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10 Child’s Dress

12 Child’s Jingle Dress

For nearly four years Producer Lorraine
Norrgard collected conversations, scenes, oral
history, and knowledge from the elders and
knowledgeable people of the Ojibwe Nation. This
project at WDSE-TV Duluth, Minnesota was
more than a vision and dream, it was a journey
connecting the past with the present, pointing to
the future progress of the Ojibwe people. This
series indeed looks in all directions.
We recommend this six-part documentary series
as a way to understand in depth the many relationships that continue to make a difference to the
culture of this second largest First Nation, the
Anishinaabe/Ojibwe people of the upper Great
Lakes region. Available on DVD, sold individually or in a set of six. Approximately one hour programs. To order the individual programs replace
++ with program number or 30 for full set.
31 Environment 34 Health We Are All Related
A Healthy Way of Life
32 Leadership 35 Education Making Decisions the
We Gain Knowledge
Right way
33 Economy 36 Language That Which is Given
Ojibwe Oral Tradition
To Us

++ - Individual programs $25.00/each
30 - Set of 6 programs $120.00/set

13 Women’s Accessories

Noc Bay Trading Company

NOC BAY LIBRARY
THE MAKING OF A PORKY ROACH
This video showing you how to
make porky roaches is the only
resource available that provides
full teaching information about
this craft. Kris Woerpel
Hovland, an accomplished roach
maker, shows you how to make
the tying loom needed, prepare
the hair, tie it and sew it all
together on your woven base for a quality roach.
It’s as close to being in a classroom as you can get.
30 minutes.
DVD 9103

$19.95/each

HOW TO MAKE A NATIVE AMERICAN
DANCE SHAWL
With basic sewing skills and this
video you an make a beautiful
dance shawl. Simple step by step
directions. See examples of
design ideas, learn to make a ribbon work decorative strip and
special fringe knotting techniques. Includes printed instructions and supply list.
DVD 9108
$19.95/each
MOCCASIN MAKING - SIDE-SEAM STYLE
This 55 minute DVD presentation by Frank White
is based on the Craft Manuel of
North
American
Indian
Footwear by George M. White
II, whose book is available in
our book library on Page 47.
This DVD presentation covers
the step by step instructions for
making side seam style moccasins, provides a list of tools
and equipment, pattern making,
description of leather needed, and provides
advanced sewing techniques, that includes Plains
Hard-Sole as well.
DVD 9106

$19.95/each

HOW TO MAKE MOCCASINS - HARD
SOLE STYLE
Simple teaching methods show
how to make a pattern, how to
adapt for men and women sizes,
and how to adapt to high top
moccasins. Moccasin maker
Annabelle
Medicinchips
(Cheyenne/Caddo)
demonstrates. 30 minutes.
DVD 9107

$19.95/each

DVD’S
DANCE STYLES

HAND GAME
Unknown to most Americans,
hand game - also called stick
game or bone game - is the most
widely played Native gambling
game in North America. Every
year, thousands of players pack
up their lawn chairs and game
sets and hit the “hand game
trail”. This video explores the
mythic and historic roots of gambling in Western
Native America, old style. Hear and enjoy the fun.
66 minutes.
DVD 9110
$19.95/each

Native American Men’s &
Women’s Dance Styles Volume
1 and 2 now on one Special
DVD Edition. Two hours of
exciting powwow dancing!
Filmed at Crow Fair, Denver
March Powwow and powwows
in Oklahoma and other southern plains areas, it includes
examples of all the contemporary styles and specials.

DVD 9121 $24.95 each
NORTHERN & SOUTHERN TRADITIONAL
WOMEN
Traditional women’s clothing
and dance styles are featured in
this 60 minute compilation of
live photoed contest dances. It
will help you to understand and
compare the differences in both
music and dance style. It’s also a
chance to see differences in
clothing styles common to today.

HOW TO DANCE NATIVE
AMERICAN STYLE
Beginning Steps is excellent for
beginners, both men and
women. Mike Pahsetopah and
Nancy Scott Field instruct from
their extensive powwow experience. Great for learning to keep
“on step” with the song. 30 min.
DVD 9123

NORTHERN MEN’S STYLES
This new DVD showcases the
northern men’s style of competitive dance including Chicken
Dance, the newest style in the
powwow arena, Grass, and
Traditional. This DVD captures
the beauty and competition of
each style. Interviews with
champion dancers and singers
explain the history and outfits. 60 minutes.

JINGLE DRESS
A Native American dance style
series from Full Circle Videos
features the competition styles
for both straight and side step.
Includes how to make and attach
the jingles, some tips in making
the dresses and follows some of
the recent style changes. The
powwow setting shown is from
the Montana area.
DVD 9126

$19.95/each

$22.95/each

DVD 9127

FANCY DANCE
A history and a how-to presentation
about
the
modern
men’s fancy dance. Learn about
the common elements of the outfit and how it is worn in the
Oklahoma area. Watch champion
dancers with notes on footwork
and style. Taped on location at
Oklahoma powwows.

FANCY SHAWL
Another
helpful
Native
American dance style video features champion Fancy Shawl
dancers at Northern powwow
contests. See todays clothing
styles and learn very helpful
techniques for design, and
sewing of the outfits.
$19.95/each

DVD 9124

$21.95/each

DVD 9129

$19.95/each

$19.95/each

DVD 9125

HOW TO BEAD VIDEO SERIES - DVD Format
This series of five videos provide detailed visual teachings about each titles' beadwork technique. Each guides the beginning beadworker through projects, from buying supplies and
drawing designs, to actually beading the project. Time ranges 25 to 38 minutes per video.
Excellent for classroom use.
DVD 9104.++
03 Loom

$19.95/each

04 Lazy Stitch

05 Peyote Stitch

06 Medallions

07 Applique

CONSTRUCTING WOODLAND
MOCCASINS
In this production, Native
American historian and artisan,
Michael Galban teaches the
basic techniques to make both
center seam and wide vamp
pucker toe Woodland style
moccasins. Includes pattern
making, sizing, and stitching.
DVD 9105
70 minutes

$25.00/each

03

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com
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NOC BAY LIBRARY
Enjoy the Culture
of Beadworking!
9001 BEADWORKING WITH
TODAY’S MATERIALS

About our Books The books in our library are the ones we
recommend most often to people with questions about how to make items
of use in the culture today. Some are classics written long ago while others are new on the market. If you need other information, contact us and
we may be able to recommend other resources.

$6.95

Loren and Donna Woerpel. Revised in 2009 and now
including some current updates on materials, our own
book was written to answer many of the questions we
are asked when people are getting started. Techniques
shown include; loom work, lazy stitch, applique,
peyote, wrap beading, dangle earrings, and others.
Includes information on bead sizes, finish, estimation
number of beads needed, needles, thread, and other
details. 32 pages, 19 photos and 12 diagrams.
9002 AMERICAN INDIAN
BEADWORK
$15.95
Hunt and Burshears. One of the
best known sources for instruction
and designs of all types of beading.
Considered a classic. Both woodland and plains designs. 14 pages
of colored beadwork designs
shown on graph paper.
9038 CRAFTWORK TECHNIQUES
OF THE NATIVE AMERICANS
$19.95
Scott Sutton. Covers eight
popular beadwork projects in
step by step details along with
color photos. Projects include
flat fans, medallions, belt
buckles, barrettes, loom beaded belts, scalp feathers, dance
bag, and moccasins. Explains
making the project, beadwork
tips, selection of materials, tools, and supplies
needed. 108 pages, full color.
9093 A BEADWORK COMPANION $12.95
Jean Heinbuch. Step-by-step
instructions for making eleven
beautiful beading craft projects
including patterns. Projects
include large barrette, heartshaped barrette rosette hair ties,
ration ticket bag, strike-a-light
bag, round floral belt buckle,
three styles of knife sheaths, and both geometric
and floral beaded belts. 112 pages with over 200
illustrations included. Introductory section
discusses materials, construction stitches, beading
styles and 4 types of beaded edges.
9031 NATIVE AMERICAN
BEADWORK
$23.95
George J. Barth. A comprehensive
study and teaching of Native
American beadwork, including Crow,
lazy stitch, edge-woven, and gourd.
219 pages with illustration and photos. Outstanding contribution toward
understanding the craft by this author.
9009 THE BASICS OF BEAD
STRINGING
$9.95
Debbie Kanan. Revised 2001. An
excellent primer for those wanting to
learn professional techniques for bead
stringing. 64 pages, 8 color.
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9044 BEADWORK TECHNIQUES
OF THE NATIVE AMERICANS
$19.95
Scott Sutton. Excellent for taking
you to the next level of Native
beadworking. This book covers
loom, applique, lazy stitch, and
an excellent section on peyote
stitch, with both basics and
advanced tricks of the craft.
Outstanding color photos. 96
pages.
9036 CRAFTS ANNUAL #7
$7.00
Whispering Winds Magazine.
Heddle Loom Beadwork is the
featured article. An outstanding
presentation of this art form by
John Lotter, who was considered
the expert in preserving this old
technique.
9095 CREATIVE NATIVE AMERICAN
BEADING
$16.95
Theresa Flores Geary. The
author presents 19 different
projects showing her contemporary interpretations of traditional beadwork design. Seed
beads, Delicas, and Bugle beads
are used in her projects. Details
of sewing techniques shown.
Includes a 7 page glossary. Full color, 128 pages.
9082 AUTHENTIC AMERICAN INDIAN
BEADWORK AND HOW TO DO IT
$4.95
Pamela Stanley-Millner. A short
instructional piece leads into 50
charts for bead weaving and 21
full-size patterns for applique.
Styles include both woodland
floral and plains geometric. The
drawings are in black and white
but are charted with color notations.
48 pages.
9084 NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN
BEADWORK PATTERNS
$6.95
Pamela Stanley-Millner. A short
instructional piece leads into 73
charts for bead weaving and 12
full-size patterns for applique.
Styles are from both woodland
and plains museum pieces. B&W
drawings are charted with color
notations. 64 pages.

9039 BEADED EARRINGS - TECHNIQUES
$10.95
& DESIGNS
Rex & Ginger Reddick. This book is for both
beginner or advance craftspersons.
Many full color photos and graphics
help you follow the techniques
described. Beaded earring styles
include dangles, bugle beads, brick
stitch, gourd stitch and pendants or
necklace ideas to match. 64 pages.
9018 CRAFTS ANNUAL #3
GOURD STITCH
$8.00
Whispering Winds Magazine. A
complete instruction of techniques
and designs for the basic stitch,
expansion, Comanche style, and
Chevron patterns. This expanded
addition includes more color photos
and updated instructions. 48 pages.
9010 CRAFTS OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN INDIAN
$26.95
Richard C. Schneider. Contains
detailed information on crafts such
as tanning buckskin and furs,
rawhide making, moccasins, mittens,
flaking stone points, working with
birch bark, basketry, pottery,
drums, corn husk dolls, and coverage
of beadworking. 325 pages.
9011 OJIBWA CRAFTS
$15.95
Carrie A. Lyford. A 1982 reprinting of
this work first published in 1943.
Includes maple sugar making, wild
rice harvesting, birch bark work,
basket making, woven bags and
bands, quill work and beadwork, and
native dyes. 216 pages.
9012 IROQUOIS CRAFTS
$9.95
Carrie A. Lyford. A 1982 reprinting of
this 1945 work. The author describes
his study of the Six Nations. Chapters
include foods, clothing, ceremonies,
games, crafts, and decorative arts. An
excellent resource in 98 pages.
9097 TECHNIQUES of BEADING EARRINGS
Deon DeLange.
$12.95
With instructions for making earrings of all kinds, this book features photos, charts, examples &
illustrations to help the craftsperson create many difference styles
of beautiful earrings and matching
necklaces. 66 pages, 4 in color.
9092 TRADITIONAL INDIAN BEAD &
LEATHER CRAFTS $12.95
Monte Smith & Michele VanSickle.
Includes 12 types of pouches and
bags, describing the planning,
leather work crafting and beadwork
technique and design that was
traditional for many generations in
the past. 98 pages, 4 in color.

Noc Bay Trading Company

BOOKS
9016 STEP-BY-STEP BRAIN TANNING
THE SIOUX WAY

9022 A QUILLWORK COMPANION
$16.95
Jean Heinbuch. This 92 page book is a very complete
resource for anyone starting their quillworking efforts without
previous experience. It takes you step by step from the basic
to the advanced. Also includes information on making
rawhide and smoke tanned leather. Over 200 illustrations
and four color pages.

9087 INDIAN CRAFTS AND LORE

9013 NATIVE AMERICAN MOCCASINS A CRAFT MANUAL
$14.95

$16.95

George M. White. An extensive set of detailed, illustrated
instructions for making patterns, cutting and assembly of
Indian moccasins of all types found on the North American
continent. This greatly expanded 3rd addition includes color
photos of a variety of styles illustrated in this book. 80 pages.

Ben Hunt. A classic how-to book, loaded with instructions
and illustrations on how to make many craft and dress items.
Includes subjects on bonnets, roaches, pipes and bags,
parfleches, moccasins, necklaces, bustles, breastplates, war
shirts, leggings, dresses, drums, tipis, totem poles, and more.
112 pages with hundreds of full colored illustrations.

9027 THE MAKING OF A
PORKY ROACH

9029 GUIDE TO INDIAN QUILLWORKING
$11.95
Christy Ann Hensler. Both full color photos and color
illustrations throughout makes this a very helpful book.
Step by step illustrations clearly show the crafting process
for a wide array of decorations beginning with quill
preparations. Our staff recommends this book for learning
quillworking. 64 pages.

9072 CHIPPEWA CUSTOMS

$19.95

9020 A DICTIONARY OF THE OJIBWA
LANGUAGE

$25.95

9034 THE MISHOMIS BOOK

$24.00

Frances Densmore. First written in 1929, this classic historic book is based on studies begun in 1905 including
music, language, and customs on reservations in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Ontario. Her writings document the connection of the arts and crafts of the Ojibwa (Chippewa) with
their history, daily lives and tribal experiences. 204 pages,
90 photos, and 27 illustrations.

9070 FOCUS ON FEATHERS
$19.95
Andrew Forsythe. Beginning with a gallery of full-color
photos of hundreds of real feathers, the author takes you
through the selection, straightening, trimming, splicing and
extending the feathers in preparation of dyeing and painting.
Various types of eagle, hawk, owl and flicker feathers are
covered, providing the techniques and tricks needed to produce top quality feathers. 167 full color photos, 26 black &
white photos and 93 illustrations in 112 pages.

Frederic Baraga. A current printing by the Minnesota
Historical Society of the historic dictionary first printed in
1853 by Fr. Baraga. This 522 page book has been and is a
valuable resource for finding word translations from
English to Ojibway, and from Ojibway to English.
Edward Benton-Banai. Recognized as an accurate account
of the culture, history and philosophy of the Ojibwa Nation
as received from oral traditions. This writing and the
illustrations speaks as though you are hearing the oral history
from the elders in the traditional way. 114 pages.

9048.** NATIVE NATIONS OF NORTH AMERICA SERIES

9043 THE MODERN FANCY DANCER
$15.95
C. Scott Evans and Rex Reddick. Includes detailed instructions,
photos, and illustrations that guide the reader through the
process of making Fancy dance clothing. Loads of tips and
tricks, close-up portraits of beautiful outfits, and color
action photos from powwows all over the country, including
16 pages of color. 64 pages.

01

02

9071 POW-WOW DANCER’S & CRAFTER’S
HANDBOOK
$19.95

Adolf Hungry Wolf. Filled with photographs and drawings
about pow-wow dance outfits for over the past 100 years.
Includes many drawings and tips on making both men and
women dancer’s clothing items. A good link for crafters to
incorporate historic techniques and design with the modern day.
144 pages, 16 color print pages, and many drawing illustrations.

9033 CRAFTS ANNUAL #5 -Jingle Dress

$7.00

Whispering Winds Magazine. Jingle dress patterns and
construction are the featured articles of this annual. Includes
an article on the history of use, making the cones from flat
lids, dress styles, and dancing techniques. A 2002 update
has been added to this addition. Other articles include
Southern plains moccasin, and Flat fans.

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

$2.50

Loren Woerpel. Complete instructions with illustrations
making a Porky roach with a yarn braided base. The
visual presentation is available in our video, “The
Making of a Porky Roach”. 13 pages.

9021 A MANUEL OF FINGERWEAVING
$17.95
Robert J. Austin. A complete, well illustrated instruction which
provides a fundamental working knowledge of the techniques.
Includes step-by-step instructions on both “warp face” and
“interface” weaving. Instructs 5 patterns and variations. 56
pages with many color photos, 62 full color photos, 20 historic
photos, 40 + illustrations.

9014 THE NORTHERN
TRADITIONAL DANCER
$12.95
C. Scott Evans. Revised 1998. A complete work covering
the emergence of the pan tribal style of Northern Traditional
dancer. Excellent clothing and accessories instructions and
illustrated with many photos of dancers, many familiar to
Great Lakes pow wow goers. 49 pages with 8 color plates.

$4.50

Larry Belitz. An experienced tanner using the methods of
the Lakota people, helps you through the process of brain
tanning hides. Learn both the whys and how-to as you tan
your own buckskin by hand. 16 pages.

05
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02
03
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05
06
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Bobbie Kalman. Designed for
youth in grades 3 to 5 to learn
about the lives of Native people
before and during the contact with
Europeans. Spectacular artwork
and photos recreates their daily
lives, as it relates to this place in
the Northeast and the Great Lakes.
Each 32 pages, full color.

Life in an Anishinabe Camp
Nations of the Western Great Lakes
Life in a Longhouse Village
Native Homes
Nations of the Eastern Great Lakes
Celebrating the Powwow

$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$6.95
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DRUM KITS & SUPPLIES

HAND DRUMS & RATTLES

HAND DRUM KITS

8039.++

We continue to improve our hand drum materials
based on customer comments. Our kits are
expanded to include a simple wood drum stick
design with our own instructions to make a complete drum project. These are single head drums
with a maximum rim width of 21⁄2" so they can be
played Cree style with a finger drag. Rims may
be stained with wood stain and finished with
polyurethane. Heads are rawhide as listed.
09 9" diameter with Cow rawhide $28.95/per kit
12 12" diameter with Cow rawhide $43.00/per kit
14 14" diameter with Cow rawhide $49.00/per kit
22 12" diameter with Elk rawhide $56.00/per kit
24 14" diameter with Elk rawhide $86.00/per kit
DRUMSTICK KIT

8011.++

READY MADE DRUMSTICKS

2209.++

FINISHED HAND DRUMS
8528.++
While we have long encouraged making your
own drums using our supplies, instructions, and
kits, we understand that sometimes this isn’t
possible. We are now offering three sizes of the
single head drums with strong frame and lacing.

Rear view
showing
lacing
Front head view
of drum

The frames are a laminated hardwood. The 14
inch drum has a 27⁄8 inch rim depth and the others
have a 17⁄8 inch depth. Head and lacing is deer
rawhide making it a long lasting solid drum. The circular lacing and wrapped center gives the drum a
strong sound in all three sizes.
10 10 inch diameter hand drum $54.00 each
12 12 inch diameter hand drum $64.00 each
14 14 inch diameter hand drum $110.00 each
Drumstick is not included. These hand drums with deer
rawhides can not be shipped out of the United States.

01

02

Our kits are available in two styles. The
Northern style drumstick kit uses the shorter
19" fiberglass rod to achieve the proper reach
and a soft wooly head. The Southern style is
longer 26" rod with a harder leather head.
Includes rod, instructions and all materials. Bulk
packs include 4 sticks.
01 Northern style
11 Bulk pack
02 Southern style
12 Bulk pack

$
$
$
$

8.50/per kit
25.00
8.75/per kit
26.00

DRUMSTICK RODS

Heads and handles are made of molded rubber.
Can be used as is, or covered with leather.
01 Northern style 19" $13.50/each
4 or more, $12.00/each
02 Southern style 26" $13.50/each
4 or more, $12.00/each
HAND DRUM RIMS

4201.++

2210.++
01
02

We have two sizes of fiberglass rod. The
Northern style rod is 19" long, and 5⁄16" in diameter. The Southern style is 26" long and also 5⁄16"
thick. Both provide a good weight with some
flexing to work well for this purpose.
01 Northern

$1.95/each
6 or more, $1.75/each
02 Southern
$2.50/each
6 or more, $2.25/each
DRUMSTICK HEADS
2512.++
Material and sheep hide pieces that can be used
to cover the heads of the
01
Northern style drum sticks.
01 Imitation wool 4x8"
(Golden color) $.95/each
02

03
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02 Shearing Sheep hide 4x6"
(White color)
$5.50/each
03 Natural Black Sheep hide
4x6" (Dark brown) $5.50/each

06 Small Cow Horn Rattle
10 Large Cow Horn Rattle

14

These hoops are sturdy laminated hardwood
plywood for double or single head hand drums.
Each lamination seam is staggered as the rim is
built up to a 6 ply thickness for the 12" and 14", and
9 ply thickness for the 15" and 18” rims. The 12"
and 14" are 2 1⁄2" wide and 5⁄16 inch thick. The 15" is
1
⁄4" thick and 18" is 3⁄8" thick and both are 2 7⁄8" wide.
12
14
15
18

$23.00/each
$25.00/each
$38.00/each
$45.00/each

COW HORN RATTLES
8505.++
These rattles are made in Canada and are a part of
the progression in musical traditions in the
Northeast. Originally rattles were made of
gourds, turtle shells, or buffalo horn. Today these
horns come from
domestic cows.
Each are slightly
different in horn
color or shape
06
and size, but all
have a good
10
sound for singing
both social and
ceremonial dance
songs. The small sizes are approximately 61⁄2
inches in length from top of rattle to the bottom
of the handle. The large sizes are about 10 inches
in length.

5 or more, $21.00/each
5 or more, $23.00/each

HAND DRUMSTICK KIT

8011.20

A shorter version of our powwow drum stick
made using hardwood dowels.
$6.95/each

$27.50/each
$33.00/each

BENT CEDAR HAND DRUM RIMS 4203.++
These hand drum
rims are made of
bent cedar wood
strips with a glued
single angled seam
connection. The 9"
diameter rims are
the ones used in our
9" hand drum kits.
The wood is 1⁄4"
thick and the rim
13⁄4" wide. The 15" and 18" diameter rims are 7⁄16"
thick and 21⁄2" wide. A very original and natural
wood frame.
09 9" diameter $15.00/each 5 or more, $13.50/ea
15 15" dia. $28.00/each 5 or more, $26.00/ea
18 18" dia. $32.00/each 5 or more, $28.00/ea

Noc Bay Trading Company

RAWHIDE

GLUE

7060.++
RAWHIDE
When ordering this material remember it is a natural product that will
vary in shape and have some surface markings. Tell us what you are
using it for, and if a drum, the rim dimensions, and we will make our
best selection from stock. Soak cow rawhide heads only 1 to 2 hours
before stretching. Elk and deer may need to be soaked longer.

Glues are a basic tool for finishing most of the projects in this catalog.
We have tested and used all of the glues we supply and can recommend
them for your projects if you carefully follow the instructions that come on
the package. There are, however, two categories you need to consider. The
non-toxic group are water soluble and can be effectively used in schools
and institutions. The other category are glues that dry faster or harder but
have toxic qualities from petroleum distillates they contain and can be a
danger if misused. Shop carefully. Use Carefully.
NON -TOXIC CRAFT GLUES
These glues are safe for schools and institutional use. We have conducted tests
and found that they will do the feather, wood, and leather work for Native
crafts but just need more time to set up than our other adhesives.
TACKY GLUE
2415.++
Tacky glue works very well for feather work as it dries clear
and flexible. Quick setting. Useful for gluing fabrics. We
use it for all feather to feather gluing or adding fabrics or
thread wrappings to the feather work. 100% Non-Toxic.

Elk Rawhide

11

Deer Rawhide

Elk rawhide (Natural dark cream color)
21 Full Hide (Ave. 18 sq. ft. +) $275.00/each
Deer rawhide (Natural medium tan color)
13 Full hide (Average 9-11 sq. ft.) $85.00/each

⁄3 oz

2

$.85/each

14

4 oz

$2.35/each

LEATHER GLUE
2415.++
Formulated for boot and leather crafts. Bonds all types of
leather and tanned skins to leather, fabric, wood, and other
textured surfaces. Dries clear, is water based.100% Non-Toxic.

Check our Web-Store for other Rawhide in stock.

24

4 oz

$3.95/each

WOOD GLUE
2415.++
Quick setting, fast drying, and sandable when dry. Water
based. Wipe off excess glue with a damp cloth before it
dries. We use this glue to seal feather quills in wood fan
handles, and for building the wood flutes. 100% Non-Toxic.
34 4 oz
$2.90/each

Drum Heads

SPECIALITY CRAFT GLUES
These all will require care when handling and applying the glues. Follow the
safety instructions on the containers.

Rawhide Lacing

PRE- CUT RAWHIDE HEADS
7062.++
We now offer a variety of pre-cut drum heads from cow and elk, and lacings
from deer and elk. The cow hand drum heads are thinner than the Elk hide
heads. Our pre-cut lacing is excellent for lacing up drums and shields or
other reproduction items. Color is a natural mottled translucent leather brown
to light tan and will vary in shipments. Diameter is approximate.
Cow Hide Heads
18 18" diameter (For 12" and 14" rim) $18.00/each
Elk Hide Heads
25 17.5" diameter (For 12" rim) $37.00/each
26 22" diameter (For 14" rim)
$55.00/each
27 24" diameter (For 15" rim)
$68.00/each
29 30" diameter (For 24" rim)
$135.00/each
7070.++

COW RAWHIDE LACING
Precut rawhide lacings, ready for soaking. Cow
rawhide needs only an hour of soaking before
use.

7075.++

$18.00/bundle
$24.00/bundle

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

LOCTITE GEL SUPER GLUE MINIS
2408
A quick drying glue that won’t drip or run. Sets in 15 seconds. Works best on clean porous surfaces such as wood,
leather and porcelain. Good for jewelry projects and difficult repairs where you don’t want the glue to run.
Supplied in three separate gel tubes each containing .03
fluid ounces.
Pack of three tubes.
$3.90/each pack
BEAD TIP ADHESIVE

PRE- CUT RAWHIDE LACING
Elk Hide Lacing (Length is Approximate)
22 1⁄4"x14 feet continuous
$6.00/each
$36.00/each
24 1⁄4"x48 feet in two pieces
Deer Hide Lacing (Length is Approximate)
28 1⁄8"x60 feet in two pieces
$29.00/each

04 1⁄4"x 50 feet lengths
05 1⁄2"x 50 feet lengths

SCOTCH MAXIMUM STRENGTH ADHESIVE
2407
A durable super strength adhesive that works
well on fabrics, wood, leather, china, ceramics,
feather quills and more. Comes with a pointed
tip for precise application. A clear gel that sets up
in 10 minutes with maximum strength at 24 hours.
.33 fl. oz. tube
$2.75/each

2400

Excellent for earring makers and
bead stringers. A small drop from a
needle tip onto knots and finished
ends will secure them from coming
loose. Use on cord, leather, thread,
plastic, glass, metal, and ceramics.
Drys clear. $4.75/each

CONTACT CEMENT 2401.03
We use this for
leather work and
feather work. It
stays flexible and
tough. Can be
used to laminate
leather to metal,
such as with belt
buckle blanks,
and on plastics.
3 fl. oz. bottle

$5.95 each
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HERBALS

BOWLS • POUCHES
SMUDGE KIT

HERBALS
All from the best available sources here in the United States. Supplies may
be limited at times or only seasonally available. We make no other warranty of these natural materials.

For an individual’s use, this package
includes a 3 inch braided piece of sweetgrass, a mini sage bundle, a 2 by 2 inch
pack of dried flat cedar leaflets, a small
Abalone shell, a quick-lite charcoal tablet,
and a small feather to use as a fan to keep the
herbals smoldering.
$9.95/each

HERBAL KINNIKNICK
8701
This dry mixture is packed in a re-sealable 3” x 5”
bag. This size is most suitable for give-aways or ceremonial use. Mixture includes: Bear Berry leaf,
Mullein leaf, Red Willow Bark, Red Sumac leaf, and
Spearmint leaf. Approximately 1 ounce.
$2.75/1 oz. package

$32.00/pound

WHITE SAGE
8702
This White Sage comes from southern California. A
very aromatic sage. Packaged loose leaf in bags of 2
ounces. Also available by the pound.
$4.50/2 ounce package

$28.00/pound

WHITE CEDAR DRIED LEAF
8703
Collected here in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan in
our Noc Bay area, this is a very aromatic flat leaf
cedar commonly found in our forested wetlands.
Used by many Native people in ceremonies.
Provided as trimmed dry leaves as shown.
$3.50/1 oz. package
$45.00/pound
NORTHERN PLAINS SAGE BUNDLE
8714
This sage is collected in the North and South Dakota
area and has a nice broad leaf. Wrapped into bundles
approximately 10 inches in length, this sage has a distinctive mild aroma.
$10.95
BITTERROOT
8706
In some places it is referred to as Flagroot. It is hand
harvested, trimmed and dried for ceremonial use.
These roots, or other sub-species, were traditionally
used as medicine throughout North America.
Common reference is for use to relieve the effects of
a sore throat, especially by singers at the drum.
$7.95/3⁄4 ounce package
GREY SAGE BUNDLE
8712
A very tightly wrapped bundle of western desert
Grey Sage. Average bundle length is 7 to 8 inches.
$5.95/each
GREY SAGE MINI BUNDLE
8722
Our western desert Grey Sage is provided in this
mini bundle wrapped in a 3 to 4 inch length.
Excellent for personal use using an Abalone shell.
$3.00/each
WHITE SAGE BUNDLE
8713
White Sage from Southern California wrapped in a
tight bundle ready for use. Bundle lengths average 7
to 8 inches.
$7.95/each
WHITE SAGE MINI BUNDLE
8723
White Sage from Southern California is wrapped in
a small 3 to 4 inch long bundle. Excellent for personal
use using an Abalone shell.
$3.00/each
WHITE SAGE & CEDAR BUNDLE
8715
Mix of White Sage and Cedar wrapped in a tight
bundle ready for use, 7 to 8 inches long.
$7.95/each
WHITE SAGE & CEDAR MINI BUNDLE 8725
Mix of White Sage and Cedar wrapped in a small 3 to
4 inch long bundle.
$3.00/each
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8705

SWEET GRASS BRAID
8711.++
Northern Sweet Grass collected in Dakota country, they are nicely braided
and dried having a green, fresh look. Now offered in two thicknesses. The
regular braid has about 30 pieces of grass and is loosely braided. The jumbo
braid has twice the grass and is tightly braided. Average braid length is 24 inches.
01 Regular Braid
$5.95/braid
02 Jumbo Thick Braid
$11.95/braid
01
02

NATURAL SHELLS FOR CONTAINERS
5520.++
Used by many people as natural containers for smudging with sage and
other herbals. Expect some variations in shape and color. The interior of the
Abalone shells have a variation of
shiny iridescent colors. The Quahog
shell has a thicker shell. Inside they
are matte white in the center with a
01
shiny purple and white lip edge.
03
01 Small Abalone $1.50/each
About 21⁄2 to 31⁄2 inches long
02 Large Abalone $7.50/each
About 5 to 6 inches long
03 Medium Quahog $4.50/each
About 3 to 4 inches long
NECKLACE POUCH

02

8610.***

Commonly referred to as a “Medicine Bag” these completed necklace
pouchs are offered for those who are not able to do leather sewing. Made of
deerskin leather, the bags are approximately 3 inches long and 2 inches wide
at the widest. A leather thong is used to
close the bag and hang it around your
neck as a necklace. Now available in
three colors.
153 Natural Tan 026 White 001 Black
$4.95 each
FRINGED LEATHER POUCH
8611.***
Sometimes a larger pouch is needed to store or carry items. This sewn up
leather pouch is approximately 4 inches
wide and 5 inches long with 3 inch
fringe around the full edge. A long tie
thong closes the top. We now have them
available in three colors.
153 Natural Tan 026 White 001 Black
$9.95/each

Noc Bay Trading Company

PIPE MATERIALS

CUSTOM MADE ITEMS

PIPE MATERIALS

8604.++

Pipestone Pipe Heads
Catlinite from the quarry in
Minnesota is the source of these
“T” pipes. Each pipe is hand
made so the exact shape and
thickness will vary, as does the
natural stone markings of each piece. Pipestone and Blackstone heads
custom made, 3 to 4 weeks delivery time.
33 Three inch length
34 Four inch length
36 Six inch length

$65.00 (Includes 12 inch stem)
$85.00 (Includes 15 inch stem)
$115.00 (Includes 19 inch stem)

Blackstone Pipe Heads
Same hardness as Pipestone. Quarried in Canada.
Bees wax rub gives it an excellent black finish.
63 3" length $65.00 (12" stem)
64 4" length $85.00 (15" stem)
66 6" length $115.00 (19" stem)
Flat Pipe Stems

These flat stems are made of pine and sanded, ready for use. The stem
is 11⁄4" wide and 5⁄8" deep. The end that inserts into the pipe head must
be trimmed and sanded to fit the stem hole in the pipe heads. They come
in three lengths.
12 12" pine stem
$8.50
15 15" pine stem
$9.00
19 19" pine stem
$9.50
Pipe Kits
Included in our kit is a Blackstone or Pipestone block about 3" x 4" and
about 1" thick, a 15" wood stem, instructions, and sandpaper. You will
need files, hacksaw, and drills.

FINISHED PORKY ROACHES
8501.+++***
Roaches made by Noc Bay crafters all
have hand sewn braided yarn bases. The
fronts include two rows of porky hair for
fullness. Roaches may be ordered with the
deer hair row on the outside only, or on both inside and
outside the porky rows. Porky hair is selected for color
match and tied for even lengths. Maximum length of front
hair is usually limited to 8 inches. Replace +++ with size and
type code and *** with the color code for the deer hair:
001 Black 026 White, 081 Red, 116 Orange, 146 Yellow,
218 Kelly Green, 240 Light Blue, 260 Royal Blue.
All roaches are custom made to your order and must be paid
for when the order is placed. Institutional purchase orders can
not be used for this item. Custom orders can take 6 to 8 weeks.
Code
Price
Code
Price

Size
12" 121 Deer Hair Outside $215.00
122 In/Outside $250.00
15" 151 Deer Hair Outside $250.00
152 In/Outside $280.00
18" 183 Deer Hair Outside $305.00
184 In/Outside $370.00
20" 203 Deer Hair Outside $330.00
204 In/Outside $390.00
22" 223 Deer Hair Outside $365.00
224 In/Outside $425.00
To add rainbow deer hair color stripes (three colors) add the following cost.
Rainbow Stripe - Hair Outside + $ 30.00
In/Outside + $55.00
In the comment section of your order, list the desired stripe colors separately.
See our website for more information or call us about this design feature.
GERMAN SILVER SPREADERS &
ARM BANDS
8520.++

01

12

52 With Blackstone Block $25.00 53 With Pipestone Block
10 Blackstone Block only $17.00 11 Pipestone Block only
STRIKERS AND FLINT
These forged steel traditional shaped
strikers are provided in two sizes. The
small C size is 23⁄4 inches long and 11⁄4
inches wide, outside measurements.
The large C size is 3 inches long and
15⁄8 inches wide, outside measurements.
The larger size gives you a longer
strike with a heavier weight. Flints are
about an inch across or larger, with
sharp edges.

$25.00
$17.00
8602.++

14

05

02

These spreaders are designed to fit the
dimensions of our roaches and those
made from our instructions. 31⁄4 inches
across the front part, and 81⁄2 inches in
length. They will slightly flatten the front
of the roach. Made of German Silver and
handcrafted for us. The Grass dancer
spreader has a unique fold-up feature for
storing the wires flat.
01 Single tube, plain $54.00
11 Single tube, stamped $60.00
02 Double tube, plain $56.00
12 Double Tube stamped $66.00
04 Spring Rocker, plain $56.00
14 Spring Rocker, stamped $66.00
05 Grass Dancer, plain $54.00
15 Grass Dancer, stamped $66.00
These German silver arm bands are
made with end holes that require leather
lacing. Available plain or stamped edge
border design.

32
01

03

01 Striker Small C $11.95/each
02 Flint $ .95/each
03 Striker Large C $15.95/each
PRIMITIVE FIRE KIT
This kit includes the large C striker,
char oven (the 4 inch diameter can
the kit comes in), blackened
charred cloth, tow flax tinder, and
flint chard to start a fire in the old
way. Instructions are supplied with
your kit order.
$21.95/kit

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

8601

2" Wide by 12" Long
21 Plain finish
$44.00/pair
32 Stamped border
$54.00/pair
WOOD BOWL

8609

This solid Beech wood bowl is often
requested for using in ceremonies. It
is 6 inches in diameter and has an
oiled finish for use when serving a
meal. This product is made here in
the Great Lakes area.
$12.95/each
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WOOL BLANKETS • FOOD

DECALS • TIPIS
8670.++
SUNCATCHER DECALS
Like stained glass windows, when placed on your
windows these fully transparent decals will glow
from the back lighting. Actual size of the decals are
43⁄4 inch by 61⁄2 inch. Replace ++ with the image
code.

PENDLETON WOOL ROBE BLANKETS 8802
We carry at our store a supply of fine wool Pendleton
Indian Robe blankets and Muchacho crib blankets.
Blanket content is 82% pure wool and 18% cotton
warp threads by total weight. Call 800-652-7192 for
current patterns and colors in stock. Patterns
commonly carried in robes include Chief Joseph,
Thunder & Earthquake Collection, Harding, and
commemorative patterns. Size is 64 inches wide an
80 inches long.

01

01
02
03
04

Flying Eagle
Medicine Bear
Condor & Eagle
Medicine Wheel

06 Wolf
07 White Buffalo
08 Dream Catcher

$269.00 each
03

02

MUCHACHO CRIB BLANKET
8801
$99.00/each
These wool crib blankets measure 32 inches
by 44 inches. Color choices commonly carried include Ivory, Cherry, Sapphire, Grey,
Khaki, Turquoise, Indigo, and Aqua.

$8.50/each

04

“Suncatcher”
Decals

“

06

07

08

COMMEMORATIVE BLANKETS
$269.00/each
8803.++
Patterns: 01 Turtle 02 Circle of Life

01

02

To contact us about available Pendleton
blankets in stock you can also e-mail us
at sales@nocbay.com. Pre-paid Robe
blankets shipped free within the USA.

HERBAL TEA

TRANSPARENT DANCER DECALS

8671.++
10 Traditional Men
11 Grass Dancer
12 Fancy Dancer
13 Traditional Women
14 Jingle Dress Dancer
15 Fancy Shawl Dancer

9201.++
Blends:
01 Indian Love Tea
02 Good Medicine
03 Teepee Dreams
04 Chief’s Delight
05 Victory Tea
06 Warrior’s Brew
07 Green Tea

$6.95/each

11

10

We tried them and we liked them. Native American Herbal Tea Company is
Native American owned and dedicated to providing the world with the most
delicious and finest quality herbal teas available. Replace ++ with blend
number. Box contains 12 packages.
$4.25 per box.
12

WILD RICE
9200.01
From the rice fields of Minnesota we
bring you select long grain cultivated
A Grade Wild Rice. Don’t confuse this
with the broken or short grain rice sold
at lower prices around the country.
Package label includes information and
recipes.
$9.95/lb.
FAVORITE WILD RICE RECIPES
9045
Booklet includes 49 excellent recipes
from Bemidji, Minnesota. $4.95/each
FRY BREAD MIX

9200.01

9045

9203.++
Need fry bread mix for making it at home for those
special occasions? Just add water to the mix and
follow directions for deep frying. The 8 ounce bag
makes 4-5 pieces, and the 2 pound bag makes 18 to
20 pieces.
05 8 ounce bag
20 2 pound bag

$4.50/each
$9.50/each

13

14

15

TIPIS
Available in 13 ounce Sunforger, which is flame,
mold, and mildew resistant. Complete package
includes; cover, door, and liner with canvas storage
bags, all rope, marbles and tie downs in a storage bag,
lacing pins, center stakes, and perimeter stakes. It
does not include the poles. Prices shown below are
factory prices and do not include shipping to your
location. Tipi’s are shipped direct from factory. Full
payment required in advance plus shipping charges.
Call us for shipping charge from factory to your
address. Made in USA.

8510.++***

201 13 oz Sunforger Flame Res. - Cover only
202 13 oz Sunforger Flame Res. - Complete
Sunforger Flame Resistant
Size
Cover
Complete*
12 ft. $542.00
$961.00
14 ft. $661.00
$1,195.00
16 ft. $757.00
$1,339.00
18 ft. $892.00
$1,512.00
20 ft. $1,071.00
$1,732.00

Poles Needed
14
14
17
17
20

With fire & gear,
# of people
1
1 to 2
2 to 3
4 to 5
4 to 6

*Note: Complete tipi package does not include poles. Tipi pictured was painted by owner.
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FLEECE BLANKETS

BABY MOCCASINS
PREMIUM FLEECE BLANKETS
This specially selected fleece, with a velour finish, is the softest, anti-pill fleece we have found,
due to their higher tensile strength and abrasion
resistance. The color prints on these blankets are
remarkably sharp and remain clear in general use.
These blankets are made for us by a dedicated
crafter here in the USA.
Fleece is a soft fabric made of 100% polyester
fibers and it is machine washable and can be tumble dried. One caution is that this polyester fabric is not flame resistant. Do not use near open
flames, hot iron, or source of sparks.
Available patterns may change. More Fleece
blanket patterns may be available on our web
store during the year at www.nocbay.com on the
“Wool & Fleece Blankets” page.

FLEECE ROBE BLANKETS

8842.***

We are offering six printed patterns that are
influenced in design by the weaving patterns
of the southwest. Here in the Lake States we
call this weight and texture a "summer" blanket but it is colder here. Great for gift giving.
The edges are turned and sewn. Pre-seam
size is 60 inches x 80 inches. Replace ***
with pattern number.
$38.00/each

FLEECE CRIB/LAP BLANKETS

8841.***

This Premium Fleece makes a cuddly wrap
for that newborn and can also be used for a
warm lap blanket. Just the right size for use
as a wrap bundle for spiritual items. We
have selected seven patterns to meet your
various needs. Great for gift giving. The
edges are turned and sewn. The pre-seam
size is 30 inches by 40 inches.
$14.50/each
For assortment of 6 or more - $13.00/each
202 Stripe Turquoise

221 Warrior

205 Santa Fe Purple

226 Crimson Arrow

209 Crimson Arrow

228 Canyon Turquoise

211 Warrior

215 Canyon Turquoise

BABY MOCCASINS
153

026

01 Small $17.00/pair
223 Windrunner Black 224 Windrunner Tan

230 Cody Red

To order call 800-652-7192 • www.nocbay.com

217 Canyon Black

8612.++***
These are a great gift along with the
crib blankets shown on these pages.
Hand sewn from commercial tanned
deer hide and light golden or white
in color. They are provided in three
sizes; Small is approximately 31⁄2
inches, Medium is 4 inches, and
Large is about 43⁄4 inches in length.

02 Medium $18.00/pair 03 Large $20.00/pair
026 White 153 Light Golden
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PO Box 295
Escanaba, Michigan 49829

OR CURRENT RESIDENT

VISIT US THE NEW WAY

The next generation of shopping for craft supplies has
extended to the internet. But we still like to have a personal
connection with our customers, so we’ll call you on the
phone, we’ll FAX you back, we’ll send a letter, we’ll
e-mail you, we will do whatever is needed to respond to
your questions about our selection of craft supplies.
Our Learning Circle and Video lessons are free and can be
downloaded right away for your use. We like to be of help.

